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...the aphwdisia are situated within the ancient thematic of 
the relations betiveen death, immortality, and reproduction. 
(Foucault, 1988) 
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Abstract: Cyborgs are polymorphic and not yet visibly different from humans in part because cyborgic 
technologies Iwve just been developed, in part because we are not trained to see how the post human arises. 
The birth of cyborgs alters the core of medicine from disease-containment and death-assessment to 
enhancement of function and image, to transgression of previous natural bounds as established by the 
possibility of space and oceanic travel. Cyborgs, as postmodern/ posthuman products of medicine, make 
visible the current shift in the construction of medical bodies, technologies, and objectives. Medical bodies 
have been determined by a conception of patienthood or diseased body. The connection of body and disease as 
distinct species happened in the medical enclosure: the hospital-clinic, during mid-late 19th century. In the 
hospital-clinic, the medical body lias been clearly mapped in terms of disease identity or malfunction, and it 
has encountered medical technologies used to aid in diagnosis. The patient-doctor relationship has shifted 
because of the revolution in instrumentation at the turn of the century. Another shift can be discerned, as it 
is again mirrored in the relations of doctor-patient, as it has been re-structured through cyberspace and 
expert systems. Clearly, the revolution or scientification of medicine has been fueled by the tuberculosis crisis 
as it challenged medical and political institutions. A similar crisis has occurred with AIDS: is cyborg-
technology the fulfillment of the modern dream of immortality and total control in the face of the epidemic? 
An easy answer to such question cannot be produced. Cyborgs are a product of the meeting of natural and 
human sciences through cybernetics. Their existence and proliferation destabilize assumptions at the 
philosophical foundations of knoivledge and medicine as well as our conceptions of identity and rights, 
through an unsettling of the connection between community-individuality, of the distinction behveen private 
and public domains. 
Key ivords: Cyborgs, Cybernetics, Medical Technologies, Expert Systems, Internet, Cyberspace, 
Patient-Doctor Relation, AIDS, Tuberadosis, Philosophy and History Of Medicine, 
Postmodern Theory, Sociology Of Knowledge/ Medicine, Feminism. 
This project, foremost , w o u l d not be possible w i t h o u t the suppor t of m y f a m i l y b o t h emot iona l ly 
and phys ica l ly t h roughou t a pe r iod of t r i a l and academic uncer ta inty , and m y f o r m e r academic 
advisor Steve Ful ler at D u r h a m Unive r s i t y , w h o has he lped m e c l a r i f y some of the ve ry 
convo lu t ed and at t imes too dense mater ia l . H e has sharpened m y arguments and usefu l ly , 
po ignan t ly cr i t ic ized m y thesis, bo th ed i to r i a l ly and i n terms of context. U s e f u l commenta ry was 
p r o v i d e d b y Roy Boyne as w e l l , w h o m I had the o p p o r t u n i t y to w o r k w i t h the last year of m y 
attendance at D u r h a m Unive r s i ty . F ina l ly , i t is i m p o r t a n t to note the suppor t and belief of m a n y 
teachers and scholars a long m y pa th . People w h o have bel ieved i n m y abili t ies: Ca ro l Abate , Carla 
Freccero, M a r g o Hendr icks , John Jordan, and last b u t n o t least Karen Wallace. F ina l ly this project 
is in te l lec tual ly indebted to Donna H a r a w a y , w h o m I have recently me t a n d w i t h w h o m I a m 
w o r k i n g , M i c h e l Foucault , w h o m I d i d no t have the o p p o r t u n i t y to meet other than t h r o u g h his 
texts, and Ade l e Clarke, w h o m I have the pleasure of w o r k i n g w i t h as I cont inue m y Doctora l 
w o r k at the U n i v e r s i t y of Ca l i fo rn ia , San Francisco. 
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Preface I Introduction 
Cyborg is the concept at the center of m y w o r k . Thus , i t is impor t an t to unders tand h o w 
such concept is d e l i m i t e d , and h o w i t shou ld r ema in open no t because of an inab i l i ty to de f ine i t 
fu r ther , b u t rather because the f o r m s t h r o u g h w h i c h cyborgs appear m a y d i f f e r i n the f u t u r e w i t h 
invent ions of technology. The a rgument that the most skeptical reader w o u l d p u t f o r t h is that 
cyborgs are solely the p r o d u c t of science f i c t i on and have n o t h i n g to do w i t h medicine , its f u t u r e , 
present, or past. I w i l l suggest that cyborgs m a r k a m o r e in t imate in teract ion of ar t i fact and 
organ ism (technology and medic ine) to the p o i n t whe re the d i s t inc t ion of a r t i f ac t / o rgan i sm 
becomes b l u r r e d , where one can on ly m e a n i n g f u l l y ta lk about the techno-organic system, where 
the ontologica l separation of the t w o is pointless. I n this regard, cyborgs are b o r n b y m e d i c a l 
technologies w h e n i t is con f ron t ed w i t h demands to transgress p r i o r bounds such as death, a 
deb i l i t a t ing cond i t ion , or even to env i s ion enhancements o f h u m a n l imi ta t ions w i t h regard to 
space/ oceanic t ravel , w i t h regard to percept ion, m e m o r y . I m a p the recent h i s to ry of med ic ine i n 
crisis to show that ma jo r technological innovat ions i n the med ica l f i e l d occurred d u r i n g t imes of 
social uncer ta in ty ( d u r i n g epidemics) the m a i n examples be ing Tuberculosis at the t u r n o f the 
century and presently AIDS. W o u l d the current p roduc ts of medic ine " i n crisis" be t e rmed 
cyborgic: t e rmina l ly i l l patients h o o k e d u p to l i f e sustaining machines; a b r a i n dead pat ient g i v i n g 
b i r t h ; bodies f r o z e n i n l i q u i d n i t rogen w a i t i n g their m o m e n t of reb i r th ; A I D S patients that need to 
constantly m o n i t o r their i m m u n e system (T-cell counts)? 
Cur r en t med ica l products , b e y o n d patients on the edge of death, inc lude i n d i v i d u a l s w i t h 
a r t i f i c ia l l imbs that enhance f u n c t i o n or ones that have undergone cosmetic surgery to enhance 
image (a r t i f i c ia l breasts, fac ia l structures and so on) that demonstrate an enhanced commerc ia l 
d e m a n d f o r prosthetic technologies. I t is clear that one does n o t become cyborgic t h r o u g h necessity 
on ly b u t t h r o u g h the choice of enhancement as w e l l . W h e n I a m t a lk ing about cyborgs, I a m 
re fe r r ing to an assemblage i n w h i c h each element d i f f e r s f r o m the other i n terms of degree and 
k i n d . F r o m this d ivers i ty , however , one shou ld not be i n h i b i t e d to examine each i n d i v i d u a l as 
be ing cyborgic i n its o w n r ight . Cyborgs d i f f e r f r o m each other w i t h regard to degree, i.e., h o w 
in t imate is the connection be tween organic and technological: f u n c t i o n a l (a r t i f i c ia l l imbs) , 
enhancing (breast implan ts ) , regula tory (pace maker ) , c o n f i g u r i n g (gene therapy) , ' and k i n d 
depend ing at the types of technologies i n v o l v e d , f o r example cyborgs resul t ing f r o m any 
combina t ion of such expertise: genetic engineering, cosmetic surgery, visionics, and so on. 
' An adaptation of restorative, normalizing reconfiguring, enhancing from "Cyborology: Constructing the 
Knowledge Of Cybernetic Organisms." (Gray, C , Mentor, S., Figueroa-Sarriera, H. J, 1995) 
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Cyborgs are p o l y m o r p h i c and they presently exist, w o n d e r i n g a m o n g us. They are no t 
v i s ib ly d i f f e r en t f r o m humans i n pa r t because these technologies have just been developed, i n par t 
because w e are no t t ra ined to see h o w p o s t h u m a n arises. Thei r b i r t h , I argue, alters the core of 
medic ine f r o m disease conta inment and death assessment to enhancement of f u n c t i o n and image, 
to transgression of p rev ious bounds w i t h regard to space and oceanic t ravel , b u t no t l i m i t e d b y 
them. I delineate the m a i n l ine of reasoning w i t h regard to h o w cyborgs, as p o s t m o d e r n / 
p o s t h u m a n produc ts of medic ine , make vis ible the sh i f t i n the const ruct ion o f medica l bodies, 
technologies, and objectives. I w i l l b r i e f l y determine m y m a i n concerns i n each section. 
1. I n the Birth Of The Clinic, Foucaul t 2 has demons t ra ted h o w med ic ine became a system 
of k n o w l e d g e w h e n i t was able to de f ine its object ive as the p rese rva t ion of l i f e i n o p p o s i t i o n to 
its end or b o u n d death . I l lness was cons t ruc ted as m a l f u n c t i o n i n g l i f e tha t needed to be 
dec iphered , a n d dea th was conceived as the u l t i m a t e / inev i tab le course o f l i f e n o t o n l y of 
i l lness. Consequent ly , m e d i c i n e unde r s tood its object: l i f e as b o u n d e d b y death . T o d a y the 
b o u n d of med ic ine is n o longer dea th (a " n a t u r a l " cons t ra in t tha t t o o k the f o r m of an Absolute) 
since i t can be i n d e f i n i t e l y c i r c u m v e n t e d b y technology. Rather, the present b o u n d of m e d i c a l 
competence is the i n v e n t i o n o f technologies tha t can he lp sustain h i g h degrees o f l i v a b i l i t y no t 
o n l y bypass dea th i n the face of il lness (an a r t i f i c i a l l y pro jec ted and var iab le const ra int ) . 
H i s t o r i c a l l y , t echnologica l i nnova t ions have a f fec ted the w a y m e d i c a l quest ions are asked, h o w 
p rob lems have been d e f i n e d , w h a t objectives are f o r m u l a t e d a n d h o w solu t ions , cures, 
t reatments have been inves t iga ted ; consequent ly , i t is key to h i g h l i g h t the r e l a t ion of technology 
to the f o r m u l a t i o n o f m e d i c a l concepts o f cure and disease t h r o u g h o u t recent t ime . I w i l l dea l 
w i t h the example o f Tuberculosis at the t u r n of the cen tu ry a n d compare i t w i t h the A I D S 
ep idemic . I w i l l e v e n t u a l l y si tuate A I D S to be o n the l i m i t s of present p o l i t i c a l a n d m e d i c a l 
ins t i tu t ions o f survei l lance as a s y n d r o m e tha t does no t have at present a cure because o f the 
w a y s i n w h i c h i t challenges the concep tua l i za t ion of i m m u n i t y p o l i t i c a l l y , h i s to r i ca l ly , a n d 
ep idemio log i ca l l y . 
A s t echno-b io logica l h y b r i d s , cyborgs become the second key features of m y analysis i n 
tha t they e m b o d y the m e d i c a l desire f o r u l t i m a t e pe r fo rmances a n d b o u n d a r y crossing. So I w i l l 
f i n a l l y dea l w i t h the l i k e l i h o o d of an H I V + c y b o r g at the j unc tu re w h e r e the object ive of m e d i c a l 
2 Foucault has been criticized by historians in his lack of attention to detail and his eagerness to produce 
general interpretive schema. For example, Roy Porter claims that there was no great confinement of the 
mentally ill in Britain, and that the mentally ill were separated from other deviants. (Porter, R., 1995) Roy 
Porter, thus, questions the constitution of the category of the unthought that runs through out Foucault's 
Madness And Civilization. Many criticisms have been produced with regard to Foucault's work, Birth of 
the Clinic, most notably those published in the special issue of The Journal Of Medicine and Philosophy, 
devoted to Michel Foucault And The Philosophy Of Medicine. He has also been critiqued by some 
Feminists for his lack of attention to issues of Gender: examples abound (a collection of essays Up Against 
Foucault would be a good place to start). However, I feel that his approach merits close attention 
especially in his attempt to unravel the relation of power/ knowledge (objectivity/ subjectivity) and the 
constitution of disciplinary borders (that construct distinct disciplines: Medicine proper) that so many 
critics attribute to him as a fault. The project of a more Philosophical History or a Historical Philosophy is 
not new. It has its roots in both Kant and Hegel. 
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k n o w l e d g e to i n v e n t technological cures tha t enhance l i v a b i l i t y is c o n f r o n t e d w i t h the l i m i t of 
cu r r en t m e d i c a l conceptua l f rames: A I D S . A s a result , A I D S research is a pa r t i cu l a r f r o n t i e r 
w h e r e technologies are constant ly i n v e n t e d to conta in its effects. I t is , thus , c ruc i a l to 
u n d e r s t a n d h o w cyborgs p re t end to or m a y ac tua l ly o f f e r a so lu t i on to the m e d i c a l impasse i n 
the face o f an ep idemic , h o w indeed they are b o r n o n the cur ren t m e d i c a l b o u n d s as i ts present 
p r o p e r objects. A t least they e m b o d y the w i l l o f med ico -po l i t i c a l i n s t i t u t ions t o s u r v e i l a n d 
res t ra in diseased bodies even i f they have to u l t i m a t e l y be i m m o b i l i z e d a n d h o o k e d u p to l i f e -
sus ta in ing machines . The f o u n d i n g of the h o s p i t a l / c l in ic has been quintessent ia l i n the m a k i n g 
of m o d e r n med ic ine . Cyborgs , h o w e v e r , d o m a r k the e n d o f the c l in ic i n tha t s u r v e i l l i n g 
technologies w i l l c o n t i n u a l l y be i n c o r p o r a t e d so that the r e su l t ing beings can n o longer be 
t e r m e d h u m a n a n d are h y b r i d s . The present w i l l to h y p e r - s u r v e i l bodies i n u l t r a - t echno log ica l 
m e d i c a l states m a r k s m o m e n t s of r u p t u r e w e r e w h a t f o l l o w s cannot resemble p r e v i o u s f o r m s , 
ye t s t i l l m a y have been conceived as a mons te r or d e a m o n i n f i c t i o n a l representat ions. 
2. I a t t emp t to establish h o w cyborgs are the f i gu re s that can s u r v i v e p o s t - m o d e r n 
h y p e r c r i t i q u e s a l t h o u g h I a m w e a r y o f the cyborg ic emanc ipa to ry po ten t i a l . I w i s h to he lp 
cons t ruc t a post-gender, anti-racist , pos t -co lon ia l , meta-class, g loba l w o r l d , b u t I real ize tha t 
cyborgs cannot poss ib ly o f f e r a s o l u t i o n to a l l the present social i l l s : n o t a b l y the ones tha t relate 
to class a n d p o v e r t y i n the i r var ious man i fes t a t ions i n te rms of gender , race, f i r s t / t h i r d w o r l d . 
Technologies destabi l ize no t ions o f the n a t u r a l as g r o u n d / b o u n d , ye t they are a l ready 
d e t e r m i n e d b y these categories as a f u n c t i o n o f class, so i t becomes clear they are assured to 
r e p r o d u c e t h e m i n cer ta in ways . There fo re , strategies o f resistance need to be set i n m o t i o n to 
guarantee that technologies are n o t res t r ic ted b y the interest of a technocrat ic el i te , that 
b o u n d a r i e s be tween the haves a n d the have nots are no t s tab i l ized , c rys t a l l i z ed i n d i s t i nc t ive 
oppos i t ions or antagonisms, w h i c h s h o u l d be constant ly chal lenged. C y b o r g i c f i gu re s m a y 
transgress the present m e d i c o - p o l i t i c a l impasse because they subver t p r e v i o u s n a t u r a l l i m i t s 
such as dea th and detach na ture f r o m the Absolute g r o u n d that scient i f ic discourse has p l aced i t . 
Nevertheless , economic a n d p o l i t i c a l factors that are present ly ope ra t ing , s t i l l are l i k e l y 
to s t ra tegica l ly r e p r o d u c e d as a b o u n d the advantage they have n o t as an e x p l i c i t i d e o l o g y of 
the na t iona l i s t , racist, sexist, h o m o p h o b i c v a r i e t y (since they are cons tan t ly decons t ruc ted a n d 
are too v i s ib l e ) , b u t an i m p l i c i t one as i t per ta ins to class a n d o p p o r t u n i t y . I , thus , w i l l del ineate 
the w a y s i n w h i c h technology is in teres ted b y env i s ion ing the cons t ruc t ion o f a m e d i c a l 
cyberspace as the f i e l d w h e r e cyborgs d o n o t r o a m free (en l igh tenment idea l ) , b u t are p l u g g e d 
i n a n d hype r - supe rv i sed . A s such, iden t i t i e s a n d the ins t i tu t ions that s u p p o r t t h e m w i l l change 
to accommoda te the ways i n w h i c h cyborgs interact a n d const i tute a place, a f o r u m w h e r e 
p u b l i c / p r i v a t e / persona l is ac t ive ly re-negot ia ted , w h e r e the contours o f the b o d y / sub jec t / 
pa t i en t are r e - w r i t t e n , w h e r e no t ions o f space/ l o c a t i o n / conf inemen t , n a t i o n / s ta te / i n s t i t u t i o n 
as loca l i m p l o d e . 
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I t is clear tha t cyborg ic technologies have the p o t e n t i a l to r ad i ca l ly alter the basis o f 
eve ryday l i f e w h a t is cons idered h o m e / w o r k , i n s i d e / outs ide, w h a t is the v a r y basis o f 
in te rac t ion be tween i n s t i t u t i o n s / i n d i v i d u a l s / bodies , h o w communi t i e s , and co l labora t ive 
ident i t ies are established, even the v a r y basis o f b o d i l y r e p r o d u c t i o n w i t h the r e v o l u t i o n of 
b i r th - tech . M e d i c i n e has f ac i l i t a t ed the connect ion be tween i n d i v i d u a l s and bodies t h r o u g h the 
regula t ions r e q u i r e d to con ta in disease. W h e n the no t ions of disease and b o d y change due to 
n o v e l technologies, t h e n the concept of self u t i l i z e d b y the n a t i o n / state that has to i m p l e m e n t 
p u b l i c h e a l t h pol ic ies w i l l also change. I locate, t h r o u g h the examples o f Tuberculos is a n d A I D S , 
h o w such m e d i c a l iden t i t i es come i n t o be ing , a n d h o w the qua l i f i ca t ions o f experts t e n d to 
dissociate themselves f r o m the diseased i n d i v i d u a l s i n a sense b l a m i n g t h e m f o r the i r 
p red icament . Cyberspace, thus , can expose the w a y s i n w h i c h m e d i c a l iden t i t i es have been 
cons t i tu ted to serve specif ic interests unde r the guise of sc ient i f ic , object ive u n i v e r s a l i t y , a n d the 
p rese rva t ion o f cer ta in f o r m s of p o w e r / k n o w l e d g e . P o w e r has been a lways secured u p o n a 
clear, se l f -evident , un ive r sa l , a priori g r o u n d tha t c o u l d establish coherent iden t i t i e s a n d 
relat ions o f dominance . I demons t ra te h o w that is n o longer possible, desirable, or v i ab l e i n the 
present s i tua t ion , h o w the s t ruc ture o f p o w e r / k n o w l e d g e w i l l have to r ad i ca l ly change t o w h a t 
I t e r m power sharing structures of governmentality. 
3. I t is i m p o r t a n t to u n d e r s t a n d that cyborgs are b o m no t o n l y o n the f r o n t i e r o f m e d i c a l 
k n o w l e d g e , b u t also at the p o i n t w h e r e h u m a n a n d n a t u r a l sciences v i a eng ineer ing meet . Th i s 
loca t ion u n d e r m i n e s the p r i m a r y oppos i t i on of l i v i n g a n d ar t i fac t tha t is at the basis o f sc ient i f ic 
m e d i a t i o n a n d results i n the l ingu is t i c d i s t i n c t i o n be tween subjec t / object, b e t w e e n a c t i v e / 
passive moda l i t i e s . T h e b i o - m e d i c a l sphere is w h e r e such a m e e t i n g has its m o s t r ad i ca l a n d 
con t rovers ia l appl ica t ions f r o m s imple devices tha t enhance f u n c t i o n to the p o t e n t i a l o f 
genet ical ly eng inee r ing f u t u r e p o s t h u m a n generat ions. I t is m e a n i n g f u l to v i e w the effects o f 
expert- technologies n o t as t o t a l i z i ng , b u t ra ther as contested a n d cont ingent because per fec t 
con t ro l a n d to ta l k n o w l e d g e s have p r o v e n to be f a l l i b l e a n d even dangerous m y t h s o f the 
m o d e r n i s t var ie ty . H e r e I set ou t to m a p the m e d i c a l f i e l d i n v i e w of the changes to bodies , 
technologies, and object ives that I established to have been t a k i n g place. The m a i n site of 
conceptua l rehashing is the c l in ic as a place of b o d i l y enclosure. Pos tmoderni t ies as a r t i cu l a t ed 
t h r o u g h technologica l i nnova t ions have m a n a g e d to i m p l o d e the m o d e r n , sense of enclosure 
whe the r that is cons idered self, home , w o r k , b o d y , c l in ic . 
The resul t is an u n s e t t l i n g of the categorical sp l i t be tween p r i v a t e / p u b l i c a n d a 
p r o b l e m a t i z a t i o n o f the concept ions of r igh ts tha t are f o u n d e d u p o n that v e r y d i s t i n c t i o n . I f i n 
cyberspace one can n o longer t a lk about p r i v a t e / p u b l i c b u t ra ther of m o r e or less secure 
i n f o r m a t i o n , and i f p r i v a t e / pub l i c is s t r i pped d o w n to m e d i a t i o n of i n f o r m a t i o n f l o w s and 
accessibil i ty, then i t is d i s robed of the en l igh tenmen t rhe to r ic that has f o u n d i t as the p r i v i l e g e d 
site f o r the cons t ruc t ion o f the c i t i z e n / p a t i e n t / subject. I t is possible, then, to conceive o f 
med ic ine w i t h o u t c l in ics a n d doctors , a med ic ine in teres ted i n d e v e l o p i n g pros the t ic devices to 
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de l ive r to the p o s t h u m a n m a r k e t u p o n d e m a n d . Therefore , the f r o n t i e r of b ioeng inee r ing is 
centered u p o n diagnost ic technologies that w i l l even tua l ly be i n c o r p o r a t e d w i t h i n the b o d y to 
m o n i t o r its state. The cyber-preceptors have the po ten t i a l to replace the doc tor as prac t i t ioner , 
l e a v i n g open the space f o r experts to m a p o u t the f i e l d o f k n o w l e d g e . The f i n a l , thus, f r o n t i e r 
w o u l d be to incorpora te the e x p e r t / researcher w i t h pros thet ic a r t i f i c i a l in te l l igence tha t w o u l d 
a l l o w f o r greater m e m o r y banks , a n d m o r e e f fec t ive m o l d i n g o f facts to conceptua l ly re-map the 
k n o w l e d g e f i e l d i n m o r e advanced a n d systematic ways . 
4. I t is c r i t i ca l n o t to become caught u p i n the f u t u r e poss ibi l i t ies a n d fo rge t w h a t w e are 
c rea t ing i n the process a n d at w h a t cost. Hence, I w i l l address the p o l i t i c a l imp l i ca t i ons a n d 
i ron i c consequences o f the c y b o r g so lu t ion . I l ay d o w n the c ruc ia l c r i t ic isms to sc ient i f ic 
u n i v e r s a l i s m a n d t r i u m p h a l i s m to reveal h o w w e can const ruct an a l ternat ive v i s i o n that a l l o w s 
f o r greater f l e x i b i l i t y o f concept ion , a n d c i r cumven t s the t o t a l i z i n g o f en l igh tenmen t rhe to r i ca l 
narra t ives . I a t t emp t to del ineate h o w cyborgs can be cons t ruc ted as p o s t m o d e r n p a r t i a l l y 
d e t e r m i n e d subjects a n d objects, h o w they can be the basis f o r co l l abora t ive iden t i f i ca t ions , a n d 
h o w they contest the process o f m e d i c a l i z a t i o n i n m o d e r n states. I t is m e a n i n g f u l to exp lo i t the 
d i s t i n c t i o n b e t w e e n p a r t i a l a n d u n f i n i s h e d : as such, the w o r k o f k n o w l e d g e w i l l a lways be 
u n f i n i s h e d a n d its sub jec t /ob jec t pa r t i a l . The d y n a m i c created f r o m this separat ion is w h a t w i l l 
m o v e us t o w a r d s n e w d i rec t ions , to establish a conceptua l g r i d f o r o u r t h o u g h t process. 
Differences a n d Collaborations s h o u l d be grasped as the s t r ings, w h i c h weave together o u r 
t h o u g h t n o t t h r o u g h an enfo rced consensus, b u t t h r o u g h the process o f u n f o l d i n g i n va r i ous 
speeds a n d d i rec t ions . 
I t is inc is ive to u n d e r s t a n d that the u n f o l d i n g s of ou r t h o u g h t does n o t need to f o l l o w 
the p a t h p a s t / p r e s e n t / f u t u r e , b e f o r e / d u r i n g / af ter i n a sequent ia l f a sh ion that has focused 
u p o n the es tabl i shment o f the causal event as l eg i t imate a n d central . Rather, i t is a 
choreographed i n t e r p l a y o f d i v e r s i t y and co l labora t ion , b e t w e e n f i g u r e a n d g r o u n d that y ie lds 
the d i r e c t i o n of a r g u m e n t t o w a r d s n o v e l approaches, that redef ines the r e l a t ion o f l i m i t s a n d 
bounds , agency and t h o u g h t n o t t h r o u g h a negat ive d i c h o t o m y of s e l f / other, b u t t h r o u g h a 
con t i nua l re- e v a l u a t i o n of d i f ferences . The d i r ec t i o n and speed of a rgumen t , thus , need to break 
o u t o f a l i n e a r / causal m o d e that has been essential i n a N e w t o n i a n / Cartesian cons t ruc t ion o f 
space to s h o w h o w the m o v e m e n t of d iscuss ion does n o t need to be u n i d i m e n s i o n a l a n d 
s ingular . S i n g u l a r i t y seems to be a lways coerced. C y b e r F e m i n i s m s have a t t emp ted to establish 
an u m b r e l l a o f cr i t iques v i s a v i s en l i gh t enmen t ideals o f progress a n d science. I t is s ign i f i can t to 
unde r s t and h o w they can o f f e r r e so lu t ion to the impasse p r o d u c e d b y m o d e r n i t y i n the face o f 
p o s t m o d e r n cr i t iques . 
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I n this thesis, cyborgs b o t h m y t h o s a n d real are e x a m i n e d a longside m e d i c a l and 
p o l i t i c a l i n s t i t u t ions i n the face of crisis w h e t h e r that crisis is an ef fect of disease or technologica l 
i n n o v a t i o n . The goal is to raise awareness of the operat ions of m e d i c a l and p o l i t i c a l ins t i tu t ions 
a n d the d i rec t ions that t rends are t a k i n g , so checks can be set i n place to ensure an ethical 
ou tcome. W i t h o u t awareness l i t t l e h o p e can be l e f t f o r c r i t ique and resistance to p l a y a role i n 
the shap ing of the f u t u r e . 
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/ . The Technical Cure For Mortality As The Ultimate Medical Performance 
discover ing the appropr ia te cures. The responsibi l i ty of medic ine has been to diagnose the disease 
of i l l bodies a n d to prescribe remedies that sustain func t i ona l i t y at the m i n i m u m of cost. (Foucault , 
1994) M e d i c i n e has thus p r o v i d e d the means f o r enl ightened societies to assist the p o o r / 
mis fo r tuna te . O r rather as class and race analysis i l lustrate, medic ine has h is tor ica l ly secured the 
r i c h / w h i t e i n their a t tempt to contain illness i n the p o o r / black and to exper iment o n t h e m so that 
treatments f o r diseases that m i g h t also plague the r i c h / w h i t e can be invented . (Foucault , 1994/ 
Savitt , 1978) A s labor demands increased w i t h the indus t r i a l i za t ion o f society, the necessity f o r a 
pub l i c hea l th r e v o l u t i o n has been p i v o t a l i n m a i n t a i n i n g the w o r k force and consequently 
economic g r o w t h as i n the example of the tuberculosis epidemic i n eighteen cen tury Eng land 
(Porter, R., 1992a) and Europe. Medic ine , then, has become more scientific (read rel iable) , so i t has 
been connected w i t h l ibera l state po l i cy no t s i m p l y to preserve heal th standards, b u t also a heal thy 
economy, a n d its goals has i nc luded observing exis t ing heal th habits, establishing w h a t remedies 
are the mos t effect ive , and m a k i n g sure that the " r i g h t " k inds of medic ine have been pract iced. 
(Porter, R , 1992a) 
The objectives of Enl igh tenment med ic ine are i n some regards s t i l l v a l i d since m a l a d y has 
no t vanished as the i l l u s i o n of a disease free society h a d projected. H o w e v e r , medic ine has become 
compl ica ted b y the advent of illnesses that at present do not have a cure, l ike A I D S , b y the 
increasing f e r v o r to m a p the h u m a n genome a n d to ascribe genetic causes or cures to diseases, and 
b y the demands o f m o d e r n war fa re that forges h u m a n bodies beyond their genetic m a k e u p i n 
env i ronments that are u n f a m i l i a r l ike the depths of the sea or outer-space t ravel . Cyborgs (short 
fo r cybernetic 3 organisms) are thus constructed b y the a d d i t i o n of technical, bio-technical , genetic, 
or chemical devices to our bodies i n order to con t ro l and regulate u n w a n t e d or unnecessary b o d i l y 
func t ions i n n e w and po ten t ia l ly u n w e l c o m i n g envi ronments or circumstances. 
3 Cybernetics as a term was introduced by Norbert Wiener from the Greek word KuPepvnxiKrj that means 
the art of governing. The first half of cybernetics: "cyber" is used to "represent the possibilities of travel 
and existence in the new space of computer networks, a space, it is argued, that must be negotiated by the 
human mind in new kinds of ways." (Sandoval, 1995: 420n6) 
What is being set in place here is, in effect, the immortality of the species in 
real time. We long ago stopped believing in the immortality of the soul, a 
deferred immortality. We no longer believe in that immortality which assumed 
a transcending of the aid, an intense investment in the finalities of the beyond 
and a symbolic elaboration of death. What we want is tlie immediate 
realization of immortality by all possible means. (Baudrillard, 1994: 89-90) 
M edicine is the expertise that determines the state of our bodies i n fitness, illness, and death t h o u g h its practices, its ins t i tu t ions of accreditation, its suggested policies f o r m a m t a i n i n g pub l i c health, and its strategies f o r prescr ib ing a n d 
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(Clynes and Kl ine , 1995) Cyborgs have clear m i l i t a r y impl ica t ions at their conception. 
Nevertheless, cyborgs can o f f e r a vehicle t h rough w h i c h a better unders tand ing of pos tmodern 
bodies, diseases, knowledges , and ethics is located because they are contested hybr ids where w h a t 
is and w h a t m i g h t be j o i n i n fantasy, ideal i ty , and projected real i ty . They, as i l legi t imate hybr ids , 
d o m a r k fo r some the b i r t h of a postgender, postcolonial , and even metaracist w o r l d (Haraway , 
1992), and fo r others, indicate the v io len t co r rup t ion or collapse of the state g i v i n g w a y to or 
c o l l i d i n g w i t h a l l p o w e r f u l m u l t i n a t i o n a l corporations as i n comic b o o k representations (Oehlert , 
1995). Beyond these u topic or dys t ropic visions, I w i l l de te rmine h o w cyborgs are the p r o d u c t of 
med ica l technologies and knowledges even i f they are heav i ly med ia t ed b y the m i l i t a r y or the 
state, and their fu tu res w i l l be dec ided b y the ways i n w h i c h m e d i c a l po l i cy is f o r m u l a t e d and b y 
w h o m . Cyborgs e m b o d y the desire of capi ta l ism for u l t i m a t e performances and the medica l 
objective to preserve l i f e at a l l costs and i n a l l circumstances. 
Cyborgs also denote a sh i f t i n medica l objectives f r o m su rve i l l i ng diseased bodies to 
contain infections, p r e p a r i n g guidel ines f o r ma in t a in ing pub l i c hea l th standards, and i n v e n t i n g 
ways to treat illness, to m o d e l i n g ta i lor-made prosthetics and procedures that enhance image or 
f u n c t i o n (cosmetics, a r t i f i c i a l l imbs) , des igning technologies that m o n i t o r b o d i l y per formance 
t h r o u g h i m a g i n g technics ( M R I , C A T , Ul t rasound) , and m a m t a i n i n g l i f e (and thus the need f o r 
med ica l at tention) at a l l costs. They a t tempt to mater ial ize the med ica l p romise of i m m o r t a l i t y , or 
rather a constant defe r ra l or transgression of death t h r o u g h technical means. The questions r ema in 
at w h a t cost, i n whose benef i t , and can medicine really de l ive r the fantasized cont ro l over bodies 
t h r o u g h their cyborgic t ransmuta t ion . Cyborgic fantasies cover a r i f t i n medicine: the d i f f e r i n g 
aims of doctors and patients vis ible t h rough its present fa i lures , i.e., the A I D S epidemic or the 
current euthanasia debate as represented b y Dr . Death, and they o f fe r the promise of b o d i l y 
in tegr i ty and i m m o r t a l i t y t h r o u g h technological prosthetics. The contours of medic ine are d e f i n e d 
b y its bounds . Thus at the boundar ies , the operations of m e d i c a l and po l i t i ca l ins t i tu t ions become 
visible . Thei r investments exposed b y the pub l ic con f ron ta t ion o f d i f f e r i n g interests, desires, w i l l s , 
and the increasing d iscours i f ica t ion of those confl icts . I n m y m a k i n g out of the contours of 
pos tmode rn medicine, I w i l l m a i n l y measure its cyborgic fantasies against the ve ry real and 
sobering reali ty of the cur ren t A I D S epidemic to see f o r w h o m i f i ndeed i t is possible any longer 
f o r medic ine to promise i m m o r t a l i t y . Cyborgs can, thus, be deemed as symptomat ic of the current 
med ica l impasse. 
I m m o r t a l i t y is a m e d i c a l p romise and obsession. The ques t ion is i n w h a t state w i l l bodies 
surv ive , at w h a t degrees of l i v a b i l i t y since l i fe func t ions can be i nde f in i t e ly sustained 
mechanical ly. The desire m a t med ica l knowledge w i l l one d a y be able to answer to death and 
prepare as projected today technical prosthetics f o r s u r v i v a l is ref lected i n the expectancy of bodies 
f rozen i n l i q u i d n i t rogen (cryogenics). They awai t the m o m e n t of their second awaken ing i n f u l l 
f u n c t i o n (?) and w i t h the w i l l to p l ay f r o z e n Lazarus reborn to see the w o r l d anew. M a y b e b y then 
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medic ine w o u l d have mastered the revers ib i l i ty of cell decay or at least l eg i t imized c lon ing 
technics, so that the current methods of social regenerat ion t h r o u g h r ep roduc t ion w o u l d appear 
archaic. U n d e r w r i t i n g this fantasy of complete mastery and competence is a medica l fa i lure : the 
powerlessness i n the conf ron ta t ion w i t h the A I D S epidemic that damages the ve ry basis of our 
i m m u n i t y where total i m m u n i t y w o u l d approx imate i m m o r t a l i t y . Therefore , i t is no t an accident 
that the desire f o r i m m o r t a l i t y as p roc l a imed t h r o u g h the dreams of f r o z e n bodies have risen 
contemporaneously w i t h the challenge of the ep idemic as i f the desire f o r the cure has projected 
itself i n to the p roc lamat ion of f u l l mastery. 
I n order to f i g u r e ou t h o w the re la t ion o f med ica l knowledge (as a l i m i t ) to death (as a 
b o u n d ) has al tered, i t is necessary to m a p out the changes i n the not ions of death and disease 
t h r o u g h technological i nnova t ion , so that shif ts i n concept ion can become vis ib le b y the b i r t h of 
cyborgs. W i t h the enclosure of sick bodies w i t h i n the hospi tal , the scene of death has been 
increasingly enclosed and in fused w i t h exper imenta l technologies and techniques. Med ic ine , then, 
has become more technological ly med ia ted , so the def in i t ions o f death and disease have altered i n 
order to f i t the n o v e l condi t ions that persons w h o are t e rmina l ly i l l or i n a coma. A sh i f t can be 
not iced f r o m a medic ine that read the signs of death to a medic ine that has de te rmined the cause of 
dea th and eventua l ly a medic ine that has ma in t a ined l i f e technological ly to p r o v i d e alternate or 
exper imenta l treatments. Presently, the dis t inct ions of l i fe and death have become unclear and 
d e f i n e d b y the n o t i o n o f m i n i m a l b r a i n f u n c t i o n . (Hogle , 1995) The haziness i n the d i s t inc t ion 
be tween l i f e and death is po r t r ayed b y the Stengl's 1988 f i l m J Take Care Of Dead Patients that 
"explores caregivers ' feelings about this w o r k , i n c l u d i n g doubts that the pat ient is dead or 
i r revers ib ly dead." (Hogle , 1995: 212) Especially w h e n these bodies m a y have sp ina l reflexes: "the 
arms m a y rise, eyes m a y open, or other parts m i g h t m o v e spontaneously, m a k i n g the person 
appear a l ive ." (Hogle , 1995: 212) 
Dea th is m a r k e d b y an irreversible b r a i n w a v e pat tern that a l lows the doctor e thical ly and 
legaUy to u n p l u g the patient. A s a result, euthanasia has become an ethical quest ion: the debate 
whe the r or no t the pat ient has the r i g h t to u n p l u g h im/he r se l f . (Crigger , 1993) The last border 
be tween l i f e and death has sh i f ted f r o m the lungs and heart to the b r a i n pa ra l l e l ing the f ront ie rs of 
med ica l knowledge . Disputes, over whe the r or no t a sustained heart beat shou ld be d e f i n e d as a 
s ign of l i f e , have been intense especially i n countries l ike Japan where o n l y recently the concept of 
b r a i n death is accepted. (Hogle , 1995) I w i l l demonstrate h o w the d e f i n i t i o n s / m o d e l s of death and 
disease have adjus ted w i t h the deve lopment of the clinic and w i t h increased med ia t i on b y 
technology, h o w i n the face of epidemics (Tuberculos is / A I D S ) medic ine i n crisis has con f ined the 
diseased b o d y to establish expert discourses. The medica l enclosure is whe re the b o d y is i n fused 
w i t h i n f o r m a t i o n and technology, is whe re cyborgs are b o m . Cyborgs establish med ica l bounds 
and l imi t s that are re-negotiated since the concept of observation needs to be re-determined i n 
terms of s imulat ion- tech. I w i l l show h o w A I D S clearly demarks a l i m i t of med ica l k n o w l e d g e ( in 
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terms of the operations of the i m m u n e system), and h o w cyborgs as my thos m a y obscure this l i m i t 
b y establishing themselves as a convenient so lu t ion to the present impasse. Final ly , I w i l l measure 
cyborgic dreams of i m m o r t a l i t y and h o w they are a lways socially de te rmined b y l o o k i n g at the 
l i ke l i hood o f cyborg ian A I D S patient. 
1. Shifting Notions Of Death And Disease Under An Epidemic Crisis 
Through The Lens of Medical-Technologies. 
The f o r m a l i z a t i o n of medic ine as a d isc ipl ine occurred w h e n i t was able to c o d i f y its o w n 
fai lures and shortcomings, w h e n i t described the accident of death as rooted i n the b o d y , w h e n i t 
opened u p corpses to see h o w the inev i t ab i l i t y t ranspired, w h e n i t was able to describe at w h a t 
precise p o i n t death over took l i f e . (Foucault , 1994) Med ic ine never took responsibi l i ty f o r the 
inev i t ab i l i t y of death, b u t emphasized its signs, and denuded death f r o m its mys te ry . The goal of 
medic ine was to con t inua l ly delay the "na tu r a l " b o u n d of death i n the name of l i f e a n d the 
g r o w i n g med ica l respectabili ty. W i t h the m a k i n g of the c l i n i c / hospi ta l i n to the p roper site o f 
med ica l endeavors, and w i t h the sc ient i f iza t ion of its knowledge , medic ine was u t i l i z e d b y the 
state to surve i l the habits of its subjects and curb publ ic ignorance that was v i e w e d as pathogenic 
and infect ious to the social b o d y . (Porter, R., 1992b) Medic ine , thus, o f fe red its concept of diseased 
b o d y as l i n k e d to pat ient i d e n t i t y to the state, w h i c h was then able to establish heal th guidel ines 
f o r the c i rcula t ion of bodies and f l u i d s . Thus , pat ient iden t i ty was connected to c i t izenship status. 
The discourse o n i m m i g r a t i o n that surveils na t iona l boarders, presently, has been de t e rmined o n 
the basis of medica l and economic policies. 
I t has been of key po l i t i ca l impor tance f o r medica l expertise to c o d i f y h o w d e a t h / disease 
occurred or was t ransmit ted , and h o w i t cou ld be dealt w i t h , inscribed i n symbol ic discourse to 
m a i n t a i n order. Depict ions of the state as an organic b o d y have begun w i t h Hobbes (1651). A s a 
result, disease has been represented as pathogenic to the w h o l e social body , and its course was 
though t to be contained t h o u g h an iden t i f i ca t ion and s t ruc tu r ing i n terms of a t axonomic order. 
Death and the signs of m o r b i d i t y became established b y external physical marks , b y l i s ten ing to 
l i f e histories, w h i c h have been the central features of the r i t u a l in teract ion be tween doctors and 
diseased bodies, so that the poten t ia l or ig ins of diseases cou ld be discovered and cont ro l led . 
( B y n u m & Porter, 1993) Thus , medic ine has been conf ined to the discourse o f s y m p t o m s that 
doctors classified t h r o u g h pat ients ' descript ions, a t t empt ing to determine the causes of illness and 
to decipher the b o d y real. (Porter, R., 1993) The contrast be tween the re la t ion of doctors to l i ve or 
dead bodies can i l l u m i n e h o w medic ine has conceived its objects and goals. Consequent ly , i t is 
i m p o r t a n t to m a r k h o w the re la t ion of doctor to l ive or dead pat ient has changed w i t h increased 
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technologizat ion. A clear contrast i n the re la t ion be tween doctor and b o d y is ev ident w i t h the 
acceptance of dissection, b r i e f l y sketched f r o m the 17th century . 
The contact of d o c t o r / pat ient cou ld be described as personal before the inev i t ab i l i ty of 
death. A f t e r w a r d s the l i fe -h is tory of the person and the doctor 's sensing of the patient 's cond i t i on 
became less personal and s tandardized, f o r e shadowing the violence of dissection p e r f o r m e d on 
cadavers. Robert Bur ton ' s The Anatomy of Melancholy (publ i shed i n 1621) has established h o w 
medica l dissection became the m o d e l f o r the methods o f p a r t i t i o n i n g ev ident i n the pre-scientif ic 
cu l tu ra l imag ina t ion . (Sawday, 1995) But p a r t i t i o n i n g dead bodies h a d been v i e w e d as a taboo, so 
doctors sought then, gua rded w i t h a scalpel a n d a m i r r o r , to violate (par t i t ion) the bodies of 
m a r g i n a l members : "the c r i m i n a l , the poor , the insane, suicides, orphans, even s i m p l y 'strangers. '" 
(Sawday, 1995: 3) The med ica l gaze eventual ly was constructed b y this anatomical dissecting and 
look ing . The h i s to ry of anatomic i l lus t ra t ion has determines h o w the cadavers were sk inned to 
d isplay more c lear ly the secrets he ld i n the " t r u t h " of h u m a n bodies. (Kemp , 1993) The e v o l u t i o n 
of these i l lus t ra t ions and thei r acceptance i n anatomic textbooks has suggested that i n later years 
the text became subord ina ted to the image that was i n i t i a l l y m a n i p u l a t e d so that the reader cou ld 
see w h a t the a u t h o r / au tho r i t y in tended. T w o m a i n modes of i l lus t ra t ion evo lved a s imple po r t r a i t 
that a t tempted to g ive the object i n f u l l de ta i l or a representat ional object, w h i c h was conceived i n 
the imag ina t i on and i l lus t ra ted the idea b e h i n d the p ic ture . (Kemp , 1993) So f a r med ica l 
technologies were i n i n f an t f o r m . They i nc luded i l lus t ra t ions , dissection, s tandardized v i e w i n g or 
sensing, and tex tua l accounts of the encounter be tween cadavers and physicians w h i l e the 
discourse of l ive p a t i e n t / doctor retained the f o r m of an i n f o r m a l verbal account. 
The encounter of l i ve pa t i en t / phys ic ian was h i g h l y i r regular . I t had been u p to doctors to 
perceive h o w they w o u l d conduct themselves. The i r contacts w i t h l ive patients tended to have the 
abstract f o r m o f an ora l account: the patient 's descript ions o f h i s / her cond i t ion . I t was no t u n t i l 
the V ic to r i an age that phys ica l examinat ion was deve loped and accepted as a n o r m . (Porter, R., 
1993) Before the i n v e n t i o n o f the stethoscope the doctor was reluctant to d i rec t ly sense the sick 
b o d y before dea th (except f o r surgeons), then phys ica l contact became s tandard practice. (Porter, 
R., 1993) Even tua l ly , l ive bodies were constructed as the direct objects of observat ion as 
technologies or methods were invented to help assess their cond i t ion . T o u c h h a d to be p u r i f i e d of 
its sexual connotat ions f o r i t to be accredited as a pa r t of the phys ica l examina t ion (Porter, R., 
1993), since touch was a lways associated w i t h sexual i ty and disease ( G i l m a n , 1993). The 
sc ient i f iza t ion o f medic ine b rough t the scene of death b e h i n d the hospi ta l or cl inic wal l s . There the 
scene of death became increasingly media ted b y med ica l k n o w l e d g e and technology. The exact 
arrangement of the med ica l scene i n the hospi ta l and the e l i m i n a t i o n of outside inf luences a l l o w e d 
medica l scientists to de te rmine the course of illnesses a n d to generalize patterns of disease w i t h a 
course towards death. (Foucault, 1995) M a p p i n g the exact p a t h of m a l a d y was central i n 
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d i s t ingu i sh ing between species o f disease and prescr ibing the p roper cure. O p e n i n g u p corpses 
a l l o w e d the observant doctor to ascertain the exact fa i lu re that p r o m o t e d death and to demark at 
p o i n t at w h i c h i t had occurred. Dea th was v i e w e d as the u l t imate course of most illnesses, b u t no t 
necessary a f u n c t i o n of illness itself. Illness was conceived as m a l f u n c t i o n i n g l i f e whereas death 
was v i e w e d as the u l t imate b o u n d of that m a l f u n c t i o n . (Foucault , 1994). 
The r evo lu t ion of surgical m e t h o d noted in the decade 1879-1886 m a r k e d the sh i f t f r o m 
heroic practice of medicine that r e q u i r e d a leap of f a i t h f r o m doctors and patients to prescribe and 
f o l l o w treatments such as "b l i s te r ing , b leed ing and p u r g i n g . " (Brieger, 1993: 226), to a medic ine 
that was more scientific, and able to de te rmine the patient 's illness t h r o u g h ins t rumenta l means. 
Surgery has been perhaps the mos t in t rus ive medica l technique to date and i t became more 
acceptable w h e n a n t i - i n f l a m m a t i o n strategies were discovered a n d s tandardized a long w i t h 
diagnostic technologies. The desire o f the surgeons to k n o w and to gaze at the in ter ior of sick 
bodies, to detect and cure m a l f u n c t i o n , was constructed i n oppos i t i on to pat ients ' desires w h o 
" t h r o u g h p a i n [could] mask or conceal their in ter ior d i scomfor t , b y a l l o w i n g n o vis ible sign to 
escape onto the exterior. " (Sawday, 1995:12) The surgeon, thus, has a t t empted to f i n d methods to 
denude the b o d y and expose its inopera t ive i n f e r i o r i t y to med ica l k n o w l e d g e and technics. The 
surgical gaze p r i e d in to the l ive a n d diseased b o d y penetra t ing i ts sk inned enclosure, and 
d i s p l a y i n g the mater ia l base of m a l f u n c t i o n that was nove l to the s tandard ve rba l basis of doctor-
pat ient in terplay . 
Late 19th century surgery q u i c k l y distanced itself f r o m k n i f e m e n w h o opened u p patients 
too easily. (Brieger, 1993) Surgery was a ided b y the establishment of hospitals and laboratories 
w h e r e s tandardized surgical practice occurred and was nour i shed b y the r e v o l u t i o n i n diagnostic 
technology and ins t rumenta t ion . The end of the 19th century b r o u g h t o n arguments as to whether 
or no t " ins t ruments of precis ion ac tual ly p r o v i d e d the pract i t ioner w i t h n e w and u s e f u l data as 
advocates c la imed as w e l l as o n the extent to w h i c h diagnostic ins t ruments i n t r u d e d u p o n the 
doctor-pat ient relat ionship, s h i f t i n g the focus f r o m the pat ient to the disease." (Borel l , 1993: 246) 
Ins t ruments challenged the l o n g h e l d practice that technological tools h a d n o place i n medic ine , 
that "the phys ic ian was to observe a n d quest ion patients to ga in diagnost ic knowledge , no t to poke 
and probe their bodies." (Reiser, 1993: 263) Diagnost ic tests were deve loped to make medic ine 
more exact. Medic ine , thus, used technological and laboratory techniques to read the marks of the 
disease u p o n the physical b o d y a n d unders tand the f u n c t i o n of disease itself as a separate 
on to logy that had a dis t inct b io log ica l f o r m . Technological invent ions i n the last pa r t of the 19th 
cen tury inc luded "the stethoscope, microscope, of thalmoscope, and the the rmomete r" (Borell , 
1993: 246) and were used to establish the f o r m of disease as a v i r u s or bac te r ium. 
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A pivotal point for surgery in America was the establishment of the Johns Hopkins 
Hospital that was connected to the University and its medical school, which fostered the 
laboratory approach to the problems of the surgeon. (Brieger, 1993) The connection of a hospital to 
the University was important in connecting students wi th novel laboratory methods and has 
served as a model of medical institutions to date. Technology was thus introduced as a means to 
permeate wi th and read f rom the body its information. Technologies have modified the initial 
setting of the doctor-patient relation f rom an oral account to a data set. By the turn of the century, 
instrumental readings of disease represented the exactness of laboratory science and appealed to 
the scientifization of medical knowledge. (Borell, 1993) Instruments initially developed as forms of 
"sensory penetration, while challenging the body's boundaries, none the less [left] the actual, 
physical boundary intact [unlike surgery that was more traumatic]." (Logan, 1991:202) The 
problem then became how to standardize instruments so that variations in data would be reduced. 
(Borell, 1993) Medical practice manuals established as a pretense for increased technologization of 
medicine the limitations of human perception. The expectation of the medical techno-reformers 
was to invent instrumental capacities apt to transgress these human sensory limitations. (Borell, 
1993) They established instrumental technologies to be on the bound of medical perception not 
necessarily of medical knowledge. 
With the advent of laboratory techniques in medicine, there has been a re-conception of 
what disease could be, and how it can be treated. (Cunningham, 1992) The years of radical 
technological reform in medicine have been contemporary to the rise of tuberculosis i n epidemic 
proportions all throughout Europe and America at the end of the 19th century. The conceptions of 
illness/ health beginning wi th 17th century have been replaced by a germ-theory of disease. The 
conception of a disease agent has provided grounds for the construction of diseased patienthood. 
Thus, medicine through this conception of patient identity has set the groundwork for the birth of 
individual as an identity utilized in the politics of infected bodies as culminating in tuberculosis 
19th century/ AIDS 20th century. 
Before the Enlightenment, medicine was concerned wi th preserving a state of health as 
established through ancient tradition. (Foucault, 1988) When John Donne fell i l l , he noted that "We 
study Health and we deliberate upon our meats and drink and Ayre and exercises, and we hew, 
and wee polish every stone, that goes to that building; and so our Health is a long & regular work; 
but in a minute a Cannon batters all, overthrows all, demolishes all; a sickness unprevented for all 
our diligence, unsuspected for all our curiositie; nay undeserved, if we consider only disorder, 
summons us, seizes us, possesses us, destroyes us in an instant" (Donne: 7) The vulnerability of the 
best health regimen to debilitating illness was common because medicine could only articulate the 
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signs of illness to determine the disease by a process of elimination, and not by identifying the 
disease itself. A t moments of illness, the body became isolated " ' i t ' had begun to exist as distinct 
f rom 'we'" (Savvday, 1995: 35) 
Medical surveillance of diseased bodies was pivotal in identifying the body wi th the 
individual enclosed in the home and later the hospital. Wi th the laboratory revolution, medicine 
became able not only to identify the sick body wi th a particular disease-description that might f i t 
the symptoms, but actually identify the disease as a distinct species, having a form of its own 
under the microscope. For example, the fact that Bacillus Pestis caused the bubonic plague was 
discovered, "and of course the presence of B. pestis can only be established in the laboratory, using 
all the proper tests." (Cunningham, 1993, 218) A clear example of the construction of disease in the 
early modern era is Tuberculosis whose infecting agent was located in 1882 by Koch, and thus 
termed the Koch bacillus or microbictirium tuberculosis, along wi th the inoculability of the disease as 
demonstrated by Vilemin in 1865. (Barnes, 1995) 
The tuberculosis epidemic shows how technologies and in particular the development of 
germ-theory, as related to the discovery of the microscope, altered the ways that the TB epidemic 
was confronted by policy makers. During the pre-germ theory years in France, many causes were 
supposed to be at the basis of the rise of tuberculosis such as "f i l th , stench, and overcrowding" 
(Barnes, 1995:25) or the "sorrowful passions" as supposed by Rene-Theophile-Hacinthe Laennec in 
1826 40 years before he invented the stethoscope. (Barnes, 1995) In these pre-germ theory years, 
the disease was viewed in terms of a social phenomenon, and an effect of urbanization. As a result, 
the early hygienists conceived of mortality as a social disease that was determined by lifestyle. 
Villerme (the leading figure of "the party of hygiene") illustrated how social statues could produce 
relative immunity to the disease, plainly put: "the poor were sicker and died earlier than the rich." 
(Barnes, 1995: 31) Villerme was able to reject several factors that had been considered as key to the 
contagious nature of tuberculosis. Through epidemiological and statistical analysis, he rejected 
"climate, soil drainage, water supply, miasmatic f i l th , altitude, wind patterns" (Barns, 1995: 32) as 
key factors. In fact, he was able to match nearly exactly the mortality rate w i th the inverse rank of 
wealth. 
The socio-epidemiological argument failed to take into account the innovations in medical 
technics that were occurring at the time, and continued to regard problematic the establishment of 
the contagious status of tuberculosis through the discovery of an infecting agent. Pidoux's polemic 
against Villemin's demonstration has established how conceptual frames need to be kept in flux 
and not fixated on distinct concepts. The main line of health policy to address the overcrowding of 
slum-houses was kept in tact despite the change in the conceptual frame wi th regard to the nature 
of the disease. Pidoux's argument displayed the resistance of old medicine to the rise of 
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experimental and laboratory technics. (Barnes, 1995) After the identification of the consumption 
germ, efforts were made to minimize contagion through a war on tuberculosis, and spiting was 
targeted as the main enemy along wi th physical contact. (Barnes, 1995) "The resulting 
bacillophobia turned casual passerby into suspects, and patients into potentially murderous 
coughers and spitters." (Barnes, 1995) The result was to confine visibly sick patients into 
sanatoriums. The making of sanatoriums as the places where consumption has been contained as 
not necessarily a means of curing it, but minimizing its contagious character was a generalized 
practice at the turn of the century in both Europe and America. 
The making of the modern patient could be connected wi th the practice of confinement in 
sanatoriums. It has been deemed necessary "to confine anyone found 'liable to jeopardize the 
health of others.'" (Rothman, 1994: 191) Almost exclusively the practice of confinement has been 
exercised "against the vagrant, the poor, and the immigrant." (Rothman, 1994:192) Even though 
the numbers of persons confined has not been extremely large, the interplay of political and 
medical institutions wi th notions of illness and risk formed the ground upon which infected 
individuals lost their autonomy. Therefore, marginal forms of identity have arisen in times of 
uncertainty to contain perceived risk. Yet the effects of scapegoating policies (other than appeasing 
the fears of the main stream public) has had a minimal if no impact on the course of overall 
tuberculosis infection. The fear of mandatory confinement of persons that have been determined to 
be HTV+, thus, can be justified, and has arisen as a possibility in the early years of the epidemic. 
However, such path has not been chosen probably due to the fact that H I V is not contagious but 
infectious, and that the group mainly targeted by such policies (gay men) have been politically 
organized, and could influence the course of policies. Clearly, confinement has not minimized the 
numbers of persons dying f r o m TB in advance societies at the turn of the century. 
The fact that the infecting agent of tuberculosis was determined, set up expectations that a 
cure could have been invented; however this confidence has proven to be illusive since 
tuberculosis deaths have not vanished, but have faded away in "developed" countries, affecting 
mainly patients w i th deficient immunities such as AIDS patients. The sanatorium has eclipsed as a 
place of "cure"; nevertheless, its occurrence establishes the interpermeation of medical and 
political institutions in moments of crisis, at the face of a contagious epidemic, and the ways in 
which patient identities were determined, how they have related to notions of norm, and how they 
have established, through default, clusters of immunity as accessed by the privilege to knowledge 
and information about the disease and the means of infection. The sanatorium was conceived upon 
the hospital-model, and can be seen today in the milder fo rm of the AIDS ward. However, the 
confinement in such setting has not been mandatory. The determination of the hospital as a place 
of cure found its ultimate deduction to the sanatorium as a place of hygienic surveillance and 
treatment: its emergence was tied up wi th the promise of laboratory science and observation. 
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Medicine has been unable to f u l f i l l the desire for a cure or treatment for tuberculosis, 
which illustrates how the medical conception of disease, and immunity have been under 
construction. Research on human immune system, and how it is said to operate have intensified 
lately in the face of the AIDS epidemic. The development of the conceptual models of immunity 
also have been established in the mid to late 20th century, and those efforts have intensified wi th 
the advent of HIV. During the early years of the epidemic, the connections of medical and political 
discourses have been illustrated by the portrayal of immunity as military defense as shown by 
Time magazine in 1984, which has represented H I V as an "invasion." The virus has been 
"imagined as a tank, and the viruses ready for export f rom expropriated cells are lined up as tanks 
ready to continue their advance on the body as a productive force." (Haraway, 1988: 31) Star war 
depictions of the immune system has prevailed in the 80s since a need for political espousal of the 
defense program can be discerned so the program has been connected wi th a newly established 
vulnerability that raided the United States imagination. 
Inspire of the potential political benefit, which has accrued by the representation of H I V as 
an invasion, Star War representations mumine how military notions of vulnerability to attack have 
been structured in parallel to our sense of vulnerability to disease. It is certain that the medical-
military complex has been keen on its development of technologies: cyborgs being another 
example. The development of technologies, as means of sensory penetration, as methods of 
establishing the types of disease or enemy, and as central to developing cures or counter strategies, 
have appealed to the militaristic and popular imaginations, and as such defense technologies are 
conceptualized through the parallel of immune system discourse and the military. This parallel 
between immunity and defense rhetoric indicates how the state is conceptualized as an organic 
totality. Technology poses as an answer to both immunologic and defense problems. Such 
privileged position needs to be problematized. 
I have determined how medical sciences have been opposed to the use of tools, which 
stands in clear contrast to the present hyper-dependence upon instrumental technologies as 
diagnostic (sensory-penetration) devices. The advent of the laboratory has promoted the increased 
acceptance of the use of newly established technics to decipher the disease of the body, and the 
relation of the doctor-patient shifted to f i t the new order of things, where the life history became 
subordinate to the techno-medical probing. The increased technological probing of medicine, and 
the construction of the medical gaze as the analytical, partitioning gaze of the anatomist 
demonstrates how the diagnostically examined live body (and not the account of the individual) is 
at the center of medical inquiry. Thus, the demands of furthering medical knowledge have 
legitimized the increased surveillance of the live body and its habits, and the invention/ 
development of monitoring technologies as made available by the hospital. Thus, Foucault's 
parallel between the prison and the hospital as materializations of panopticon vision: the desire to 
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constantly observe, is justified whether the submission to the gaze is voluntary, internalized, or 
enforced. 
The submission to surveillance is born out of the pains of an incurable disease, the 
memory of calamity (a natural disaster, criminality, war), and the fear such adversity might occur 
at any moment. The appeal of surveillance becomes the reduction of risk (or rather a 
rationalization of risk) so that unknown factors can be contained, so that "the plague is [always] 
met by order; its function is to sort out every possible confusion: that of disease, which is 
transmitted when bodies are mixed together; that of evil, which is increased when fear and death 
overcome prohibitions." (Foucault, 1979: 197) Medical and political institutions, therefore, are 
intertwined through the informed, expert gaze that sees and pretends to know how to lay down 
the rules to avoid these catastrophes: "I t lays down for each individual his [/her] place, his[/her] 
body, his [/her] disease and his [/her] death, his [/her] well-being, by means of an omnipotent 
and omnipresent power that subdivides itself i n a regular, uninterrupted way even to the ultimate 
determination of the individual, of what characterizes h im [/her], of what belongs to h im [/her], of 
what happens to h im [/her]." (Foucault, 1979:197) 
Medical intrusion (through diagnostic devices) has been extended beyond the bodily 
enclosure as a totality, which it has defined as a site of its operation, to the function, determination, 
and improvement of body parts. This fragmentation of bodily totality is evident in the example of 
"dead" bodies suitable for organ donation. (Hogle, 1995) Through the example of organ donation 
one can see how each part of the body dies/ terminates at a different time, defining a window of 
opportunity when organs f rom "dead" persons may be used as transplants. (Hogle, 1995) This 
fragmentation of bodily totality has been aided by imaging technology that can isolate organs to 
determine the functions and operation of various parts, which now can be even viewed live as they 
perform in bodies. Imaging tech (visionics) has provided the needed control over live versus dead 
bodies, which had been absent in the interaction of doctors and patients to enable better 
prevention and diagnosis. Concepts of live vs. dead body have been challenged by the more 
specified definition of termination: f rom the ultimate, possible end to a debilitating condition that 
may not have caused it, to a failure of a particular life sustaining function increasingly supported 
by technology. Death (termination) has become localized: heart failure, lung collapse, brain death, 
and technical devices have been developed and introduced to maintain vital functions of an ever 
more corrupted and diseased body. The medical game has now centered on the contours of its 
previous natural bound: death, and has figured out how to transgress it, and to preserve life via 
technology. 
Technological devices have become indispensable in the preservation of life functions, so 
now technical devices are required to determine if and when the minimal l imit of livability has 
been crossed, if life has yielded to death, and i f i t is ethical to take a body off the life supporting 
mechanisms. The containment of the diseased body in the hospital and its dependence upon 
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technology has produced the cyborg, at once hyper-supervised, plugged in, and immobilized. The 
question remains are such surveillance technologies able to provide immunity f rom disease? The 
case of the sanatorium testifies otherwise. In fact, one can relate the overcoming of tuberculosis in 
"advanced" societies as an effect of the rising economic status of the whole society, an argument 
proposed both by Barnes in The Making of A Social Disease, and noted by Bynum at the end of his 
book on Science and the practice of Medicine In the Nineteenth Century. Surveillance (observation and 
discoursification), however, as Foucault noted is the pretext for the generation of expert 
knowledge not a cure; it enables the lucid construction of objects of study as embodied in distinct 
others, stabilizing the bounds of these concrete objects, as they are always sociaDy and politically 
mediated, and concealing the limits of the expert discourse to resolve the problem that served as 
the pretext of observation. It is important to keep in check the aims of expert discourses to dissolve 
the fixation upon an absolute object or the pretension of total control or perception. 
The reliability or fallibility of hi-tech control and surveillance tactics today can be plotted 
through the responses towards the AIDS epidemic. AIDS establishes a place for potential cyborgic 
resistance to medico-political imperatives (mandatory testing being a specific example). 
Technologies have permeated the body as an enclosure that stabilizes former medical formulations 
of patienthood, challenging its borders, so that the "bodily" can hardly be considered "private" i.e. 
the domain of individual, but "public," justifying an extension of tine powers to monitor it more 
closely. The implosion of bodily boundaries is paralleled wi th the collapse of "private" and 
"public" spaces in hyperreal societies, and the denaturing of gendered identifications that these 
spaces had produced and mirrored. The challenge of postmodern institutions is to figure out how 
postmodern polysemic mirrors (computers) determine bounds and limits that might be 
simulations, and can serve as the basis for shape-lifter identities. These identities are constructed as 
resistant to the totalizing potentials of medico-political discourses in their modern creation. 
Net-politics, hyper-relationships wi th self and others, cyber-responsibilities (collective and 
individual) need to be refurbished through partial and collaborative identifications. Through 
hyper-surveillance, which monitors the relations between virtual bodies and is already introduced 
in telematic systems,4 medicine can figure out how to reshape its objectives and practices to 
account for the technologically altered landscape. Thus, virtuality is not unreality, but rather a 
simulation of the real, and a pure artifice, to virtualize would mean to make a simulation or a 
hyper-textualization of 'real' representations. Hyper-surveillance points to virtualization, not only 
of work, government, law, medicine, education, knowledge, but also disciplining and punishing: it 
is the realization of the hyperpanopticon society where everything appears to be visible, yet it 
remains radically invisible, and absent. 
4 Telematic systems (or societies) are distinguished by the fact that their "pragmatic mode of domination 
and control is the code" (Bogard, 1996: 11) which generates informed and informated spaces of diversity 
and is established through the combination of surveillance strategies and simulation that materialize the 
hyperpanopticon. 
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The implosion of bodily boundaries illustrates the misrecognition in present 
identifications, and is produced by the continual demands upon permeating medico-political 
knowledge for infallible performances, and for the invention of technologies that transgress 
bounds that were conceived as definite: death. AIDS, thus, represents a l imit to contemporary 
medicine that has chartered disease " in terms of pathological neuro-physiological processes that 
have natural (including emotional-mental and epidemiological) causes." (Rushing, 1995: 131) The 
current bound of medical objectives is not death per se since medicine has produced a living 
cadaver that gave birth (Hartouni, 1991), but technologies that can surpass the lapses of immunity 
in the form of incurable, transmutable illnesses that irreversibly corrupt our technologically 
supported bodies. AIDS, thus, challenges the borders of medico-political institutions, and their 
initial responses show bigotry and small mindedness in the face of an epidemic that lived up to 
our worst fears. 
AIDS speeds up cell degeneration, causes dementia, and other debilitating unusual 
illnesses: contesting the promised dream of technological immortality; AIDS has revealed the costs 
(political and otherwise) in the failure to acknowledge new threats to human life, to determine 
sound public health policies. AIDS has not been dealt wi th early since it has been presumed to 
affect only marginal populations: gays, drug addicts, blacks (a hypothesis that has been proven 
faulty); and, since the free circulation of marginal persons can be checked, their loss deemed 
unimportant, and the rest of the population saved f rom the ills "they" propagated. Note that in the 
tuberculosis example the threat has been localized in the vagrants, immigrants, and marginalized 
members of society so that they needed to be contained, and certain practices or behaviors that 
they exhibited regulated (spitting, coughing). 
I w i l l display how our perceptions of illness and death are mediated by conflicting and 
contradictory social factors (Weeks, 1989:1), and how a disease like AIDS can re-figure medico-
political institutions even though the constructing of new technologies justify increased 
surveillance and attempt to re-establish a stable unifying signifier that could be incorporated in the 
genealogy of power that is restructured in the face of radical change, chaos, and uncertainty. Major 
technological innovations also have occurred at the time of an epidemic when medicine is in crisis. 
This sheds a ray of hope that our expertise could develop strategies that would stop the growing 
death toll not only in advanced but poor societies as well. 
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2. AIDS: On The Limits Of Political And Medical Surveillance. 
AIDS treatment activism does not depend on the ns/them division in 
which the category of us is good, pure, natural, and human while the 
category them is bad, profit-seeking, contaminated, and cold-
bloodedly technological. Rather, it has assembled out of available 
resources a complex conception of the body and a mullilayered 
strategy for restoring it to health.(Treichler, 79) 
I have demonstrated how medical institutions have informed our concepts of body, 
disease, and death through increased technologization and surveillance, and how they have 
imploded the very constructions that once have been deemed indispensable, such as bodily 
totality, when conditions dictate. Cyborgs are established on the bounds of the physical: they are 
the product of increased surveillance of bodies and bodily functions through technical prosthetics 
and probing, which have undermined the supposed "naturalness" of the body and the essential 
distinctions between machine/ human/ animal. AIDS as a disease has raised the awareness of and 
the incentives for institutional observing of bodies for differing and conflicting reasons (fears of 
mandatory testing have been present f rom the beginning of the epidemic). The fight of AIDS 
patients for confidentiality and basic rights surely anticipates the struggles of cyborgs against more 
extensive types of bodily surveillance and intrusion. A projected fear? It w i l l be determined in due 
course. Immunologic discourse (like cyborgs) appeals to military and medical imaginings. 
(Haraway, 1989) The analysis of immunologic discourse through the discourse on AIDS is a site of 
intricate and continual reconstruction, and displays how bodily immunity and livability translate 
into political and communal discourses of power/ knowledge. AIDS is not unique in this ability; 
tuberculosis is another such example. I utilize AIDS because there are many texts written on it 
presently, and thus it is at the center of debate. 
AIDS (Advance Immune Deficiency Syndrome) initially has evaded medical probing. As a 
name, it is merely referential to the state of a person dying f rom a combination of unusual illnesses: 
AIDS related conditions or opportunistic infections, (Abrams, 1986) and a highly mutant virus 
(HIV) has been said to cause AIDS. The fact that AIDS has been associated wi th a virus detected in 
1984 (Rushing, 1995) and a mechanism of how that virus attacks the human immune system has 
fueled the optimism that a cure for AIDS wou ld soon be derived. So far such prospects have 
proved illusive. The best way to prevent the spreading of the virus has been to inform the public of 
the ways in which the disease can be transmitted, and how it can be prevented through "safer" 
practices (like safe sex, condoms, not sharing needles, not breast feeding). AIDS prevention 
strategies can be seen as community efforts to reestablish and protect the fallible immunity of 
bodies though guidelines of behavioral and sexual practices, coding "high risk" and "low risk" 
activities, constructing a discourse of immunologic restoration. 
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AIDS has primarily impacted the daily practice of individuals, who engage in "high risk" 
activities; of doctors, who handle risky body fluids; of policy makers, who lay down the rules of 
practice that alter the character of the disease, of identity, of relationships; of communities, who 
generally bear the task of information dissemination; and of activists, who attempt to inform 
politicians and the general public about the disease and the stereotyping of "high risk" lifestyles or 
individuals. Information accessing is the most important factor in keeping alive wi th AIDS, 
knowing what kinds of experimental treatments are available, and being able to participate in 
them. With the advent of the internet, online recourses have become essential in the lives of HIV+ 
persons, the access to such resources being sometimes free or charged. The relationship between 
information and immunity is central in understanding how one can remain healthy wi th H I V or 
not contract it. By the traditional use of information, the importance is placed upon reconstructing 
a problematic sense of immuni ty / safety in times of epidemics/risks through an informatics of 
domination, establishing, thus, boarders between communities and "risky" individuals, 
prohibiting the free circulation of bodies, and maintaining conservative boundaries between 
classes, sexes, races, between normality and abnormality. 
The use of information by activists, however, is to inform through a resistance to the 
stereotyping of medico-political institutions that have chosen to ignore or marginalize the risks of 
the epidemic. In both tuberculosis and AIDS, one can see how the marginalization of infection 
through a discourse on risk has been central to policy even if that implied the confinement of the 
most vulnerable individuals that may have not reduced the overall rate of infection. Thus, it is 
clear how power, information, and immunity are intertwined. Instead of a discourse on risk and 
stereotype, the medico- political game should figure out ways to transgress the traditional borders 
to information, and to inform not through bigotry, but through a w i l l to preserve equity and 
autonomy of all persons. "Immunity [thus] can ... be conceived in terms of shared specificities 
[between individuals and communities/ activists and policy makers]; of the semi-permeable self 
able to engage wi th others (human and non-human, inner and outer) but always wi th finite 
consequences [determined by institutions]; of situated possibilities and impossibilities of 
individuation and identification; and of partial fusions and dangers" (Haraway, 1989:32). 
Immunity is what policy makers warrant by guidelines so that order can prevail over panic. The 
relations of doctors: sick bodies/ communities: patients can be restored through technologies and 
knowledges that prevent infection. 
In the case of the AIDS, a resurgence of community activism (for example ACT UP) has 
been successful at times to reach out to its members, to influence policy makers, and the media. 
(Treichler, 1991) Making visible as a sufferer of AIDS celebrities like Rock Hudson or most recently 
Magic Johnson has sensitized the public to the risks of AIDS, to the discrimination towards AIDS 
patients, and has reached groups of people that may have disregarded information f r o m other 
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sources. The US government has been late to respond to AIDS because of the moralizing hysteria 
in the face of an epidemic. As a result, the sole defense to bodily immunities that initially prevailed 
had been to scapegoat and blame the victim, deviance, aliens, and any potentially, constructed 
Others f r o m within or outside: Haitians, immigrants, blacks, homosexuals, prostitutes, drug 
users.... (Rushing, 1995) Later, the health policy debate in the US has tended to be articulated on 
the grounds of economics: it has been set between the US government and insurance companies, 
attempting to determine who is responsible for the financing of care to AIDS patients. The fact that 
economics shape health policies is unsettling, but it is clear how funding issues shape the 
responses to the epidemic, and what political line prevails even if that is coated as moralizing 
hysteria. 
Thus, the claims of insurance companies to exclude persons that might be HIV+ or are 
coded to belong to a "high risk" group on the grounds of economic policy or marketing strategies 
have been unsuccessful since they have proven to be discriminatory and would leave Medicare or 
other charities to assume the cost of the epidemic. (Orr, 1990) A measure of political perceptions is 
the debates about what types of research or programs should be funded to construct expert 
knowledge about the epidemic. Not unti l recently, state funding for AIDS has been limited 
especially in areas of sociology, (Pollak, 1992) and mental health or counseling (Morin, 1986) 
because they have not been viewed as a valid means of "attacking" the epidemic to restore 
immunity for the global community. Since prevention has become essential to the deceleration of 
infection rates among "high risk" groups, such research has been deemed more appropriate. AIDS 
activism and awareness raising have placed pressure on policy makers to make more efforts to 
approach persons wi th "high risk" lifestyles avoiding, however, the stigmatization of such groups. 
From the beginning of the epidemic people in "high risk" groups have been stigmatized 
and equated wi th the disease in the case of gay men: the epidemic has been named GRID (gay 
related immune deficiency), (Shilts, 1987) or i n the case of blacks: the representations of AIDS 
threats in posters associated them again wi th touch, skin, sex, disease, and death. (Gilman, 1993) 
The history of the AIDS epidemic illumines how social mechanisms interact in the formation of an 
Other that is scapegoated for the fallibilities of systemic responses to collective info-immunologic 
threats towards the bio-social body. The African and non-human postulated origins of AIDS show 
how Africa and animals have been constructed as sites of disease: a hypothesis that is problematic. 
(Rushing, 1995) The mythography of the epidemic is insightful in understanding how western 
cultural projections reinsert old and perhaps outdated borders between communities and nations 
that are racial, sexist, homophobic, to sustain a problematic sense of communal immunity under 
the threat of an epidemic. 
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Through these accounts communities have attempted to isolate and separate "high risk" 
individuals, to reinstate as valid traditional biases. The establishment of marginal members as the 
cause of disease is to ignore how disease is not just a problem of the misfortunate, and how it is 
always socially constructed. AIDS, for example, has been able to permeate mainstream 
communities since it cannot be diagnosed early and has a large incubation period, since it can be 
transmitted through intimate contact w i th body fluids, and since persons that are HTV+ may not 
know about it. AIDS has exposed the methods of scapegoating, isolating, and coercion in the 
dynamic between mainstream communities and peripheral ones, between communities and "high 
risk" individual members. AIDS has also illustrated how the goals of patients and doctors differ. 
Patients desire access to any drug that might offer assurance for continual survival and doctors 
wish to produce scientific (i.e., replicable and standardized) data. (Treichler, 1993) 
The AIDS patient can be constructed as informed and resistant to scientific methodologies, 
wi l l ing to subvert standard medical practice to benefit as much as possible f rom medical technics. 
The cyborgian situation is similar. We are called to construct a resistant, yet open position f r o m 
which to examine, and interrogate medico-political knowledges and technologies, so we can learn 
to be critical and be patients. The challenge of cyborgs is to learn about the costs of l iving and 
termination that certain AIDS patients are dealing wi th through the renewal of funeral ceremonies. 
Indeed, the problem of cybernetic identity is to face termination as HIV+ persons do f r o m the 
moment of diagnosis if not before. The question remains how can we construct partial and 
collaborative identifications that can help us face the limitations and failures of our virtual 
systems? Clearly we have become fragmented by conflicting wills to power and expertise: w i l l 
such fragmentation result in more resistant or tacit patients? w i l l we be able though criticism to 
maintain the object/ subject divisions of these fragmented and fragmenting wills to power and 
expertise i n an un-stabilized fashion that is always emergent and never entirely determined via a 
fixed imaginary, symptomatic, or real other? 
3. What Happens When Cyborgs Are HIV+?: Identities And Resistance 
For the inherent fear of AIDS is the fear of the polluting touch, the 
sexualized touch, the touching of polluted products of tlie body as 
much as it is a fear of sexual of blood-borne transmission of tfie 
disease. And it is a sense of touch associated with race. (Gilman, 216) 
AIDS has tested the boundaries and tolerance of communities and institutions that are 
racially, sexually, and normatively constructed. AIDS can be viewed as the space where cyborgian 
creatures are tested against the limits of their own immunity and community, a k ind of 
paradoxical test drive conceived as an accelerating towards the bound of death i n this regard 
immortality would be perfect deceleration, or conversely as a deceleration to the point where the 
escape fo rm the gravity field of death is impossible and thus immortality would be that very 
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accelerated escape: a k ind of rat-race, where the choice would always seem to be towards the pole 
of immortality. A n d it is clear how that desire for immortality drives the field of reproduction, 
sexuality, and even our responses towards death or should I say termination. The question is how 
to construct identities of resistance that are not riddled by oppositional posturing and polemical 
gestures, how to invent the act in the age of simulation. 
Information and identity interface in the construction of communities and safety or 
immunity f rom social i l l s / diseases. Are we wi l l ing to sacrifice "freedoms" for that sense of 
communal safety or immunity and to give up the very notion of the individual for an interlaced 
fabric of identities? Or is freedom, agency, individuality as illusive as the Enlightenment quest for 
liberation that has secured the relation of bodies/ individuals/ communities through scientific and 
medical knowledge? Can an informatics be separated f r o m strategies of domination between 
communities and individuals, and would it substantially alter the continuities and discontinuities 
of the genealogical/ archeological narratives? Are these narratives bound to be as problematic as 
the current constructions of body, illness, death, and the stories that have linked them? 
Medical practice and knowledge have delimited distinct identities: initially by the 
enclosure of sick and poor individuals in clinics, and then by the rationing of medicine according 
to income. A current example of how medical technologies construct individuality is fetal surgery 
that makes the fetus into a patient (that is the closest definition to person-hood), and they are 
marketed to upper middle class individuals that can afford them. (Casper, 1995) The status and 
identity of the fetus today are clearly negotiated by medical and political institutions. The fetal 
patient follows the same route to identity as others, who are also formed by medical technics and 
political necessities. The AIDS patient is such an identity w i th a short and intriguing history that 
has problematized the negotiation of private and public through the debate on confidentiality of 
medical information, along wi th the necessity to construct transparent public health policies. In the 
example of AIDS, contested identities and problematic histories inform each other. Thus, the 
rooting of new in the old can only occur through the historic reflector/ critic that establishes the 
linkings of the past-present-future under a genealogy of power. Singular narratives have been 
deemed necessary for stable political and ideological identifications, so that a singular center of 
power can be maintained against and despite the rest contesting narratives. The questions arise: 
are stable identities a political necessity and the only possible basis for resistance, activism, or 
political responsibility? Do cyborgs require such identities or can identity be established as 
performative role playing and not be singular? 
The process of identification is the foundation not only of institutional processes, but also 
psychological mechanisms that regulate the demands placed upon individuals. Identity, as such, is 
formed through imaginary projections via primary and secondary narcissism, and the mirror 
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stage. (Lacan, 1991 and 1977) Identity becomes operational only if it is inscribed, named by the 
symbolic that has tended to be represented by the genealogical structure of patronyms f rom 
fathers to sons. Identity is an imaginary construction mediated by the symbolic network to form 
the individual as a unified, singular self through the phallic function, and is therefore always 
already performative, always a game between the individual and the other that serves as a mirror 
(the other being an institution, a computer, a partner). Surveillance is introduced to regulate and 
stabilize singular identifications, and to guard against criminality, infection, and permeability. 
Institutional control, also, guaranties that each person would be distinguished by markers, so that 
a distinct boarder of self and others can be maintained through a mediation of private and public 
domains. 
Cyborgic identities are unsettling because the markers of authentic selfhood have become 
slippery, changeable, interactive. For example, the identities constructed through internet 
interactions. Authenticity or originality of individuation vanishes in a sea of replicas and the 
methods of reduplicating or cloning, which challenge the symbolic naming that monitors and 
distinguishes self f rom other. In terms of diseased bodies, the immune system separates self and 
other, and how it fails can be presently mirrored by AIDS. Thus, "cyborgs incarnate two 
contradictions of masculine identity. First, they combine phallic mascailinity and body 
permeability. Second they contradict the sociobiological constructions of paternity and maternity." 
(Fuchs, 1995) Cyborgs challenge the very process of incorporation through reproduction not just 
because they are born on the l imit of the physical, on the border of death, but because the event of 
death becomes irrelevant when authenticity and individuality are not establishable, when the 
phallic function fails, when the myth of immunity (bodily or communal) fails. 
Gender, race, and class have been essential to the myths and histories of disease and to 
national identifications that supervise citizenship/ immigration status (as shown in the example of 
sanatorium), and of course in the current production of AIDS narrative histories. In AIDS 
narratives, the problematic borders between individuals and communities have been blamed for 
the absence of immunity. Increased risks to HTV infection have been attributed to faulty 
masculinity: homosexuality; abnormal lifestyle: class; requirement of blood transfusions: illness; 
immigrants and aliens: race; drug addiction: deviance; all of which can be theoretically minimized 
through rational risk reduction and assessment that restores control and re-inscribes a masculine 
impermeable coat of information over the body. Faulty masculinity has permitted the body to be 
permeated by such a disease. Masculinity seems to be the boarder most guarded by institutions. 
However, the establishment of a masculine identifier has strategically avoided been placed in 
specific contingent situations, or to be represented by an individual case. Except of course in the 
exceptional, such as Rock Hudson, who has "personified wholesome American masculinity" 
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(Shilts, 1988: 578) and has been found to be, since he died wi th an AIDS related condition, gay. Is 
masculinity as i t represents infallibility ever possible? 
AIDS, thus, has made evident how masculine, white, rich, and normative are illusive 
categories, and are constructed upon non-existing ideals of wholeness, strength, purity, immunity 
that are set up to approximate the ideal of godly immortality. AIDS can be viewed as a space 
where cyborgic identities arise in the sense that immunity collapses, where the body is permeated 
by diagnostic technologies to assess the levels of infection, and where it is no longer self-regulated 
or self-protected. Narratives on diseases such as AIDS have tended to efface individual identities 
since they are formed upon normative notions of history as a genealogy of continuity through 
social reproduction. AIDS identities, thus, can shapelift because they mirror current social 
symptoms, and can illumine the forms in which future communities would be shaped. The 
identities of AIDS patients have embodied the symbolic/ communal mandates to demark and 
stabilize a contingent personhood as in the case of the fetus. (Fuchs, 1995) AIDS, therefore, can 
problematize the institutional methods of identification through surveillance especially by the 
construction of resistant and informed patients. 
The production of medical knowledge has historically been supported by racist, sexist, 
classist, or generally (if such incorporation is possible) normative divisions i n society, which 
allowed the experimentation on marginal member and their enclosure in hospitals, and thus made 
marginal individual bodies the key specimens of study. In telematic societies, the medical 
practitioner may be displaced by the use of an expert system, and the body could be released f rom 
the clinical enclosure (except I suppose in "unusual" cases on the limits of medical knowledge). 
Increased information flows problematize current authentication methods and deny the dream of 
an impenetrable, perfect information base for governmental authority. Nothing is secure and 
impermeable in cyberspace. There is a continual development of security systems and of course 
the bir th of a criminal identity: the hacker. (Ross, 1992) The continual (re)production of conflicting 
knowledges, as a result, may prove problematic in sustaining a singular power base (Lyotard, 
1991) that has marked the definition of authority in modern societies. 
In virtual space, one may conceive of a forum that avoids the totalizing of modern 
narratives since "the internet seems to encourage the proliferation of stories, local narratives 
without any totalitarian gestures, and places the senders and the addressees in symmetrical 
relations." (Poster, 1995) What seems to be lost is the relations of dominance that have crystallized 
into a phallic (non-permeable, singular, masculine) authority to governments. Bodily identity in 
v i r tua l / information societies loses its material basis, its authentification markers that are stabilized 
only by a governmental monopoly on the processes of identification and reproduction. As a result, 
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the body becomes fragmented and multiple. The "ideal" unified self is a potential humpty-
dumpty, awaiting to be reconstructed through imaginary simulations in cyberspace. 
The process of cyborgization, as wi th all technological advances, has the potential to be 
dictated by a technocratic elite. The development of cyborgs w i l l tend to follow market pressures 
and economics in the ways it distributes opportunities for transgressing previous "naturalized" 
bounds. I map how these processes rework distinct identifications through bodily simulations, 
which are the site where new technologies (of domination and continual surveillance?) can be 
introduced. Modes of governmentality become increasingly reliant on technologies of cyber-
identification and hypersurveillance that w i l l resolve the problem of determination by default of 
individual and communal identities. Therefore, i t is clear that the sovereign model of power/ 
knowledge w i l l not continue in its present form, where the expert is the central agent, and has to 
be altered. Wi th the implosion of the modern enclosure, power can no longer have a singular site 
of operation. 
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II. The Economics Of Medical Technologies Or The Cyborgs Sale Pitch. 
The main trouble with cyborgs, of course, is that they are the illegitimate 
offspring of militarism and patriarchical capitalism, not to mention state 
socialism. But illegitimate offsprings are often exceedingly unfaithful to their 
origins. Their fathers, after all, are inessential. (Haraway, 1991:153) 
T he search for a unifying noun is profound because the future of power and relations of dominance is hinged upon a continuity and cyborgs seem to be the most viable candidate: multiple, hybrid, postmodern, illusive, immortal, the mark of the new 
age, the subject of science fiction narratives.... Cyborgs as imaginative objects have enticed our 
attention because they have an alien quality, because of their hybridic fusions. A n analysis of 
cyborgs would be incomplete if the mythos of cyborgs and the way they bewitch us is not 
scmtinized, if their very appeal as our evolutionary future is not investigated and their mystique 
exposed. Cyborgs have become glamorized in our attempts to confront the intense fragmentation 
of postmodern critique: but are we wi l l ing to purchase the product without further checks just to 
escape our uncertain predicament, just because we have become weary of the deconstruction of 
western identities, ideologies, political investments? Is the job complete? Or have we become 
cynical i f I am allowed to talk about a collectivity of some sort? In my analysis of the cyborgic 
myth, I w i l l use the tools of the materialist historian and the postmodern critic to look at how 
indeed cyborgs have become the idealized candidates for the future of subjectivity. I w i l l also 
problematize their very privileged position. It is important to understand in what contexts do 
cyborgs appear and how they re-figure notions of body and thus subjectivity. The medical context 
of cyborgic appearance may be considered limited but it is structured and exemplifiable: medical 
cyborgs have already manifested and are not just sci-fi projections. Thus, I feel it is important to 
understand the driving force (political, economic, medical) behind current cyborgian 
transmutations while simultaneously being grasped by the future possibilities. 
As the bound of medicine shifted f rom notions of death to innovations in technology, its 
object can no longer be termed human, transforrning to an intermediary partial bio-artifact. 
Cyborgs, thus, exist as medical products that attempt not only to transgress previous medical 
limits (death and disease) but also improve function and image. Cyborgs are the most likely 
candidates of postmodern subjectivities because they have internalized the surveillance 
imperatives through technological prostheses, because they can have a total disregard towards 
personal interestness, because they are replicas of symbolic reproductive mandates. However, 
cyborgs cannot be fa i thful to the objectives that have shaped them: they can never be homogenous, 
self-directed entities, and as such cannot be proper objects or subjects. They are found fluctuating 
in intermediate, fractal space. The way they use language corrupts the medium, softening harsh 
lines of contrast, making evident the ways in which objective figures emerge, and are always in a 
state of emergence f r o m the substantive grounds. Cyborgs become hyper-permeable, constantly 
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re-developing, and re-inventing themselves so that the trace that separates them along wi th the 
space f r o m where they emerge can be maintained. They are mult iply derived, and their lines of 
decent are not singular. They look at their distant relative (humans) w i th awe and suspicion 
because their ancestors made cyborgic existence inevitable through their unconscious actions. 
Nothing is unconscious for cyborgs. Things are hyper-real though. Their sensory stimuli are 
enhanced. So the impute needs to be processed extensively. They can choose which perceptual 
filters are appropriate for each situation, or to have extensive perception which at times is 
cumbersome. The doctor-patient relation, an archaic mode of interaction, has been altered or has 
been in the process of being transformation for some time. 
Cyborgs mark a shift in the relations of doctors and patients: a shift that is the product of 
continual development and revolutionary applications. Even though it would be simplistic to 
establish a break wi th the past of medical practice, clearly the information dynamic present i n this 
dyad is changing due to information tech. However, technological prosthetics as regulators of 
bodily performance and disease suggest that a gap between past/ present is forming. Examples of 
the growing gap produced by medical technologies abound here are just a few frontiers: imaging 
technologies that makes the diagnostic procedures less intrusive; expert systems that are used to 
aid (or guide) doctors through diagnoses wi th astonishing degrees of accuracy, and that can 
determine what is the most appropriate, to date, type of action required for a certain patient's case 
history; reproductive technologies that promise the ability to choose characteristics of children, that 
push the structure of the family to the limit. The accessibility of specialist medical knowledge 
through the internet points to the fact that computer networks have the potential to restructure the 
clinic/ hospital as a physical entity, where the interface of medical knowledge and patients is 
reformed. Internet communities and groups along wi th online libraries and web pages can offer 
directly important information to patients that seek new treatments to diseases like AIDS, where 
information is essential to survival. 
The internet alters the asymmetrical information basis upon which the doctor-patient 
interaction has been structured; thereby, re-constructing medical practice. Before I attempt to see 
how the advent of the internet (cine med, medical on-line groups) through AIDS information 
(Journals and web-pages to name a few sources) can reform the transactions between medicine 
and patients, I describe how the internet has revolutionized communications and distances, how 
the operations that mark the body through the circuit of subject-object are exposed, how the limits 
of previous power-infostructures are pressed and transgressed. 
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1. Floating In Cyberspace: 
Up Against The Limits And ideals Of Medical Practice 
Cyborgs are plugged in cyberspace and are not, however, liberated f rom previously 
imposed borders of info-power. The price paid for their increased circulation through net reduces 
them to a state of immobility. The result is a paradoxical kind of freedom, sexuality, interaction 
that sterilizes the very (im)possibility of cyber-connection through a hyper-discoursification, in 
language that no longer represents speech, or that no longer refers to (intimate) relations between 
individuals. Surfing the net, it becomes evident that "the cyborg point of view is always about 
communication, infection, gender, genre, species, intercourse, information, and semiology." 
(Haraway, 1995: XTV) Hyper-interactively occurs through the hyperbolic use of discourse to 
connect, plug in , permeate, and interfuse wi th information. However, the "freer" circulation of 
information does not guarantee "authenticated" knowledge, so universities, governments, 
hospitals (the modern centers of control) are even more necessary and valuable to ensure that there 
w i l l be checks, that the w i l d electronic west (or should I say east?) w i l l obey the laws in the name 
of some cyber-truths or netiquette, that a sense of order w i l l prevail even in the face of radical 
transformation, even if the power-centers are no longer enclosures or material spaces. 
Power/ knowledge does not necessarily disappear in cyberspace, but is reconfigured in 
certain ways to re-establish particular kinds of asymmetrical relations based on the ability to access 
current technologies (class determined). Information flows serve as a basis for the developing 
models of governmentality and subjectivity: only former asymmetrically fixed relations become 
reversible, performative, simulated, and less secured. Cyborgs reproduce a body infused wi th 
technology and information, a body that is the direct site of textual (re) production. So, "the 
socioepistemic mechanism by which bodies mean is undergoing a deep restructuring in the latter 
part of the twentieth century, finally fu l f i l l ing the furthest extent of isolation of those bodies 
through which its domination is authorized and secured." (Stone, 1993: 101) Via the process of 
bodily isolation and cyborgization, authority and government are re-figured as the mediators and 
constructors of experts and textually informated corporealities.5 Governments (or rather modes of 
governing and disciplining: cybernetics) do not disappear; they become even more indispensable: 
expertise licensed by authority even more scrutinized and specialized. When to be properly 
informed is essential, i t is even more important to know what information counts and why: to be 
an expert. 
5 The production of bodies in cultural discourse can be studied through textual iconography or bodily 
representations. The text serves as a surface through which contours of the real can be mapped out and 
understood in the process of symbolic differentiation based upon power-knowledge. By textual bodies, I 
mean the very discursive surfaces or coats through which bodies are represented, signified and 
understood in language: how they always are constructed to support a particular informatics and 
technologies of domination. 
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The authority of expertise has been granted by powers of government to universities. 
Expertise, then, constructs textual bodies that support the genealogies that ensure the continuation 
of current power-holders. Textual (incoded) bodies become the interface between virtual and 
physical, between governments and subjects, between individuals and communities. They are a 
surface through which the physical can be understood, modeled, mediated, and where identity as 
a function is performed. (Butler, 1994) The acceptance and veracity of textual bodies are hinged 
upon phallic representations that can convince of their validity through self-evident distinctions 
performed in spectacle fashion. In cyberspace, the individual control, over textual representation 
of self-image, allows for the continual transformation of identity though discursive performance. 
Bodily representations become tailor-made and approach textual ego-ideals because essential, 
singular, substantive bodies are absent in the interactions between netizens and governments, 
where new virtual markers need to be established. Cyborgs, thus, establish that "postmodern 
bodies can shapeshift," (Clarke, 1993: 147), that bodies are infused wi th technology and 
information, and that identities always elide, stabilizing and essentializing physical referents. 
Identities become purely imaginary though checked and mediated by perhaps multivalent 
symbolics. 
The net manifests the failure of a singular symbolic law to survey the body real if most 
transactions occur in cyberspace. The net allows for a slippage between real and virtual, between 
the physical presence and simulation (Bogard, 1996) in opposition to "traditional ontology" where 
"the Universal [law] guaranties the Particular its[singular] identity." (Zizek, 1994a: 146) The 
problems of identification, authority, and surveillance that telematic societies introduce are 
founded upon the inability to secure impermeable and stable borders between private/ public, 
ind iv idua l / communal. Thus, identities are bound to proliferate i n cyberspace, and it would be 
diff icul t for governments to regulate such a place wi th the present mode of governmentality. The 
struggle of AIDS patients for privacy has shown how information flows can be used to monitor 
individual behavior despite the letter of law, and in the advantage of existing interests. Privacy has 
been socially constructed, maintained, and supported through power and generally in the benefit 
of power. Thus, privacy can be trespassed in the interest of governments, insurance companies, the 
media, and privacy laws simply attempt to mediate information flows between individuals and 
communities to draw balances between checks and freedoms even if the balance is mostly drawn 
for the gratification of power structures, and hinged upon their continuation, upon the 
establishment of a certain order. Floating through cyberspace may not, consequently, be as 
unfettered or secure as it appears at first sight where information is not secure, where the private 
domain or personal rights are not yet establishable. 
Therefore, no-one can guarantee AIDS patients that access information about treatments 
virtually that they are not vulnerable since every interaction on the net leaves a trail of data that 
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can be used to infer the status of particular user identities, which may not always reflect persons. 
Nevertheless, the amount of information on the net is daunting so that such a task is very difficult 
to say the least. It simply elucidates how surveillance relates to power/ knowledge, how been 
exempt f rom extensive surveillance (a private space, a room of one's own) is presently a privilege 
and not a right. The government through law constructs privacy to "protect" and identify 
individuals. So it is understandable why "the politics of the body in telematic orders is often 
articulated around the intersection of medical practice and legal discourse of privacy." (Bogard, 
1995:143) Privacy is key to understand how identity becomes localized, secured in the body, how 
individuals become separated f rom communities in which they live, guarded through the acts of 
law that observes, maintains, and constructs the boundary between public/ private. For at least 
"good" citizens, the law punishes the transgressors of the private/ public boundary, but also 
retains the right to pry into the private whenever deemed necessary, so that criminality can be 
exposed and continually checked in the interest of communities. The "punishment" of criminals is 
the absence of personal rights and privacy: they are under continual surveillance in the prison-
panopticon. (Foucault, 1979) 
Identity, in telematic societies, loses the direct authentification of Universal government, its 
masculine, impermeable, phallic character, and its substantive, visible markers. Identity becomes 
inessential, effeminized (Zizek, 1994a) in the sense that it does not exist in direct correspondence or 
reference to a particular and determinable subject: it is associated wi th the simulation (non 
essence) of the real, wi th performativity. Identity "exists only as the possibility of mediation, 
transaction, transition, transference" (Irigaray, 1985: 193) between individuals and net-
communities; it loses its continual, traditional roots in the blood line (substance) that granted social 
status and maintained the genealogy of the phallus, thus surrendering the necessity for the name 
of the father. Privacy laws have promised surety, social order, and stability at the price of 
surveillance, and stable personal identities or identification mechanisms. Privacy has also 
historically impinged the free circulation of certain individuals based on their gender, race, class, 
age, sexuality, employment, state of health, criminality, and so forth. In postmodern societies, the 
borders of private and public have been continually re-negotiated in terms of the ways these very 
categories are mediated, in terms of how these identities are conferred. 
Governments, libraries, universities, political groups, and parents are evident forces in the 
negotiating of private/ public i n cyberspace: the notable example being the status of 
"pornographic" materials on the internet, where it can be accessed by persons under age. Hyper-
control in post-human, cybernetic, or telematic societies needs to be rethought not through a 
continually re-established and transgressed division of private/ public that regulates information 
flows through personal acts, that maintains knowledge in physical enclosures where expertise can 
only be purchased, but through permeable borders of transparency and confidentiality, through 
power sharing structures, through the realization of the public's desire to know how and why 
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important decisions are reached. The secrecy over policy making has made such efforts difficult , 
and only accessible to persons that have a certain degree of education and position. 
Policy making (legal and medical decisions) has been constructed upon the secured 
relations of communities and individuals, governments and citizens, doctors and patients, inside 
and out, private and public: through the maintenance of property, identity, individuality, agency, 
responsibility. Information flows are not random; they follow a hierarchy of power that determines 
the making of systems, where reliability can be pinned on individual decisions and agency. 
Moreover, data, information, and knowledge differ based upon the degrees of freedom to 
circulate, to f low, to intermingle, and to be re-interpreted, f rom raw and un-mediated to highly 
systemic and organized. However, constructions of individuality and agency have been deemed 
problematic and chaotic when the information f low does not follow a hierarchical path. A n 
example of the problematic conception of individuality and agency in terms of health is located in 
the construction of the AIDS patient not as a sufferer of a disease but as the source and agent that 
caused the disease. (Lewis, 1993) 
If information does not follow the path pre-established by the genealogy of power, then 
"chaos" and "decadence" breaks loose, which represents the fact that responsibility cannot be 
connected to individual acts or agents, and the results of action become unpredictable, 
complicated, complex, chaotic, influenced by many factors, multivalent, and can potentially 
represent catastrophes for the power/ knowledge that needs to interpret, contain, and control 
them. In extreme circumstances, the catastrophe has been presented by ideological polemics as 
"godly punishment" as in the case of AIDS. These moments, when the system "heats up," 
determine the points when new structures of information flows are emerging, whether the f low is 
determined by economics, ideologies, sexualities. Consequently, increased information flows tend 
to result in increased entropy, (Hayles, 1995) and the break down of traditional systems of agency, 
identity, and reliability. "Decadence [then has] threatened in two interconnected ways, both 
related to energy limited, productive systems — one artificial, one organic" (Haraway, 1989b: 55) or 
through the breakdown of the barriers between production and reproduction, where the organic 
and the mechanical fuse and are undifferentiated, and the body is no longer self-regulating, 
determined, or a closed system. (Hogle, 1995) Biotechnology has now become necessary to help 
delimit and regulate the organic system, and medicine provides, develops, designs, and markets 
such technologies. Nevertheless, the cycle of info-power can not be closed again through 
technology; it constantly becomes other than what has been: more cyborgic and the state more 
medicalized. 
As a result, "technology plays a major part in consolidating this distancing of the doctor 
f rom a necessarily passive patient, leading to the dehumanization of health care" (Wajcman, 
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1991:71) or put differently, leading to a dehumanizing of the body, which becomes increasingly 
animal and machine like. Alongside the debate on the dehumanization of health care, the basis for 
"medical decision making, [which] unt i l very recently, has been a matter of private, not public 
policy" (Blank, 1988: 233) is changing as the body becomes infused wi th political, moral, ethical 
issues. The technologization of medicine has pushed the limits of medical practice as solely a 
private affair, and has displayed the need for public debate and mediation of biotechnologies 
through the field of bioethics along wi th the care, treatment, and information about AIDS patients. 
AIDS, as a disease, has contested the barriers between private and public decision making, 
and thereby attempts to sort out what areas should be primarily confidential (private) or 
disseminated (public). "Public health care doctors have experienced major difficulties in taking up 
a collective as opposed to an individualist approach to health needs of the population vis a vis both 
the rest of the medical profession and government." (Lewis, 1993: 37) However, the need to have 
flexible and permeable publ ic / private borders is evident through the mandate of transparency in 
governmental affairs. Individual (personal) data and information can be construed as property in 
contrast to solely public matters. The difficulty lies in determining exactly which information is 
personal and which collective. However, wi th more information f lowing, it w i l l be diff icul t to 
secure information that is deemed to be private, making the delineation of proper use and misuse, 
a code of conduct necessary. Through the troubles that the net poses, it also w i l l become clearer 
which information should be kept secured and on what grounds if such case would exist. The 
scenarios have to be contextually deterrnined so that it w i l l become apparent what is ethical and 
appropriate in which situation, e.g., could super-markets or any such agency that collects data 
about weekly food consumption be allowed to sale data without individual consent and is such 
collection constitutional? 
Increased information flows can be used to construct knowledgeable and resistant patients 
(or consumers of biotech) able to make more informed decisions about differing treatments evident 
in the case of confrontations over therapies for AIDS (although medicine and biotechnology are 
not solely deterrnined by a disease discourse). AIDS has made clear how classifications construct 
information barriers, and make knowledge powerful. This circuit of power can be broken down by 
activism and alternative methods of informing. (Treichler, 1993) Information technologies also 
contest the hierarchical barriers to info-flows and make increasingly diff icult the task of securing 
information or of balancing confidentiality and right to access data as determined by the example 
of medical screening. (Towers, 1993) To understand how technologies and ethics need to be 
integrated into policy making, it is important to construct a participatory or interactive forum that 
can guide individual choices. Whether the burden of responsibility would be placed on 
collectivities, on individuals, or if such entities are not any more relevant, depends on the specifics 
of each case scenario, and should not be solely secured upon one or the other. In a sense we can 
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start imagining the notion of hyper-privacy that integrates intimacy and privacy, presence and 
absence, closeness and distance, (Bogard, 1996), collectivity and individuality, that can then be 
defined only in terms of a dynamic balancing of transparency and security of information: defining 
in detail perhaps for what purposes information acquired can be used and by whom or indeed if 
not bothering wi th such distinction is operable. If all is visible, would it be ethical? The latter 
scenario would require an entirely different frame of governmentality than we have. 
The increase of information flows raises questions of legitimacy and surveillance that also 
re-instate the requirement of control, authority, government. The novel prospects of 
governmentality are not determined by a solid singular basis of power, by a representative 
structure, or by closed circuit of narrative genealogies of power, but through an improved 
participation and feedback in the production of information, knowledge, logos, through a more 
direct or telematic democracy wi th increased social responsibility and expertise. It is certain that 
"We cannot afford the versions of the 'one dimensional man' critique of technological rationality, 
which is to say, we cannot turn scientific discourses into the Other, and make them into the enemy 
while still contesting what nature w i l l be for us. We have to engage in those terms of practice, and 
resist the temptations to remain pure." (Haraway, 1993a: 5) Engagement and contestation are 
fundamental in the creation and articulation of cyborgic narratives that mark the interaction 
between technology, medicine, and law: individuals, communities, and government. Through 
these narratives we can begin to discern the operations of participatory agency and note the 
contours of the hyper-subject, cyber-patient, and netizen. 
2. Participation, Feedback, & Infostructure: 
The Stories of Cyborgic Creations 
The replacement of the natural body by the artificial body of the 
organization entails a transformation in the production as well as politics 
of reproduction. That is, the technologies for the making of men devised in 
naturalist discourse provide an anti-naturalist and anti-biological 
alternative to biological production: the mother and the machine are, in the 
naturalist text, linked but rival principles of creation. (Seltzer, 1992:157) 
Simulation technology has destabilized the connection of identity to bodily markers (even 
genetic fingerprinting, which has been the last "real" mark, has also become problematic wi th the 
advent of cloning). Similarly, deconstruction has displaced the l ink of the system signifier/ 
signified to the naturalistic referent, (the linguistic articulation of the connection between signifier, 
signified, referent is the basis of Saussurian structuralism), (Saussure, 1974) and has illustrated 
how meaning is deferred through an interconnected network of play and signification, of de-
centered centeredness. (Derrida, 1978a) The distinctions between suppression and simulation are 
key to understanding how the structure of language and meanings alters in hyperreal societies. 
Traditionally, the (real) thing is simply suppressed in the transaction between subjects. The 
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network of meaning of "the symbolically structured universe we live in [has been] organized 
around a void, an impossibility (the inaccessibility of the Thing itself)." (Zizek, 1992:181) 
Simulation evades and exposes the suppression of the thing through hyperbolic representation, 
but it doesn't guarantee direct access to the thing, rather it reconstructs the thing in interactive 
space: where the contours of the real in discourse can be continually contested and changed, as a 
result the thing is re-invented in cyberspace. 
The concept of interactivity presupposes participation and feedback of users and players. 
Since the subject loses its substantive basis, it can only be constituted by the moves produced in the 
game of simulation, structured by the user-computer interface, by the abilities of each player to 
program new options or to transgress the given rules. Through the net, the subject can only be 
partially identified and determined, and thus is more capable of transgression. The identity of the 
hacker, who is a central in the understanding of postmodern gaming and criminality, rises as a 
result. In the computer criminal scene, the trespasser tends to be of an upper middle class 
background reversing the stereotypical situation of a lower class deviant (Ross, 1991) which simply 
says something about the class status of the computer medium. However, hackers have been 
glorified as well as condemned to large fines. The main difficulty is that it is hard to identify by 
who and how a system has been broken into, and plenty of cyber-trespasses go unnoticed. Hackers 
constantly develop strategies to invade security systems and these systems continually change as a 
result. The revolution of computers has brought about other vices as well such as viruses, worms, 
or trojans that infect/ invade systems, and destroy data, computer files, or even hardware. One 
can see a whole semiotic field of forms developing through these transgressions and their 
curtailment. 
The relation between the simulation of codes and language (as the primary code of 
inscription) may become more evident. Simulation can be conceived as a third order appearance, 
where the code is not just linguistic, where it becomes self-generative and transforming, where it 
forgoes the representation of things as secured upon a stable word- image connection, where it 
transcends the mapping into a discursive code in which the slippage between words, images, and 
things is inevitable (second order). (Baudrillard, 1983) The most elementary form of representation 
has been conceived in the pre-Babylonian one to one correspondence of word-images and things, 
the long lost dream of a natural language (first order). (Baudrillard, 1983) Computers have 
facilitated the "replacing [of] linguistic signs wi th circuit arrangements and cerebral operations 
wi th electronic play of these circuits." (Goux, 1990: 129) Thus the symbolic, regulative domains of 
discourse, language, information become increasingly computer dependent, virtualized, hyper-
textual, becoming de-contextualized and liquid. 
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"The modern computer represents a new breakthrough in inscription: an operational wri t ing that 
manipulates mindless, desemantised signs." (Goux, 1990:129-130) 
Simulation implies an end to the primacy of language over other codes of interconnection. 
The resulted hyper- interactivity of the system computer-user wi th other players shows that the 
connections of agency-individuality-identity have to be refigured to match the emergent computer 
interface between institutions and persons, and have to be restructured through a model of 
participation and intercourse that can only confer a variable and varying structure, for meaning, 
signification, individuation. The change that simulation implies to the code does not entail, 
however, the end of discipline and surveillance. The encapsulation of things in the code through 
word-images has been only possible through observation, confinement, and discipline. (Foucault, 
1979) With the emergence of simulation as third order appearance, the implication is that novel 
forms of control, of hypersurveillance have to be mapped. (Bogard, 1996) 
Clearly different modes of power/ knowledge would result f rom differing modes of 
supervision, and the key for the future of power-sharing w i l l be to participate and re-negotiate the 
relation of private-public, individual-collective, self-other. Participation (in politics, education) has 
been mediated by the private/ public boarder. Education is essential in constructing expertise, and 
thus the privilege of active participation in public affairs. Evidently access to literacy and 
knowledge has been constructed on the grounds of class, race, gender, sexuality, age, citizenship 
status.... The privileged access to education has granted elites the ability to formulate discourses 
and contain ones that do not have access to education (or the methods of systematizing 
information into knowledge). Problematizing the bounds between lay and elite have been recent: 
this distinction been the last constitutive marker of class in technocratic societies. As mirrored on 
such a distinction one can understand the success of western medicine and science, which is 
hinged upon the domination and marginalization of non-western (or alternative western) practices 
and knowledges. (Harding, 1993) 
The violation of pre-established bounds of race, class, gender in the transactions of 
knowledge constitutes an act of resistance that can be facilitated by the postmodern breakdown of 
information barriers and distances. The ability to participate in the directing/ dictating of the 
future is based upon the availability of the tools and methods that organize information into 
knowledge (in marxist terms the tools of (re)production not just of things but info-commodities). 
Scientific and/ or technological illiteracy in an information wor ld undermines the processes of 
participation, social responsibility, and mobility wi th the effect of constructing fixed dynamics that 
lead towards reactionary social determinisms, that construct stabilized technocratic centers of 
power in the position to direct the future by determining the position of others through class and 
opportunity. Social determinisms in the absolute take the form of biological fixation especially in 
the example of the medicalization or biologization of social problems under the Nazi regime, 
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(Proctor, 1993) or even the construction of socio-biological propositions that present the individual 
to be dominated by pre-established genetic codes alterable only through genetic engineering or 
selective breeding (otherwise termed as racial cleansing: eugenics). 
The Nazi example displays the dangers of totalitarian (or ultra-masculinist) ideologies that 
are impermeable by Others, that attempt to construct pure bounds wi th regard to race or any such 
category for that matter. Telematic societies can become problematic if hyper-surveillance reaches 
the panopticon ideal of total control as materialized in Orwell's novel 2984. When social operations 
become completely virtualized, they can allow for increased participation through the availability 
of information, and the modes of information processing into knowledge. Then, technological and 
scientific processes w i l l become more accessible, and the contours of the future as established upon 
knowledges w i l l not fall into the trap of totalitarian absolutism. Telematic societies can furbish a 
new model of power based upon a transparency in the interactions between individuals and 
communities, and a public participation in government, policy making, expertise through 
cyberspace. Thus, power would not have a singular center, but it would be determined through a 
governmentality permeable by social participation, and not fixated on perfect boundary control 
even if the power-holders change periodically. When power sharing would not be an oxymoron, 
then agency would be purely performative and didactic. 
To understand agency as a transgression of boundaries means to see how the systems of 
community/ identity/ individuality, of government/ citizen/ alien, of medicine/ patient/ sick 
body, become inter-permeated, their boundaries fuzzy. The act as transgression "means to assume 
the risk that what I am about to do w i l l be inscribed into a framework whose contours elude my 
grasp, that it may set in motion an unforseeable train of events, that it w i l l acquire a meaning 
different f rom or totally opposed to what I intended to accomplish — in short, i t means to assume 
one's role in the game of 'cunning reason.'" (Zizek, 1994b: 31) To assume the responsibility of one's 
role not only to play and participate in the game of government, but to engage and contest the 
rules of governmental procedures, of standard power relations is essential to allow for the 
underprivileged members of communities to acquire the skills and abilities required for 
information assessment, decision making so that current info-structure barriers can be transgressed 
and alternative narrative histories, knowledges, genealogies constructed. History, as a narrative 
genealogy, should not be reduced to the function of justification or call for action (Nietzsche, 1980), 
rather histories are key in the (re)production and enrichment of culture in the postmodern sense, 
so that a coexistence or symbiosis of old and radically new can be conceived in the mirror of time, 
turned upon itself to allow for various assortments. 
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In the case of AIDS, the agency and responsibility for the epidemic proportions of the 
disease has fallen upon individual sufferers, not policy makers who could have contained the 
number of cases had they allowed for and acknowledged the need of persons engaged in "risky" 
activities to be informed, and had they presented that information in a non-judgmental fashion. A 
direct example is the conflicts over to control of HTV infection as transmuted by infected needles 
and the surrounding controversy about encouraging drug use and deviant behavior. (Anderson, 
1993) A similarly problematic preposition of the US congress: the Immigration Act6 has been to l imit 
the immigration status of HTV+ persons even if such limitations do not apply to other diseases 
such as influenza or tuberculosis, and to deny treatment to such persons even if their immigration 
status has been legally approved. Issues of morality (i.e., the encouragement of deviant behavior) 
collide wi th the needs for public medical policy to curtail infection in a non-discriminating fashion. 
These normative and traditional arguments have presented information about HTV transmission, 
about safer practices through the use of condoms or clean needles as infectious to the social body, 
as a promotion of the very "deviant" activity that "induced" the disease. Such arguments collapse 
the distance between information and infection, knowledge and immunity, morality and health 
policies, while constructing the risky activity as the cause of disease, and thus the sufferer as 
worthy of the infection. 
Agency, causality, responsibility are re-constructed in telematic societies through the 
active contestation of the rules that fo rm the game of interaction, sexuality, desire. The current 
debates over legality and illegality of information or user activities in cyberspace cannot be 
underlined enough since they potentially shape the format of future interactions between users 
and institutions, and they w i l l also constitute the contours that the game of identity and 
surveillance take in cyberspace. Most transactions w i l l become hyperreal since such connections 
dirriinish distances and allow individuals to be at different places simultaneously while 
simultaneously irurumizing the operational costs for businesses and governments. Wi th the 
cheapening of the technologies necessary for cyber-action, transactions in cyberspace w i l l be more 
economically viable and encouragingly less class determined. We can begin to imagine the 
electronic mall, agency, university, hospital. Such institutions would be more regulatable and 
standardized. The doctor (as practitioner), the salesclerk, the representative could be displaced by 
the expert system as the database that interfaces users wi th more or less reliable information. 
Since all or at least most interactions w i l l become hyperreal in telematic societies, the 
surveillance of hyper-bodies becomes paramount i n cyberspace, but also in real-space where 
security systems have introduced short circuit television, monitoring streets, stores, highways of 
6 The US Immigration Act was signed to law before the US elections in November 1996. Some of the effects 
of this law can be seen in Independent newspaper article, page 17, April 4 1997: "Panic Among Immigrants 
Over US Law." 
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course excluding the homes of "good" citizens to date that define the last refuge of "privacy." The 
home as a refuge of privacy is already permeated by the internet, telephone, television, mail, and 
its boundaries are challenged along wi th the independence, individuality of self / body. The stories 
of disembodiment and loss of self abound since they mark the end of modern conceptions of self, 
home, as a loss of innocence represented in horror/ slasher films. On the other hand, cyborgic 
accounts remain in a state of emergence and have a futuristic quality to them. They attest to being 
hybrids of human/ animal/ machine, and to establish transient identities through an 
amalgamation that joins strategies of domination and resistance, of information and knowledge, of 
substance and essence, i n a dynamic contestable symbiosis. The narrative as a historical model has 
constructed agents and encounters, whereas cyborgic creation stories highlight transformation as 
key to the permeation and confrontation of the contours that establish cyber-identity. 
A cyber-account is created by a infusion wi th history not as a progression but a dromology 
towards alterity, constantly excavating texts and knowledges that re-establish other points of 
reference, that reconfigure techno-organic relations. Cyborgs are engaged in medical practice and 
policy that is no longer of necessity private. Furthermore, they cannot remain part of a secured 
private domain in hyperreal affairs that are in the present setting solely public. Medicine is, thus, 
called to construct public accounts of textual bodies that can sustain social (re)production (even 
through cloning), that can preserve a sense of governmental order in the face of death, disease, 
accident, or radical transformation. Bodies in the new schema of things are fragmented, yet they 
retain at times '"the system of differences' that attributes differential value to different bodies 
according to traditional, dualistic 'natures.'" (Balsamo, 1996:159) However, even in the attribution 
of values and differences to bodies, hyper-codes produce only partial identifications, which seem 
to be the only possibility in the relations between fragmented bodies and multifaceted institutions. 
The encounters between cyborgs via the net are structured by f lu id architectures that mirror the 
contested, but always negotiating and facilitating centers of power that generate these partial 
identifications. 
3. Bodily Encounters: 
The Permeability Of Self And The Instability of Identity 
A certain fragility has been discovered in the very bedrock of existence — 
even, and perhaps above all, in those aspects of it that are the most familiar, 
most solid and most intimately related to our bodies and to our everyday 
behavior. But together with this sense of instability and this amazing efficacy 
of discontinuous, particular, and local criticism, one in fact also discovers 
something that perhaps was not initially foreseen, something one might 
describes precisely the inhibiting effect of global, totalitarian theories. 
(Foucault, 1995:19-20) 
Attempting to generate genealogical accounts that critic bodily encounters w i th others 
(human, animal, mechanical, textual, institutional, cyborgic) is problematic if we purge the text 
f rom the constitutive processes of virtualization and simulation. As a result, i t is key to move 
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beyond the need for subjectification or objectification to a discourse of interaction and partial 
determination. A critique of self-referentiality is not enough to understand the formulation of 
human sciences and the practices of power if strategies of domination have been conceived at the 
very basis of discourse. (Habermas, 1995) With the re-invention of surveillance in telematic orders, 
one has to re-situate the relation of subject, object, to delineate how hyper-discoursification affects 
the linguistic code as it has been founded upon the distinction between artifact and organism/ 
human and animal. 
In the continual chatter of cyber-interaction, we are forced to confront and mirror 
ourselves wi th the computer, w i th radical alterity, and wi th others trapped in the game of co-
determination and symbiosis, trapped in the network of signification and identification. ' "We/ in 
these discursive worlds, have no routs to connection other than through the radical dismembering 
and dis-placing of our names and our bodies. We have no choice but to move through a harrowed 
and harrowing artifactualism to elsewhere." (Haraway, 1993b: 25) The move to elsewhere is 
possible through the continual transgression and contestation of our identity to meet the other and 
choreograph an erotic dance of mystic and information, of action and gesture, of truth and 
falsehood beyond the threat of aphanisis and groundlessness. To be cyborgic is then to be radically 
permeable, unstable, and changeable, not secured through self-referents: /. "Alterity [then] is the 
very possibility and process of embodiment: it conditions but is also a product of the pliability or 
plasticity of bodies which makes them other than themselves, other than their 'nature,' their 
functions and identities." (Grosz, 1994: 209) 
Bodily markers of gender, race, disease lose their constitutive material character in the 
interactions between institutions and individuals in cyberspace. However, other markers that 
relate to user status as belonging to an expert elite, as belonging to a specific class or background 
can be determined, but these determinations w i l l always run the risk of being trespassed. Thus, 
such user-identities could not be deemed as reliable, fixed, or secure. As a result, secured-singular 
power basis cannot be stabilized on identity as ground. It would alleviate some of the growing 
friction between meticulously stratified groups in the interest of current power-holders if methods 
of being inclusive are developed, so that conflicts wi th regard to the hold of power can be avoided. 
Inclusivity would be key to power-sharing and symbiotic governing architectures that would not 
efface diversity, that would rather displace phallic difference. Difference (as mirrored by the 
separation of power fu l / powerless) is a method through which power can be retained by 
genealogies of dominance. I am not talking about the present talk about the plurality of 
differences, but rather about the primary opposition, about the a-priori difference between 
Universal and Particular as articulated by Hegel, a kind of axiomatic Difference. 
The Difference par-excellence is the constitutive fiction that establishes it-self in conflict 
wi th the Other as a assemblage of others, and in supposed interest of the Other. However, it has 
been clear that dialectics establish the Difference that is always already presuppose in a circularly 
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closed fashion. To escape such circuit of power-determination, governments should be required to 
maintain an all inclusive forum as the principal site of decision making that negotiates the 
encounters between netizens and institutions. Direct participation would thereby require a flexible, 
f l u i d format of power that is shared between many interdependent centers of responsibility, who 
are not concerned wi th a fixation of a power dipole as established presently by majority 
determination. The maintenance of an interactive, collective, collaborative enclosure that is 
archetectured to allow multiplicity and diversity to remain is important to warrant the 
underrepresented to influence policies that affect them. The study of governmentality would then 
be the study and construction of structures of participation and activism in the context of political 
and epistemological decision making. In the case of AIDS, the interactions, between officials and 
patients/ activists, have been structured upon the traditional dynamic of p o w e r f u l / powerless, a 
structuring that has produced the delayed reaction to the epidemic. One still discerns: "almost no 
increased effort to meet the needs of the poorest, the most vulnerable, the most isolated, or the 
least powerful ." (Mann, 1992: 788) 
Permeable borders between information centers and the uninformed equalize the dipole 
of power, and allow for a different basis of participation that can materialize in cyberspace. Health 
policy makers need to determine a public agenda beyond basic research and therapy, to establish a 
format / fo rum of social interaction and information permeation of traditionally held borders. 
Increased info-flow in this fashion would allow people in disadvantaged positions to benefit f rom 
the knowledge about the epidemic, to transgress their predetermined social situation: 
"vulnerability to H I V infection and its impact decrease where public health principles and human 
rights are respected." (Mann, 1992: 786) AIDS has prompted the construction of discourses that 
regulate the intimate encounters of bodies, that mediate the encounters of self and other. Risky 
identities, thus, have been stabilized in the interaction between individuals and institutions that 
can sustain or supplant resistant collective identifications. Interestingly, claims to self-
determination (through resistance) always have the structure of fiction in contrast to symbolic 
mandates that present their grasp of power in the garments of truth. Discursive determinations of 
sexuality that is defined as the intimate interaction between self and others are key to the 
economics of AIDS identifications. The regulation of desire through discourse of sin and disease 
has established as Universal the normative mode for fulfi l lment of material and personal needs, for 
the determination of status and the materialization of happiness in exclusion to practices that have 
been deemed excessive or without any "productive" or "reproductive" function. This regulation of 
desire is possible only through a confessional setting whether priestly, psychiatric, or 
interpersonal, where one can be redeemed and included into the "book of life,' i.e., normative 
history and family genealogy. 
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This regulation of desire is not possible without singular identifications. So when the hold 
of governmental institutions on the verification or verifiability of identity is not absolute and 
identity can be destabilized, then signifiers that secure the control of identity upon material 
markers such as colour, sexual organs, attire, property, behavior, and so forth would be 
undermined. Making "explicit the silencing, submersion, and containment of [more than] half of 
humanity effected in the most 'rational', 'civilized' and 'noble' of cultural activities, the violence of 
coercion veiled beneath the most glorified and pure of 'human endeavors' — the creation of 
knowledges." (Grosz, 1989: 230) What is at stake is not knowledge itself, but the current structure 
of power/ knowledge, the prevailing form of governmentality and certainty generation, the 
present "social fabric" as formulated through the mediation of interactions between individuals, in 
other words the unwritten social contract. I guess feminisms can be envisioned as the discursive 
practices that attempt to construct permeable borders, collaborative identifications, coalitional 
politics, that can determine new modes of participation, activism, and subversion of traditionally 
secured power structures. Feminist undertakings attempt to expose the fact that "knowledge is 
produced not only wi th in a socioeconomic and political framework, but also an intellectual 
tradition wi th stated and un-stated assumptions." (Lazreg, 1990:327) 
Feminisms have painfully confronted their own boundary assumptions about the 
"essence" of woman and have opened up to contestations of women of colour, differing sexual 
orientations, class status, and alternative modes of knowledge production. Feminism as an 
umbrella term is highly contested and multivalent. Identifications need to be similarly contested 
and conflicting to remain un-stabilized and to resist being inscribed into a teleological genealogy, a 
singular, historical narrative, an a priori universal difference, an absolute truth. In so far as history 
is viewed wi th in perspective not as factual, then power as derived f rom narrative knowledges and 
histories can be constantly kept in check. Freedom, then, could be this moving beyond a self-
contended knowledge of the elusiveness of independence, action, identity (Hegel, 1953) to the 
importance of re-estabUshing the game of signification, of co-determination, and of contestation 
through inclusion and not an essentializing Difference. 
Medicine, as any knowledge system, is faced wi th the challenge to reconfigure its 
objectives in the face of postmodern critiques, to facilitate an openness (freedom?) and 
participation in the construction of expertise. Cyborgs contest present medical objectives to allow 
for a more open-ended movement of knowledge as information. They require a shift f r o m the 
medical desire to invent cures for new diseases or variants (while codifying, containing, controlling 
the body), to designing prosthetics for post-humans so that they can transgress their 
(immunological) limits in the face of disease or new and unfamiliar terrains. I examine the forces at 
play in this shift of medical objectives: examining in whose interests present changes occur, how 
cybernetics can bring together human and natural sciences, and what impact does this contact 
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have on the way medical knowledge is structured and disseminated. The role of medicine in 
determining state policy on public health needs to be rethought along w i t h the rest of the social 
info-structure. I t is certain that medical knowledge and practice change as a result of technological 
innovation. The questions are: i n which direction w i l l medicine transform? what factors are 
important in both checking and implementing the most beneficial transformations? 
Economically, the postindustrial landscape demonstrates that the demand on 
(post)human capital for industrial production has decreased; the notion of a factory as the site of 
commodity manufacture has been imploded, becoming increasingly specialized in the production 
of parts. Thus, technological innovations and the service industry have become the motivating 
forces of economic growth. The means of production are less human labour dependent and 
increasingly technologically driven. In the expert-knowledge industry, the technological frontier 
can be formulated in terms of an intelligent cybernetic preceptor that would allow for the 
displacing of humans as the mediators and builders of knowledge. One can envisage cyborgs wi th 
enhanced memory, computation, and perception functions to occupy such a place. A t present we 
would have to strain our imagination to see how medicine can operate without doctors, politics 
without politicians, universities without teachers, how the challenge would be in the designing of 
new technologies of power sharing (I trust) through contestation and inclusivity. As such an 
tvndertaking, I w i l l examine how cyborgs become the third millennium medical products, and how 
they can be constructed as the participators/ contestors of the game of knowledge, expertise, 
technology, and governmentality, by showing how the medical game can be altered through 
cybernetic innovations. 
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/ / / . Cyborgs As The Third Millennium Medical Projects 
For postmodern approaches, class is clearly and commonly involved for 
the "new" reproductive technologies are mostly very expensive, usually 
uncovered by private or state plans, and also very unevenly distributed. 
(Clarke, 1995:149) 
edical practices have been clearly impacted by technological innovations 
throughout historical development. Technology has altered the way medicine 
has conceived of bodies, diseases, and death. The list is expanded to include 
borders of production/ reproduction, human/ animal/ artifact: the sites where cyborgs are born. 
Some questions arise: what degrees of livability are produced in the postmodern medical scene? 
should medical technologies (reproductive or otherwise) be class determined? and could medical 
policies transgress the limits imposed by class to allow extensive public access? The shifting of 
medical objectives is codeteirnined by changes in individual/communal notions of identity, 
agency, individuality. Consequently, "agency should not be seen as a twofold, individual and 
societal, phenomenon, but as a multilevel one, where individual and societal levels are integrated 
because of the special make up of the agents — their social characterization. It is this level of 
sociality that throws a bridge between individual and collective action." (Gilbert & Count, 1995: 8) 
This level of sociality allows for a re-conceptualization of identity as resistance and activism (if the 
act is to be constructed as a transgression of pre-determined info-boarders) while destabilizing the 
notion of resistance in contention of a Universal standard. Resistance can be conceived in terms of 
a critical stance that is always emergent, where the center is never occupied by any specific group 
that can claim normative or Universal status. Cyborgic identities are resistant in their hybridic 
composition. 
Cyborgs can be conceived as the next millennium medical products because they are the 
outcome of the restructuring in political, social, and medical spheres as altered by technological 
innovation. In conceiving sociality, governmentality, cybernetics, one can locate the impetus 
underlying most of the present postmodern deconstructions or critiques. A re-conceptualization of 
the connection between information and knowledge as structured by power dipoles has been key 
to these critiques. Cyborgs, thus, are symptomatic of these altering conditions in the state of info-
power, and therefore have the quality of mythos: they appeal to imaginary sci-fi projections. Yet in 
these times it has become evident that "the boundary between science fiction and social reality is 
an optical illusion." (Haraway, 1991: 149) I illustrate through the example of the patient/ doctor 
info-power dipole how technology has the potential to alter the unequal ground of information, 
and can enable the use of the tools for information processing, making, thus, fixed power-
dynamics obsolete. However, if info-power has become less localized, it does not necessarily imply 
an emancipation or liberation that is why the cyborgic identity needs to be constructed upon a 
M 
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resistance, in a perpetual state of emergence, rather than a re-found fixity. 
The body as a discursive-material entity has been constructed as the site of subjectivity, as 
the locus of inter-fusion between communal and individual. The medical body has given way to 
cyborgic transmutation, which calls into question fixed notions of individuality, responsibility, and 
agency as they have been stabilized upon supposed material and unalterable contours. Agency as 
a conception that is founded upon concretized bodies has been challenged since traditional/ 
corporate structures of linear reliability and responsibility are contested along with the "traditional 
equation of 'labour + raw materials = economic success.'" (Barrett and Pruitt, 1994: 383) One can 
discern a concretized formulation of an informatics of domination as it has been established upon 
the identity of an emergent technocratic elite: the ones who hold the latest technologies. 
Nevertheless, their grasp of the means of technological innovation is gradually contested especially 
since it cannot assert itself in the benefit of only a particular group. 
The site of techno-info-power (though continually contested and contesting) is the cyborg 
as techobody, as conceived though the meeting of natural and human sciences in the construction 
of cybernetic systems that can potentially manufacture intelligent bio-artifacts, whose precursors 
are computerized systems. Technology has been projected as the answer to many problems: it 
provides solutions and treatments to disease and diagnosis; it promises the securing (of credit-
card) identity (through digital microchip implants) even if it radically contests the border between 
human/ natural/ artificial; it produces the opportunity for increased participatory democracies: 
where the nation will no longer be the sole-holder of power; it suggests the possibility of the global 
village where time/ space collapse, where distance does not matter. It almost sounds like a telecom 
commercial that links the present to the future and sells the stocks that matter at very low prices. 
And it sounds too good to be true especially when global wealth is unevenly distributed between a 
handful of individuals who happen to be the holders of emergent computer-technologies, e.g., Bill 
Gates and the like. And of course the costs of technologization are under-rated as we leap to meet 
the future. 
The notion of power is established upon asymmetrical relations, upon an uneven 
distribution of wealth, opportunity, information, knowledge. As the traditional notions of success 
become less relevant in the information world, it will be even more essential to understand how 
the transformation of asymmetrical relations de-center the concept of power from a Particular/ 
Universal, a visible seat or throne, to reproduce an intricate network of control and resistance as 
understood through governmentality: the establishment and authorization of expert systems. 
Cybernetics can be seen as the expertise that has provided the basis for contemporary telematic 
societies (the computer) that of course does not measure up to the promised robot (servant or 
master?) although the field of robotics is in boom especially in Japan. My main concern is it to ask 
how and if technology can become less class determined. However, the function of the global/local 
state can provide ways to permeate class borders through educational opportunities, to allow for 
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diverse backgrounds to access the skills necessary to survive in an information world. This would 
be the main purpose for the state's existence. 
/ . Cybernetics: The Meeting Of Natural and Human Sciences 
Up to now the machines built and used by man have worked almost 
exclusively on the material plane. We have built machines that could 
do things far beyond the physical force of man. We have built 
machines that allowed us to conquer space and rime to make matter 
and energy work for us. We have invented machines that calculate 
faster than man and that have a more retentive memory. What we 
have not done is to create machines more 'intelligent' than man, for 
the electronic brains we create are our servants not our masters. 
(Boulanger, 1969: 8) 
Cybernetics is the field that attempts to integrate behavioral, biological, and technological 
expertise, and is "the art and science of government." (Clark, 1969: 109) In other words, "it is the 
basic science underlying the process of homeostasis in biological systems and automation in 
industry, and its implications are being applied in economic and social planning." (Porter, A., 1969: 
vii) Cybernetics has not acquired a concrete academic status to date principally because it requires 
an interdisciplinary approach. Its applications can be seen in the field of biotechnology and some 
social science uses manifest under the guise of science and technology studies/ cyberology. What 
has characterized the development of cybernetics is the establishment of control and feedback 
operations that work on various types of systems, that can distinguish machines from automatons 
(if human energy is not expended in operating it then it is considered fully mechanized). 
(Demczynski, 1969) Cybernetic are those devices that "employ the principles of feedback or digital 
computation or both extensively." (Demczynski, 1969: 23) 
The cybernetic challenge has been to construct a device that is not dependent upon clear 
human instructions and programming, that can perceive and codify data not just process whatever 
is imputed, that is able to self optimize, goal-seek, and learn. Consequently, info-power in 
cybernetic societies can then be understood by the ability "to increase our mental capabilities" 
(Demczynski, 1969:27) through technological prosthetics. In taking up the cybernetic challenge, 
one produces hazy borders between living and artifact, human and machine. These hazy boarders 
imply that such ontologies may no longer be relevant, that they have been always problematic or 
simplistic, and that they need to be reconstituted not however in terms of primary oppositions that 
draw sharp contrasts. I establish how the distinction between living and artifact is no longer 
relevant by primarily focusing on the interface of cybernetics/ biotechnologies with biological, 
behavioral, and medical systems, to determine how cybernetics has revolutionized information 
processing and communications, how indeed the resulting info-structures can become the basis for 
the future of power-sharing. 
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In the example of medicine, the form of general practice can be summarized by the Table 
1.1. It can be divided into three stages: history, diagnosis, treatment. The power-dynamic (dipole) 
of doctor/ patient can be mirrored by the pupil/ teacher relation. (Clark, 1969: 131) As shown, the 
doctor/ patient relationship has been represented by the teacher/ pupil power-dynamic with a 
reversal and a period during diagnosis when there is no dynamic, when medicine as discourse 
determines the strategy the doctor follows. This portrayal is simplistic but illustrative of the 
traditional medical info-dipole and the process that governs the distribution of treatment. Uneven 
information distribution and differential skills in processing it to knowledge establish the dynamic 
between pupil and teacher, and clearly such is the case for doctors and patients although the pupil 
may have the chance to become a teacher, the patient rarely becomes or is a doctor. Table 1.1 
acknowledges that an informational differential is what causes the dynamic between doctors and 
patients, yet makes clear that the doctor and patient are both subjected to medical discourse that 
regulates them and delimits the possibilities for treatment. In this case scenario the role of 
medicine, as discourse, had not been substituted by the use of expert systems, so that the control it 
exerts on doctors tends to have the form of peer review, or other methods of standardization and 
surveillance. 
In constructing cybernetic systems that assist doctors during diagnosis, the level of 
medicine as database is introduced, where the computer diagnostician as it represents medical 
knowledge dictates what kind of strategy is required (of course up to date). Presently, it has been 
up to the doctor to agree or not to consider the options offered by the database (DB) or even to 
disregard them altogether. In this regard, diagnostic technologies for medicine today operate the 
same way as the systems that assist pilots in high tech warfare. The "pilot's associate" is a crude 
example as to how cybernetic tactics are used to supplement human decision making. (DASPA, 
1995) Is the human factor indispensable? Will the doctor as a mediator of medical knowledge be 
disposed by an intelligent systems or should I call them cybernetic (governed) as in the case of self-
guided missiles? Of course to consider the development of wetware (that is direct computer/ 
human linkage through corporeal probes), as in the case of the jet pilot, implies that the status of a 
sole human operator is under revision. Then, we can no longer clearly differentiate the pilot from 
the associate and would have to speak of the pilot/ associate system as fully cybernetic. These 
issues are important to understand how the development of cybernetic preceptors affects the place 
of experts in increasingly cybernetic societies, along with how the notion of power will be 
transmuted to become less locally determined, while remaining connected with knowledge and 
information distribution. 
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Table 1.1: On the Stages of Medicine. 








A few points about Table 1.1, the relationship between patients and doctors is not as 
reversible as the table presents. The doctor almost never plays the pupil in the physical 
examination as the patient never plays the teacher since he/ she does not have direct knowledge 
of the condition in which their body is if they did they would produce the diagnosis on their 
own and wouldn't need the doctor to do it for them. In telematic societies when the access to 
medical knowledge and diagnostic techniques (as in databases or diagnostic programs) by the 
patient increases, then the prospect of following the treatments prescribed by such diagnostic 
devices without the presence of a physician to monitor (excluding the exceptional cases where 
treatment is not standard or has failed) would become commonplace. If the prescribed 
treatment fails, then perhaps the execution factor would be at fault. If indeed treatment has been 
followed correctly, then one would need to follow other treatments that are available. As such, 
the dynamic of patient/ diagnostician becomes more equalized. Diagnostic technologies can 
eventually become embodied self-regulating prosthetics. In such a case, it is clear that the doctor 
would no longer have a privileged access to medical knowledge and thus the information 
dipole could be reversible/ performative, depending simply on upgrades (i.e., CyberMed 2.5). 
The advent of specialized user groups or net-pages, where information on AIDS 
treatment can be accessed, where options about treatment can be disseminated directly to the 
patient, along with where and by whom the treatment is offered, demonstrates how the 
information base of doctors and patients has altered with the advent of the internet. One can 
browse through the options, and link to the online medical library even if sometimes such 
services are at a relative high cost. The importance of accessibility7 of such information by 
patients has been acknowledged by the National Library of Medicine8 that has presented some 
7 There are many web pages on the internet that provide patient information an example is ARIC (AIDS 
Information Center) which seeks to empower patients through information but also goes through the 
pains of stating that treatment should only be administered by a physician in case of pending suits. Their 
address is http://www.critpath.org/aric/. 
8 The web page for the National Library of Medicine can be located at: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/ 
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information to organizations such as AEGIS," offering both funds and direct access. Overall, 
though, the prospect of on-line information tends to be class bound although efforts have been 
made to reduce the costs of these services. In cyberspace, one can access multimedia takes on 
the latest medical knowledge in virtual reality form (although such services tend to be 
commercial).10 Cyberspace is not the only example where the dynamic of doctor/ patient as 
established by privileged access to information is challenged. 
The development of expert systems as diagnosticians is another emerging site that 
contests the doctor/ patient dipole especially when it can be placed in public use through 
cyberspace, which can grant (potentially) free access to many people from different parts of the 
world as well. Expert systems that incorporate preceptor probes have the potential of replacing 
the doctor as practitioner. Further, the cybernetic-diagnostician can be considered as a simulation 
of the process of diagnosis that most doctors are trained to do. This simulation is not simply the 
synthesis of diagnostic processes and medical knowledge, it is rather a re-enactment of the 
method of deduction that the doctor should follow in the process of diagnosis when the relevant 
imputes have already been decided. The cyber-diagnostician could be eventually in-corporate 
within bodies so that continual checks can be made especially of immunity levels that can allow 
for prompt action to deal with infection, malfunction, as well as overall diet/ nutrient 
requirements: a sort of over all vitality-check. Health regimen would, thus, acquire a more 
concrete form, and the term preventive medicine would actually have some material basis. 
I suppose it is important to understand the distinction between synthesis and 
simulation. "By synthesis of an artificially intelligent system is meant the development of a 
system capable of producing intelligent results or exhibiting intelligent behavior of one kind or 
another, without any pretense that the methods used bear any resemblance to those used by 
human beings." (George, 1969: 74) For example, if a computer is programmed to integrate a 
mathematical function, it will do iterations adding bits of area to approximate the result, instead 
of the human method of solving it through pre-developed technics and formulas. No one argues 
that simulation is better than synthesis. In the previous example, they arrive at approximately 
similar results. Rather, simulations set higher goals then achieving the same result: 
"Simulations, on the other hand, which is a particular case of synthesis, not only attempts to 
achieve the same ends, but also claims to produce it them in a way similar to the way in which 
they are produced by human beings." (George, 1969: 74) 
In this regard, simulated systems are closer to replacing the human factor than simply 
synthetic ones since they also bear a close resemblance to human decision making patterns: logic 
and reason. The use of simulation, then, is not only to solve problems by technical means, but to 
9 AEGIS home page is located at: http://www.aegis.com/ 
"Cine Med home page at: http://www.cine-med.com/cinemed/vrweb.html general virtual reality. 
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mirror the process of human cognition, thinking, learning to become: a kind of logic cyber-
preceptor device, that can eventually be in synapse with brains: as through the development of 
wetware. So technological advances can be seen to have a three-fold basis: the development of 
software, being the programming of code that establishes the operations of machines and their 
interfaces with humans; hardware, the very material construction of the machine; and now 
wetware, direct links of human/machine. Expert systems as used today tend to have more of a 
synthetic or supplemental character since for the most part they do not always mirror the 
diagnostic methods of physicians, and are statistically determined. 
The diagnostic procedure through a computerized expert system requires that the 
doctor will enter the appropriate data, and that it does not read its own data or inputs from the 
body of the patient. Nevertheless, they still require the presence of the physician. However with 
the advent of preceptor devices that can read instantaneously measurements from the body, the 
medical practice could be limited to research that would continually establish new techniques, 
methods, and devices that would be miniaturized and eventually incorporated in medical 
practice or directly linked to cybernetic bodies. I will demonstrate how medicine can operate 
without doctors, how indeed medical practice will necessarily be refigured by current 
technological advances especially through the advent of preceptor devices. It is necessary to 
determine whether our infatuation with technical solutions do indeed offer better medical 
practice for post-humans, whether indeed the cyborgian transmutation, the adding of technical 
devices to monitor and regulate human function, offers increased levels of livability even in the 
face of the degeneration of familiar environments, and the depletion of traditional resources (by 
familiar I mean environments that we have already adapted to, and by traditional energy 
recourses I refer to those that are conventionally used, i.e., oil, gas). Even if we are confronted 
with such transformations, will it be possible to conceive of a medicine without doctors? What 
kinds of conceptual problems do arise, and how can solutions be found? 
2. On A Medicine Without Doctors: Research On The Limits Of The Visible. 
In order to counter this vision one must actively and strategically seek 
alternative spatial and creative logistics, social and cultural 
configurations. If such creative flexibility is critically foregrounded in 
current research agendas, cyberspace will indeed become a site of 
considerable cultural promise, and a locale for a new post-organic 
anthropology. (Tomas, 1994: 46) 
The question I pose initially is how can medicine be transformed to be flexible in the 
advent of new structures of expertise, of more equalized information flows (the possibility of 
informed and resistant patients), and of an altered basis for authority as accreditation, especially 
with the re-thinking of the university that is no longer an enclosure of knowledge but a medium of 
information generation and verification. These changes, which effect all social institutions, become 
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more visible and clear through the medical example. However, I would anticipate similar kinds of 
issues to develop for other institutions: legal and governmental. I primarily focus on the medical 
example and note what changes I see in the info-structure. Thus, I begin my analysis with the 
possibility of a medicine without doctors in the conventional sense since they can be substituted by 
computer DB. Then, only researchers would be needed to expand the current knowledge base. So, 
would the doctor as practitioner be displaced by the expert computer system that is more reliable, 
cheaper, and easier to distribute? that potentially can be integrated with the organic body? 
To really comprehend the argument, one needs to understand not just the economic forces 
operating, but also the ways in which information flows have been (re)established, so that previous 
power dipoles can no longer be supported. In other words, no "true" masters of knowledge can 
ever exist in telematic societies since there is too much information to master anyhow and no real 
point in mastering it all. One can conceive as future experts the computer-human mter-links that 
have enhanced memory and processing capacities. However, they could become exclusive to the 
privileged technocrats if provisions are not made so that the technologies used will not remain in 
their total grasp. This interfacing of human and artifact, including the advent of wetware, is a 
product of cybernetics. Cybernetics, in terms of information, is "the science of control and 
communication in the animal and the machine" (Rosie, 1969:145), a way of mastering the code that 
governs them. Information theory (which structures the link between human and machine codes) 
has become the basis of understanding and communication, of determining what the signal is and 
what is mere noise. (Rosie, 1969) Consequently, information has been isolated from the semantics 
of sender/ receiver because it has been structured to render meaning via the form of the signal that 
needs to be decoded by the proper decoder. (Woolley, 1994) Information theory appears to have 
simplified the complexities of interpretation through the process of digitalization (a series of on/ 
off, in binary). The distinctive feature of the signal is the pattern of wave that is transmitted, and 
the medium through which it is distributed and received. 
Information as signaled is simply the reception of on/ off, and ignores the context of the 
message for its encoded form. The on/ off signal of information theory is simplistic, but pertains to 
the fact that the content of information can only be established in context of many bits of 
information woven together to form a portrayal, picture, form, syntax, language, spoken word, 
depending of the type of the signal. The content of information always needs to be encoded and 
decoded in contrast to the form, which is structured as a series of on/off. The on/off, in signaling 
information through any medium such as light, radio waves, electrical pulses, bio-electricity, is 
different from the content of the message itself, which can never be reduced to such simplistic 
default encodings. The relation, I have established, between form and content in information 
theory, resembles the connection of structuralism to deconstruction. This opposition of form to 
content is problematic in either the setting of information or literary theory since they tend to 
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ignore the context in which the message appears, who its intended reader/ decoder is, and how it 
can be misconstrued. Information is powerful only when it is discoursified in such a fashion as to 
grant the (intended or unintended) receiver of the message the surplus of insight and knowledge 
into his/ her own situation. So information must always be situated to avoid the oversimplified 
argument of what is more important form or content. 
It is significant to situate medical information and knowledge, and to understand how the 
two relate. Knowledge is intricately ordered information, and therefore cannot be interpreted in 
many fashions. The distinctions between knowledge, information, data, then, are the degrees of 
freedom to be mediated and inter-fused with other bits of data, information, knowledge. In 
general, medical information and data can largely be distributed by policy makers in the floor of 
congress, by various activist organizations, by the media, by specialist journals, by universities, 
and all can propose various strategies for interpreting it. For example, what do low HIV infection 
rates among heterosexuals vs. homosexuals mean in Britain in view of the fact that globally 70% of 
HIV infection is by heterosexual means. Knowledge on the other hand is mediated primarily by 
university structures that are granted the authority to surveil it, and guarantee its proper social 
reproduction. Knowledge, thus, situates information in context and tests the validity of various 
interpretations, to establish and verify it with regard to all data or inputs. 
Thus, the cybernetic form of medicine will depend on the future of the university (if it is 
private or public, if it funded by corporations, if it is regulated by a governmental body, etc.). The 
future of medical practice will thus change if the status of expertise changes and how it is acquired. 
The structure of the doctor/ patient dyad will have to change along with the birth of expert 
systems and other such structures (virtual reality, net-pages, user-groups, to name a few) and with 
the increased availability of medical information and. knowledge, i.e., the potential of a cyber-
university. It would then be a matter of policy whether doctors are required and necessary to 
prescribe standard treatments or if an expert system diagnosis would suffice. Taking it a step 
further: the potential incorporation of health monitoring technologies within our bodies would 
make going to the doctor for a checkup sound archaic, making all of us into cyborgs as mandatory 
vaccination dealt with certain forms of disease in the turn of the century. 
Some questions remain: will the increase in information also provide us with the skill to 
determine what information is valid and the ability to determine which treatments or device 
implants are best and why? will that require experts or other expert systems or simply higher 
education standards or bio-consumer watchdogs? will everyone have access to the same 
databases? will they be free or charged? When all issues are raised, it becomes clear that the future 
will be in some ways as class determined as the present if not more since a lot is at stake. For 
example, medical decisions on treatment could be easily determined by the level of information 
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and technology purchased by the level of medical technologies that one can afford by the longevity 
of one's life and working capacity and so.... 
If information is redistributed and if institutions cannot ( as they cannot to date) maintain 
clear and regulatable borders in cyberspace (other than parental filters, screening the net of 
unsuitable information), and if technologically determined borders are not completely fixed but 
permeable, then it would be possible to have a system that would become less class determined, 
that would be able to overcome unequal holds on information and knowledge. Bureaucracies have 
maintained a hold on powerful information (for example the culture of secrecy surrounding 
classified US documents), and the technologies necessary to process it into meaningful knowledge. 
Such hold is questioned today, arriving at the fact that a lot of US classified documents that are 
over 10 years old would be declassified, making this very culture of secrecy seem absurd." It is 
possible to conceive how cyberspace can facilitate the breaking down of traditional barriers of 
time/space, nation, race, gender ... but not class at least without an externally mediated network of 
free and informed sources that may be governmental or subsidized? Maybe the reason for the 
existence of a participatory governmentality would be to guarantee and check information flows 
that are provided by technological innovations, medicine, media, universities, as a means through 
which an openness and transparency can be safeguarded in the interest of all.... 
The fundamental requirement for cybernetic devices to displace their human counterparts 
in such positions as the doctor-practitioner is to have the ability to perceive and learn without 
direct human involvement. They would have to develop strategies of independence that are not 
limited by human intelligence in order to surpass it and its blind spots. At this point, machine 
code/ language could be truly self generative and reproducing (as the elementary forms of 
computer viruses and their transmutations suggest). One can understand the real anxiety behind 
sci-fi humor: infected with a computer virus. The question is what if, especially when wetware is 
developing? We have started interrogating our privilege as the only planet with life in the 
universe, along with our the position on the top of the chain of life, maybe now is also the time to 
realize that the conceptual defaults that produced such assertions and distinctions (Aliens/ 
Human/ Animal) are problematic that the fundamental separation of life and artifact is not self 
evident as well as other such bipolar conceptions, that organic and inorganic are not essentially 
opposed. As such a fuzzy undertaking (which results from an application of fuzzy logic), one can 
imagine the evolution (!?) of new line of preceptor/ learner devices that can communicate in both 
human and digital code. A delusive dream or nightmare? 
" From Independent newspaper article on April 3,1997, page 21. "US report reveals: secrets need a short 
life cycle." 
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Before I begin describing how cyber-preceptors are established as the new or final (?) 
frontier, it would aid my argument to clearly delimit what is meant by perception and how it ties 
to information or data gathered through senses or inputs that are integrated into clear pictures and 
representations of 'things'; how, indeed, stimuli are always linked to their interpretations. 
Perception is roughly the process that classifies the new and recognizes familiar stimuli. (George, 
1969) The process is determined by a pattern recognition that dissembles the whole into parts and 
establishes key features that serve as identifiers or gestalts. Identifiers help in the establishment of 
conceptual categories that are given names (addresses) to aid the process of recollection and 
communication. Language is already a simulator of concepts that humans use in classifying and 
recalling stimuli. (George, 1969) The opposition of simulation and surveillance seems problematic, 
since surveillance/ discipline/ observation is required for discoursification and discourse is 
always already an elementary form of simulation. In this specific context, linguistic nuances mirror 
the degrees of understanding and complexity that a particular culture has, whether the language 
or code take the form of oral-written accounts, digital signaling, Morse signs, Pascal, C++, 
assembly, or even gestures. 
Language as a medium of interconnection and circulation of information is essential to 
learning whether it takes the form of verbal, written, chemical, technological codes. Learning is the 
process of adapting to new perceptual and conceptual givens as they become formed by further 
signals or stimuli, so that novel information is derived from the data as reflecting the signals or 
stimuli. This information can then be systematized into knowledges or more generally conceptual 
theories, paradigms, epistemes, world-views. Higher levels of integration have been established 
upon a greater separation from data and may be illusive the more they become remote. Maybe 
such levels of integration would become irrelevant. I suppose that the connection between stimuli 
for humans and data/ signals for devices is clear, and that they are already structured in parallel 
to facilitate their interface. The construction of thinking, imagining, perceiving cybernetic systems 
capable of developing their own code, that hopefully will be close to a cognizant human language, 
is feasible. In fact high-level programming languages (Pascal, C++) have already attempted to 
reflect human syntax in order to facilitate their learning. From a hardware point of view, both 
human and computers operate on forms of electric current that can make their direct mter-linking 
possible. 
Another coding system that I have largely ignored although it is relevant to cyborgs is the 
genetic one. The prospect of using the DNA as building blocks for micro-computers is a reality 
since genes are in their basic formulation information storers. Genetic processors can make current 
hi-tech computers even laptops appear large. These genetic processors would be extremely small 
in scale which enhances the possibility of their incorporation (as memory implants or data storers) 
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within cyborgs. The mapping out the human genome is real, and the potential applications of 
genetic technologies can range from genetic enhancement (gene therapy) to engineering 
generations of cyborgs. The possibility (whether ethical or not) is intriguing, and does point to the 
need of public decision making on such issues. Genetics is a field that is riddled with ethical 
dilemmas. However it is capable of concretizing our grasp of organic forms and their manufacture. 
I doubt that genetic control = total control since we are shaped by more than our genes. However, 
the desire to fix behavioral patterns to genetic causes is problematic and reflects the desire to 
unconditionally contain, monitor, define the Other/ enemy whatever shape it may take. I will 
consider the implications of technological innovation to our already cybernetic societies to indulge 
in a futurology that may reflect a time not as distant as it now may appear by working on the 
advent of the cyber-preceptor and how it would impact the structure of medicine. 
Now they are preparing the way for the automatons of perception, for 
the innovation of artificial vision, delegating the analysis of objective 
reality to a machine...(Virilo, 1994:59) 
3. The Cyber-Preceptor: The New or Final Frontier? 
One may wonder what is next: medicine without doctors; devices that can perceive, think, 
learn, and communicate with humans; posthumans that are not distinct from machines; the birth 
of cyborgs? Well, these are not new objectives and their implications would be wide. I will not 
argue about the human ability to produce or not such devices that only history will detenriine. It 
would, however, be interesting to see the ramifications of such technologies upon human 
structures, focusing of course primarily on medicine. The vision to create a preceptor/learner 
machine is not new. It emanates from our understanding of biological and behavioral systems. 
Clearly developments in information and signal processing for computers have helped 
neurologists understand and even model the behaviors of neurons and the brain. The challenge, 
thus, has been twofold to detennine how to design technologies that "employ processes and 
techniques and accomplish functions which hitherto have existed only in living systems" (Steele, 
1995: 55) to establish the field of bionics, and to further integrate biological matter with technology 
as in the field of neuro-cybernetics. 
The revolution in human models of perception has occurred when research on brains and 
computers converged, the point being: the way research problems have been defined. (Walter, 
1969) In constructing learner machines, one would be able to delineate how systems of feedback 
work in human brains. The 'reflex learner' for example is "sensitive to rewarded relations between 
stimuli it receives and the responses it produces." (Pask, 1969) Further, it is able to evaluate and 
solve situations in which it finds itself. The preceptor/learner device produces a technical 
simulation of the world, a perceptive field that we have to enter as foreigners. Even if machines are 
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mirrored upon the human, they always remain radically other and require one to adapt to them. 
The distinction between cyber-preceptors and regular processors is that the latter ones require 
inputs in order to process the data being fed by human operators, whereas the former have their 
own sensory stimuli that they can directly discern and interpret. 
Cyber- preceptors, for example, would be capable of adapting to continuous stimulus 
(habituation), tuning out what is irrelevant or unimportant, processing information tirelessly at 
incredible speeds, adapting to new situations, and inventing strategies to problem-solve. They 
would be capable of unbelievable mental and physical feats, all in all, the super or extra human-
computer at our service or our absolute master? The fear that we would be dominated by our own 
constructions is not new, and some would interpret any related problems that arise as "god's" 
retribution for our arrogance. Again maybe cyber-preceptors will not be that simple to invent and 
would always be delimited by our intelligence as creators. Or maybe indeed technology and 
humans will be co-evolving and fusing in a symbiotic system and the question is not really about 
domination but of facilitation. It is up to us to figure which story line we would like to produce as 
our futures. 
It is important to understand that a preceptor devise whether attached to a mega 
processor or not can augment our realities, and are not just simulations of our reality. "Augmented 
and simulated realities represent different approaches to interacting with virtual worlds. Rather 
than a virtual world created out of virtual illusion, augmented realities are created out of the stuff 
of the real world." (Kellogg, 1994:421) Augmented preceptor devices already exist such as those 
that provide pilots/ and other soldiers the ability to see at night. Also different organisms have 
different perceptual fields, and use different ranges then us, who are extremely visually centered, 
and perceive only a fraction of the electromagnetic spectrum (the visual spectrum). Perceiving 
color is an illusion. So instrumentation has become indispensable to all human endeavors not only 
medicine. With the intrusion of technologies into our perceptual field, it has become increasingly 
difficult to distinguish a simulation from the real. An example would be particle physics when one 
is observing and studying things that cannot be readily visible by humans even with their 
perceptual prosthetics. 
Consequently, the margin of error in determining what is facilitated reality verses a virtual 
representation or simulation is wide, and hard to determine or impossible to always determine. 
Thus, technological simulation or augmented realities come at a cost of the real and establish an 
irreducible distance between simulation/representation and substance (such distance has always 
existed: now it is difficult to ignore). When cyber-preceptor and cyber-learner devices are attached 
to expert systems, the process of knowing would clearly be transformed. It could be that our 
enhanced consciousness are read directly into computers that may then be verified and/ or 
upgraded against their perhaps augmented perceptual fields that would be more valid or more 
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enhanced than the (post)human-real. We would be called to adapt beyond the grasp of our human 
understanding. Maybe these cyber-preceptors/ learners could be an extrasensory feature added to 
us as prosthetic, so that we move to the next level of perceptive integration, the next stage in the 
game of knowing, perceiving, communicating. 
Enhanced cyborgic perception would mark the end to subjective/ objective claims of 
completely distinct knowledges. In fact, this opposition is clearly constructed upon the necessity of 
a human observer/ actor. When a human observes, the findings can be granted the status of 
objectivity if they are presented in a characteristic form (presently the scientific), and if they can be 
verified by other mostly human observers. Then, they are accepted as valid until otherwise 
determined. When a human acts or interferes, then his/her justifications of his/her actions are 
termed subjective, and are put under the lens of observation as such a subject is always subjected 
to a "sovereign" gaze (even if such gaze is internal as the superego) that always asks for an 
apologia. Observation and objectification have become the predominate mode of knowledge 
generation under the guise of science. For each knowledge system, standards have been 
determined through time, further observation, and general consensus or enforcement that one has 
to measure up against: in the first case methods, in the second ethics and both are constantly 
contested. This objective/ subjective split is determined primarily by our limits of perception, and 
thus when enhanced, it would be undermined. In a hyper-stimulated world, where no perceptual 
filters (biologically determined or not) are worn, the contrasts that we see as constitutive of 
concrete objects, as distinct and separable from the rest soup of info (background), would be 
indiscernible. Perceptual contrast (as binary opposition) is a visual illusion that has dominated 
western thought since it is dependent upon the structure of our eyes that perceive only visual 
spectrum, and upon the wiring of our brains. 
Enhanced perception is already present in our societies. When these preceptor devices are 
linked with processors and/or humans, a revolution of the knowledge field is inevitable (for 
example, revolutions or reform of medicine in recent time has been dependent upon the invention 
of perceptual technologies: the microscope, that was key in the development of germ theory). 
Maybe then it would be no longer a question of human or machine. Maybe cyborgs mark the point 
where the question of domination and mastery of information, knowledge, technology would be 
irrelevant if not class bound. We are called to evolve at our own choice and with our own 
prosthetics that can be tailor-made. Consequently, "evolution is more than the survival of the 
fittest. And participant evolution can make fit the adventurous, the self-chosen unfit and probably 
improve the qualities of life more effectively, even in the long run, than just waiting for the less fit 
to become extinct. Let us pay homage to those adventurous fish who ventured unto the land. 
Without them we would not be here. Their less adventurous cousins are fit and still survive today, 
in water." (Clynes, 1995) This vision of evolution, as not just the survival of the fittest but as self-
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chosen destiny, is problematic since it is difficult to choose when one does not know and not 
everyone is offered the choice. Cyborgs are supposedly the adventurous and poly-morphous fish 
of the future that can choose their tailor-made prosthetics, so that they can enhance their survival 
on earth, in space, under water.... Many questions remain unanswered and even un-formulated 
about what kind of future it might be, for whom, in whose interest, and how it can be best shaped 
today. 
I expect it has become more clear who would be the main benefactor of cyborgian 
transmutations. It is certain it will not just be the adventurous cyborgs, transgressing new terrains 
at their will or not: the most benefits will go to the technocrats that will pile their money/ blips and 
continue to design new technologies for the naive, adventurous, sick, or optimistic. To maintain a 
lead in the cyborg-market, it would of course be necessary to acquire, hold, and process the most 
relevant information in order to be able to design future prosthetics for demanding cyborg-
consumers who need to survive in an increasingly corrupted, unwelcoming ecology. Their 
knowledge base has been a simple fusion of medicine and cybernetics. It would be of paramount 
interest to cyborg-consumers to determine "the differences between restorative, normalizing, 
reconfiguring, enhancing, and degrading cyborg technologies [which] seem particularly important 
in ethical terms." (Gray, 1995a: 3) The political irony is that differences between types of cyborgic 
applications apart from being of ethical interest, would be class bound, and the site of resistant 
cyborgic manifestos. In cyber-worlds, human life may lose its value on the market since economies 
will not be human-driven, especially when cybernetic systems become capable of designing and 
producing their own future generations without the supervision of humans, using outdated 
cyborg-versions for their trial runs to acquire precious data from an ever more un-welcoming real 
world. 
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IV. Political Ironies: An Afterthought 
Liberation rests on the construction of the consciousness, the imaginative 
apprehension, of oppression, and so of possibility. The cyborg is a matter 
of fiction and lived experience that changes what counts as woman's 
experience in the late twentieth century. This is a struggle over life and 
death, but the boundary between science fiction and social reality is an 
optical illusion. (Haraway, 1991:149) 
here else should I begin then the trap of futurism, especially when the picture is 
always presented at its best. To be iconoclastic is not original and does not 
contribute to the shaping of that very future-present as their separation keeps 
diminishing. The collapse between simulation and reality are central to the cyborgic transition: a 
kind of necessary psychosis or delusion, so that we can speed up to tomorrow and ignore the 
process of getting there. Our situation resembles that of the driver fixating on the fact that the 
vehicle is accelerating, and forgetting to scrutinize the change in the scenery, forgetting even what 
remains the same. Politics is really the art of representing the future, of painting pictures that can 
be communicated, of performing gestures that may or may not signify what they intend. The 
advent of simulation marks an end to ideologies that have been supported by representational 
structures; thus, the political game of interaction is altered alongside the case of medicine. 
Without the doctor, the political representative, the university instructor, social interaction 
does lose at least some of its theatrical character. Nietzsche has first marked the loss of theatricality 
in modern societies, and the prevalence of a Socratic mode of intercommunication: didactic, 
dialectic, and critical. (Nietzsche, 1956) Theatrics have made modern stories interesting for at least 
their entertainment value: the lecture theater, the media scene, the spectacle of science. The effect 
of animation has taken over, i.e., the making of the impossible/ possible through simulation. 
Societies, thus, become their self-generating codes since identity has been determined through the 
language that is presently destabilized so that we will act out the plot to its very failure. Am I just 
being pessimistic? Not if we measure the possible against the expectations building up for the 
future, the advertisement that goes with the promise of change, and the underling motivators for 
change. 
What results from this failure to apprehend, from the lack of opportunity to reflect since 
that is considered passe (one rather projects and gambles) is the enjoyment of the present 
impossible ideological moves. Corporations, which are indisputably the economic motivators of 
change, promise to operate with respect for social interests as if they have realized that social 
interests are identical with their own (or the term social has lost its distance from individual) and 
thus will work for the long run by putting aside short term profit. Or that workers' unions are no 
longer necessary because of "enlightened" management. These claims do appear dubious to say 
w 
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the least. But let m e examine h o w w e en joy our ideological innocence ( w h i c h is no t a lways 
equivalent to false consciousness) that tends to p r eva i l i n the present po l i t i ca l scene. E n j o y m e n t has 
a lways been of p a r a m o u n t po l i t i ca l s ignificance since the stakes of poli t ics are no t i n the today b u t 
i n the t o m o r r o w , and to convince us that t h r o u g h their p l a n n i n g t o m o r r o w w i l l f i x yesterday or the 
reverse that t oday is no t as g o o d as yesterday so t o m o r r o w needs to be rescued f r o m the present. 
I n each case scenario the le f t and r i g h t de termine their posit ions according to their 
ideological investments . Therefore, the " f a l l " of c o m m u n i s m , cou ld be in terpre ted i n t w o fashions: 
a. there was no longer a need f o r C o m m u n i s t states to exist as separate f r o m socially enl ightened 
European ones; b . c o m m u n i s m fa i led because i t does no t w o r k and never w i l l , because i t does not 
take in to account i n d i v i d u a l incentive. Wha teve r v i e w one adopts i t is clearly shaped b y ideology. 
So, " today m o r e than ever, i n the m i d s t of the scoundre l t ime w e l ive i n , the d u t y of the L e f t [ and 
Right] is to keep a l ive the m e m o r y of a l l the lost causes, of a l l the shattered dreams a n d hopes 
attached to le f t i s t [ and r igh t i s t ] projects [such as the w a r o n drugs , pover ty . . . ] . " (Zizek, 1991: 271) 
A n d clearly, w e w o u l d most be remembered b y these fa i lures that are the s y m p t o m s / sources of 
our fantasies, a n d the surp lus o f our enjoyments . (Zizek, 1989) Forget t ing our fa i lures can be tragic 
especially i f w e are n o t w i l l i n g to challenge ou r pos i t ion , and i t is certain that po l i t i c a l gains are 
a lways the p r o d u c t of resistance and ac t iv ism; even i f those concepts need to be re - invented to suit 
our contexts and to deve lop our concepts of sociality. N o one ever hands d o w n r igh ts and rare ly 
acts i n socially "en l igh tened" ways . 
Consequent ly , technology and science need to be con t inua l ly contested to expose t h e m as 
p o l i t i c a l / ideologica l f o r m s " o f knowledge ref lect ive of power . " (Stepan, 1993: 187) "The romant ic 
not ions o f science as a pu r su i t of pure , unadu l te ra ted 'object ive ' t r u t h , w i t h the scientist w o r k i n g i n 
isolat ion f r o m m u n d a n e real i ty — l ike a he rmi t , t r y i n g against impossible odds to under s t and some 
objective real i ty — has become dangerously untenable ." ( T h i r d W o r l d N e t w o r k , 1993: 485) I n our 
heightened interconnected w o r l d , h igher costs are attached to the maintenance of expertise and 
power , ra i s ing the stakes i n the shaping of knowledge . Put i n p la in : corporat ions are interested to 
invest and i m p r o v e technologies and knowledges that can help t hem p r o f i t a n d p red ic t f u t u r e 
trends, so that they can have a s t ronger-hold o n the marke t (resul t ing i n larger revenues and 
capital), and as a consequence to have a greater in f luence u p o n government . A n escape f r o m the 
pol i t ica l game, as e m b e d d e d i n the p u r s u i t of k n o w l e d g e , is impossible even w h e n such gestures 
are made i n the "interest" of objective knowledge . These gestures are feeble a t tempts to h i d e the 
w i l l to power . I t is i m p o r t a n t to de termine h o w to structure the interconnections be tween 
ins t i tu t ions of surveil lance, expertise, enter tainment , i n f o r m a t i o n w i t h sociali ty as a m o d e l f o r the 
f o u n d a t i o n of an e t h i c a l / activist type of pol i t ics , based o n direct par t i c ipa t ion a n d transparency. 
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The i r o n y is placed i n the fact that par t i c ipa t ion can become another theatrical d i sp lay , 
that appeases the pub l i c because of its enter tainment value, as w i t h present governmenta l 
elections, w h i l e a l l o w i n g the power -ho lders to cont inue their w o r k u n i n t e r r u p t e d i n the meant ime. 
The classic US example: h o w has the tobacco indus t ry managed to re ta in itself as legi t imate 
business f o r so l ong i n its b la tant sol ic i t ing of y o u t h b y present ing s m o k i n g as an independent 
person's act ivi ty? h o w cou ld the tobacco indus t ry p r o v i d e campa ign cont r ibut ions to 
congressional candidates legi t imately? c o u l d anyone ru le ou t that act ion against t h e m has been 
delayed so l o n g after the addictiveness of nicot ine is established because of their congressional 
endorsements? Even i f the marke t of cigarettes is dec l in ing i n the US , i t is r i s ing i n other countr ies 
that d o no t have as strict med ica l policies. Thus , in ternat ional act ion is p robab ly the on ly effect ive 
means of addressing nicot ine a d d i c t i o n o n a g lobal scale. 
I t w o u l d be the over - indu lgen t ideological f a i lu re of the present o p t i m i s m and t rus t i n 
technologies and technocrats n o t to e m p o w e r people w i t h i n f o r m a t i o n , w i t h the ab i l i ty to cr i t ique , 
and w i t h the f acu l ty to d i rec t ly par t ic ipate i n the pol i t ica l game. The age of r e v o l u t i o n is succeeded 
b y the age of s imula t ion . The r evo lu t iona ry age has been interested i n absolutes, and has presented 
r e v o l u t i o n as the on ly means of " r i d d i n g itself f r o m the m u c k of ages and become f i t t ed to f o u n d 
society anew." (Marx , 1991: 95) These ideologies of r e v o l u t i o n s t i l l reside a m o n g us (versions of 
state na t iona l i sm, socialism...) a long w i t h ideologies of older t imes that have re tu rned w i t h a 
vengeance (rel igious fundamen ta l i sm) : a l l asking fo r more b l o o d shed. The quest ion is h o w can 
s imu la t i on be m a p p e d so that i t leads to a dynamic symbiosis , b e y o n d the dual i sms of i n d i v i d u a l -
collective no t to an organic w h o l e , b u t rather to a cybernetic coa l i t ion of differences? 
/ . On Collaboration And Diversity: A Critique of Fixed Grounds. 
And if govemmentalization is really this movement concerned with 
subjugating individuals in this very reality of social practice by mechanisms of 
power that appeal to a truth, I will say that critique is the movement through 
which the subject gives itself the right to question truth concerning its power 
effects and to question power about its discourse of truth. Critique will be the 
art of voluntary inservitude, of reflective indocility. This essential function of 
critique would be tltat of desubjectification in the game ofwfmt one could call, 
in a word, the politics of truth.(Foucault, 1996: 386) 
The status of ideo logy needs to be examined w i t h its re la t ion to governmenta l i ty and 
cr i t ique before more symbio t ic and resistant f o r m s of col labora t ion and d ivers i ty can be 
established to faci l i tate change. Ideologies ( revolu t ionary or otherwise) are the e m p l o y m e n t a n d 
deve lopment of strategies/ maneuvers that a l l ow the ga in or re ta inment o f a s t rong h o l d u p o n the 
shaping of governmenta l i ty . A g o o d example i n terms o f medic ine w o u l d be the const ruct ion of a 
medico-scient i f ic t r i u m p h over tuberculosis that cannot be said to t r u l y have happened since T B at 
present does n o t have a cure, b u t rather rates of in fec t ion and suscept ibi l i ty have dec l ined i n 
"advanced" societies. The medico-scient i f ic narra t ive of t r i u m p h over TB has resulted i n the 
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s i tua t ing of science and medic ine as central to po l i cy m a k i n g ( for example the hygiene pa r ty as a 
response to T B i n France). Ideological c la ims s h o u l d a lways be p u t unde r great scru t iny to 
de te rmine the c i rcui t of p o w e r - k n o w l e d g e relations, w h i c h can be p r o m o t e d either as an a l l cure or 
as a means of preserving the status quo. G r a n d r evo lu t iona ry visions ( fo r example the scientific 
r e f o r m of medic ine w i t h its ca lumnia t ion i n the TB t r i u m p h ) a long w i t h p r o l i f i c nat ional isms ( d i d 
the French, German , Engl ish, or Amer icans so lved the TB crisis best?) are c o m i n g to an end 
because i t is n o longer i n the interest o f a m o r e g loba l marke t (of k n o w l e d g e and expertise as w e l l 
as commodi t ies ) to have confl icts and borders (increased taxat ion of i n f o r m a t i o n or products , and 
obstruct ions o f c i rcula t ion f r o m one reg ion to the other) that impede the d i s t r i b u t i o n of commerce 
and p r o f i t i n g . 
A s such, conf l ic t (whose u l t imate mani fes ta t ion is w a r ) has been deemed necessary i f i t is 
i n the interest of business, of course i n the name of democracy (gu l f w a r ) a n d domest ic peace (war 
o n drugs , pove r ty , A I D S ) . The answer to whose business w o u l d be p r o f i t i n g most is obvious here: 
the strongest m i l i t a r y and al ly-wise , or w h o has the ab i l i ty to have a greater impac t o n mains t ream 
ideology. H o w e v e r , w i t h nat ional ism's necessary end arises a re fusa l to end b y the ones w h o have 
benef i t ed or f e l t secured b y the nation's existence (as an instance: the latest upsurges of n a t i o n a l l y / 
racia l ly m o t i v a t e d violence i n Germany or H o l l a n d ) . 1 2 The mo t iva to r o f such spurs of na t iona l i sm 
and re l ig ious f u n d a m e n t a l i s m is the percept ion o f a de f in i t e lack w i t h i n the symbol ic . (Zizek, 
1994b) The nation-state is go ing , yet w h a t w i l l take it 's place does no t appear to be self-evident or 
clear. The nation-state's b i r t h has been m i r r o r e d i n p i c to r i a l representations of sociological 
coherence as an organic w h o l e i n a b o d y whose divis ions have been a lways func t i ona l l y 
integrated, expl ic i t , and scientific. (Hobbes, 1965) 
W i t h the real izat ion that the b o d y m a y n o longer be a func t iona l , b u t a f i c t i ona l total i ty , 
i.e., i t has never been such, state romances that have assumed u n i t y t h r o u g h b o d i l y idea l i ty are 
also c o m i n g to an end. The i r ideological investments are no longer prevalent n o t because "the 
p o s t m o d e r n na t i on state is cer tainly m o r e of a cyborg , than i t is a machine w i t h a sou l " (Gray & 
M e n t o r , 1996), b u t because decisive coherence a n d s ingula r i ty are exposed as a lways been coercive 
and ideologica l ly invested i n their representations (since they have been racia l ly , sexually... 
media ted) . The organic m o d e l of the state is f o r m e d as a coherent en t i ty o n l y i n exclus ion of certain 
n o n - f u n c t i o n a l members: the M a d , the C r i m i n a l , the Hyster ic , the Leper, the TB or A I D S infected, 
the I m m i g r a n t , the Black, the Ind ian , the W o m a n , the Other.... A n a t tempt to a r r ive at a plural is t ic , 
b u t no t i n d i f f e r e n t so lu t ion that is p r i m a r i l y iconoclastic, and has an ul t ra-skept ical a t t i tude 
t o w a r d s any ideological claims is central . Consensus "is no t a c r i t e r ion of t r u t h , is no t a s tandard 
va lue , is no t a m index o f m o r a l or ethical appropriateness, is no t a requisite fo r co-operat ion, is no t 
12 Independent newspaper article, A p r i l 3,1997 page 17, "Turks fear anti-Islamic hate behind murders. 
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a c o m m u n a l impera t ive f o r a just social order , is not , i n and of itself, an appropr ia te ideal ." 
(Rescher, 199) A discourse that establishes not ions o f v a l i d i t y u p o n a consensus is problemat ic . 
Consensus can never grant veracity. A l o n g w i t h the m o d e l of the state as organic, the discourses 
that supp l i ed such m o d e l of coherence are also under scrut iny. 
The na t i on state's l eg i t ima t ing expert base, science, is presently becoming more quest ioned 
and contested. The rise of science studies as w e l l as the need f o r a more "publ ic unde r s t and ing" of 
science m i r r o r such pressure. W i t h the t e r m science i n this context, I mean the establishment of a 
certain set of na tu r a l laws that govern phenomena t h r o u g h a s i ngu l a r / universa l m e t h o d of 
observat ion and cod i f i ca t ion of data and i n f o r m a t i o n , t h r o u g h s tandardized modes of inference. 
The p r i v i l e g e d pos i t ion of science i n the na t ion state can be de te rmined by the fact that every other 
discourse has desired to a t ta in scientific status. The status of science came to be equiva lent w i t h a 
legi t imate f o r m of k n o w l e d g e that p r o d u c e d / demonst ra ted t r u t h , that cou ld then have a say i n 
the dealings of power . I have already ta lked about the m a k i n g o f a scientific medic ine at the tern of 
the century w i t h the deve lopment of more rel iable diagnostics, a s tandardiza t ion o f practice a n d 
m e t h o d as to resemble science. Howeve r , the m o t i v a t i n g force f o r change i n medic ine a n d 
elsewhere is no t a more d i l igen t appl ica t ion of scientific observat ion per se, b u t rather m a j o r 
innovat ions i n technology. M a y b e w h a t has been t e rmed as m o d e r n scientific advances are just the 
p r o d u c t of the deve lopment i n ins t rumenta t ion , w h i c h a lways has been of key impor tance , b u t 
whose c o n t r i b u t i o n has been underra ted . 
The p r i v i l e g e d pos i t ion of science as a f o r m of k n o w l e d g e is established b y its b a p t i z i n g of 
engineer ing (as the umbre l l a t e r m f o r the deve lopmen t and i nven t ion of technologies) as an 
app l ica t ion o f scientific pr inciples and laws. I n the example o f medicine , the increasing 
dependence of med ica l advances u p o n technological ones is an emergent real i ty , w h e n mos t 
claims to the establishment of universa l and coherent scientif ic l aws that govern the b o d y appear 
romant ic i f n o t impossible. The impor tance of technology has r isen because med ica l advancements 
have become dependent u p o n innova t ion as i t can be i l lus t ra ted b y the b i r t h of cyborgs and their 
adapta t ion as the t h i r d m i l l e n n i u m medica l products . The key quest ion to ask is h o w are these 
changes p r o m o t e d / commerc ia l ized b y impossible ( w h e n they are measured against the real) 
ideologies ( f o r example the idea of a g loba l v i l lage) , a n d h o w can the game of governmen ta l i ty be 
p l a y e d i n such a w a y as to safeguard openness against absolut ism, to establish col labora t ion as the 
basis f o r k n o w l e d g e - p r o d u c t i o n a long w i t h a respect f o r d ivers i ty . H o w c o u l d these concepts 
(col laborat ion a n d d ivers i ty ) be incorporated to mean n o t i n an ideological sense, b u t rather to he lp 
us m o v e o u t o f the impera t ive rhetoric of ideology? 
A n ideologica l s tructure is perpe tua ted b y cer ta in claims to p o w e r as established u p o n the 
spectacle o f t r u t h or demonstra t ion, and the establishment of their inherent presupposi t ions as 
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f i x e d , axiomatic, and universa l grounds . These demonstra t ions are acceptable i n so fa r as they 
appease the publ ic ' s cur ios i ty , and w h e n the claims made can be supportable or replicable. So a 
key to a post- ideological f r a m e of m i n d is to have a cr i t ica l a t t i tude towards any knowledges that 
c l a i m to be t r u t h or to be demons t rab ly the on ly t r u t h , a n d to a lways destabilize the connect ion of 
p o w e r w i t h f i x e d k n o w l e d g e or expertise as an anchor. I t is i m p o r t a n t to unders tand h o w are the 
establishment of k n o w l e d g e - g rounds is a lways ideological . 
A f i x e d g r o u n d or anchor is established as such because i t is perceived to be t rue a n d i n 
fact i t is ( re)produced t h r o u g h discursive practices that w i l l i t to be t rue, because i t is suitable to a 
r u l i n g class of i n d i v i d u a l s . Knowledges are no t ideologica l ly f i x e d i f they d o no t c l a i m to have a 
complete grasp of t r u t h . T r u t h i n the absolute does not exist. Rather one can perceive the real on ly 
i n s i tuat ional contexts, a n d i n a perspective that establishes degrees of veraci ty combined w i t h 
uncertainties about m e t h o d , ins t rumenta t ion , approach. The appearance of a s ingular 
incontestable t r u t h is a lways ideologica l ly constructed to appear as secure knowledge . I t is because 
the persons whose interests i t serves are i n such a pos i t ion as to p e r f o r m the demons t ra t ion of t r u t h 
i n a r i t ua l fash ion and to convince w h o e v e r wishes to be to ta l ly convinced. Such demonstra t ions 
o n l y mater ia l ize t h o u g h the v e i l of t r u t h the w i l l to power . K n o w l e d g e shou ld never lose its 
p rov i s iona l status, and shou ld no t be the on ly basis f o r decision m a k i n g . Decisions m u s t be 
i n f o r m e d b y k n o w l e d g e and g u i d e d b y ethics. 
Policy m a k i n g needs to be f r eed f r o m the to ta l grasp and claims of experts. This w o u l d 
a l l o w people to share p o w e r and have a larger stake i n society, w i t h of course increased 
responsibi l i ty i n the shap ing of the w o r l d . Then , gross inequali t ies can have the prospect o f be ing 
d i m i n i s h e d , and the overa l l g loba l s tandard of l i f e raised. The key is to abol ish a l l types of 
d i sc r imina t ion i n terms of race, gender, class, na t iona l i ty , sexuali ty, and so f o r t h , a n d to 
acknowledge as a v i b r a n t pa r t of the economy, w o r k that has been p rev ious ly u n d e r p a i d or no t 
acknowledged such as h o u s e w o r k (Davis , 1983). A n example , as i t relates to gender, is that the 
va lue of w o r k done b y conven t iona l ly female professionals, f o r example, speech therapists w h o 
have been u n d e r p a i d i n Br i t a in as compared to other professionals (just because they tend to be 
females? and their clients cannot speak?). 1 3 W h e n these jobs are acknowledged as a g r o w i n g par t of 
the economy, then investments i n technologies that can assist w i l l be made so that w o r k is less 
dependent u p o n h u m a n factors. I n the inab i l i ty to recognize ( t h rough salary) such occupations as 
legi t imate f o r m s of e m p l o y m e n t , one runs the r i sk of creat ing an ens laved / dependent class of 
i n d i v i d u a l s i n c l u d i n g the y o u n g . I a m no t certain i f the deve lopment of p r iva te p rope r ty is the key 
source of inequal i ty . I t h i n k d i sc r imina t ion , as the establishment o f a secure d i f fe rence be tween 
p o w e r f u l , legi t imate, Universal i n contrast to n o n except ional Particular, is the shor t coming of a l l 
13 Independent newspaper article A p r i l 4,1997 page 7. "Victory in historic f ight to show equal w o r t h for 
women" 
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ideologies. A n y pretense to ar r ive at a certain, incontestable a p r i o r i s tandard of t r u t h that is self-
ev ident or c o m m o n sensical can o n l y be such t h r o u g h undetected ideological investments. 
D i s c r i m i n a t i o n does n o t a lways take the f o r m of coercion a n d over t oppress ion, b u t can 
be ve i l ed t h r o u g h the lack o f o p p o r t u n i t y to t ranscend one's g i v e n social s i tua t ion ; as a result , 
social m o b i l i t y w o u l d be the mos t i m p o r t a n t fac tor i n the m a k i n g o f a less class b o u n d w o r l d . 
D i s c r i m i n a t i o n (i.e., the es tabl ishment of an a p r i o r i d i f fe rence) is n o t o n l y a d i rec t b u t also an 
i nd i r ec t means of asserting m a i n s t r e a m ideo log ica l investments . M e d i c a l pract ice a n d p o l i c y 
d u r i n g the ear ly A I D S ep idemic as w e l l as d u r i n g the T B crisis have been t a in ted b y 
d i s c r i m i n a t o r y practices against i m m i g r a n t s , the poor , or isola ted i n d i v i d u a l s whose fami l i e s 
d i d no t have the means or w h o w e r e s i m p l y unin teres ted i n t a k i n g care o f t h e m . W h e n n o a 
priori d i f fe rences are established, then w e can m o v e to a co l labora t ive f r a m e of m i n d that 
respects the d i f ferences be tween g roups and i n d i v i d u a l s a m o n g themselves, that is w i l l i n g to 
negotiate w a y s of in te rac t ion a n d in t e r -pe rmea t ion i n o rde r to f i g u r e o u t a m o r e symbio t i c 
m o v e m e n t . 
M a r x ' s assertion that the c o m m u n i t y is the o n l y place w h e r e an i n d i v i d u a l can be f ree is 
ex t r eme ly p r o b l e m a t i c ( M a r x & Engels, 1991) i f that is taken to m e a n a comple te a b o l i t i o n o f the 
self as separable en t i t y i n f a v o r of c o m m u n a l ideologies . I suppose h is assertion has arisen f r o m 
the d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f p r o p e r t y as the sole cause o f social i nequa l i ty , a n d i n d i v i d u a l i t y is thus 
d e t e r m i n e d b y p r o p e r t y as separable f r o m c o m m u n i t y . The m e d i a t i o n a n d acqu is i t ion of 
p r o p e r t y are w h a t establishes the d i s t i n c t i o n of p r i v a t e / p u b l i c t h r o u g h l a w . A l t h o u g h I do 
agree w i t h the ove ra l l analysis, I d o n o t t h i n k that p r i v i l e g i n g the c o m m u n i t y over the 
i n d i v i d u a l is the answer or the oppos i te p r i v i l e g i n g the i n d i v i d u a l over the c o m m u n i t y . I t h i n k 
i t is essential to m o v e ou t of th is false d i l e m m a a n d to realize the impor t ance f o r the existence of 
i n d i v i d u a l s a n d c o m m u n i t i e s w i t h o u t se t t ing one as more i m p o r t a n t t h a n the other, as the 
exempla ry , un ive r sa l s tandard . I t is h i s to r i ca l ly establishable tha t c o m m u n i t i e s have also been 
capable o f atroci t ies no t jus t separable i n d i v i d u a l s . T o b l ame i n d i v i d u a l i s t t h i n k i n g f o r a l l social 
i l l s is as p rob l ema t i c as say ing tha t a c o m m u n a l logic can solve t h e m (examples: US 
M c C a r t h y i s m , Former Soviet S ta l in i sm) . 
The key is to m o v e b e y o n d d e f a u l t t h i n k i n g and to cons tant ly p r o b l e m a t i z e theoret ical 
de fau l t s since they are the resul t o f p r i v i l e g i n g the Universal over par t icu la rs , a n d since they are 
a lways i d e o l o g i c a l l y m o t i v a t e d . T o const ruct a g o v e r n m e n t a l i t y that a lways acknowledges the 
l i m i t a t i o n s o f any adap ted l ine o f i n q u i r y or p o l i c y , b u t that strives to f i n d a best f i t , b y t a k i n g 
i n t o account a l l avai lable i n f o r m a t i o n , a n d b y b e i n g cer ta in tha t a l l such i n f o r m a t i o n is heard . 
The o n l y w a y to become sure that a l l po in t s o f v i e w are cons idered is to have an inc lus ive 
s t ruc ture tha t permeates f i x e d borders , tha t a l l o w s f o r w h a t m a y have been p r e v i o u s l y 
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u n t h o u g h t or si lenced to become hea rd a n d accommoda ted . This inc lus ive s t ruc ture s h o u l d 
have as m a i n di rect ives: the r i s i ng the g loba l s t anda rd of l i v i n g , the respect f o r l i f e a n d ecology, 
the f o r m a t i o n of symbio t i c s t ructures of g o v e r n i n g . 
Ideologies are produced in narrative fashion and stabilize themselves through a historical mode 
that becomes foundational, regarded as valid, and central to the claims to truth and power. Thus, it is 
important to destabilize this historical mode o f operation, to al low for the unmasking o f claims to power 
and their totalizing prevalence, to construct genealogical and archeological modes o f analysis that provide 
a critical re-evaluation o f these historical claims. In the example o f the medical triumph over T B , can such 
event be verified through the treatments that have been prescribed? their effectiveness? what did the 
rhetoric o f a medico-scientific triumph veil? what other possible answers can be given to the historical 
record? do they appear to have more validity and be supportable by this record? and so on.... The 
construction o f an ideological singularity is determined by the unidirectional relation between cause and 
effect that becomes indisputable, that tends to ignore other situational factors, which also shape the event. 
T o m o v e b e y o n d ideo log ica l games, one has to a lways re ta in a c r i t i ca l a t t i tude , to 
a lways search f o r alternate answers, and to n o t stabil ize u p o n o n l y one de te rmina te source of 
change or course o f act ion: ra ther to adapt f l ex ib l e movemen t s . A h i s to r i coph i lo soph ica l f r a m e 
of m i n d is indispensable i n the u n m a s k i n g o f ideo log ica l c la ims. Thus , the cons t ruc t ion of 
h i s t o r y s h o u l d be d e n u d e d f r o m the requ i rements of a na r r a t ive as a p rogress ion f r o m past, 
present, to f u t u r e , w h i c h can be easily m a n i p u l a t e d to f i t present interests a n d s h o u l d a l w a y s be 
i n d ia logue . W e need to m o v e a w a y f r o m emanc ipa to ry rhe to r ic such as: " W e s h o u l d be content 
w i t h p rov idence a n d w i t h the course o f h u m a n a f fa i r s as a w h o l e , w h i c h does n o t b e g i n w i t h 
g o o d a n d e n d w i t h e v i l , b u t develops g r a d u a l l y f r o m the worse to the better, a n d each 
i n d i v i d u a l is f o r his pa r t ca l led u p o n b y na tu re i tself to con t r ibu te t o w a r d s this progress to the 
best of h is abi l i t ies ." (Kant , 1970a: 234) W e need to cons t ruc t a h i s t o r y tha t is f r e e d f r o m 
ideo log ica l d i rect ives , that can be re-conceived as d r o m o l o g i c a l , i.e., i n a c o n t i n u a l m o v e m e n t , 
a n d tha t refuses to be f i x e d i n any one ideo log ica l pos i t ion . 
2. On Movement: What If Historical Time Is Not Unidirectional. 
Tlte cutting loose of time from sequence, and consequent!]/ from human identity, 
constitutes the third ivave of postmodernism. Time still exists in a cultural 
postmodernism, but it no longer functions as a continuum along which human 
action can meaningfidly be plotted. (Hayles, 1990:279) 
Linear progress ion or succession is l i n k e d to ou r concep t ion of t ime . T i m e i n this context 
is s i m p l y a na r ra t ive device tha t has been m a n i p u l a t e d b y novel is ts such as James Joyce, w h o i n 
the m a k i n g of a m o d e r n Ulysses i m p l o d e d the connec t ion o f rea l a n d n o v e l t i m e . Ulysses, w h i c h 
is a f a i r l y l o n g n o v e l tha t has a m o d e r n i s t theme, m i r r o r s the events o f an o r d i n a r y day , less 
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than 24 hours . So the t ime i t takes to read the n o v e l is more t h a n the t ime i t t ook to p e r f o r m i t , 
and i n cer ta in sections i t is measured to read exact ly as l o n g as i t takes to p e r f o r m . W i t h this 
i m p l o s i o n o f real a n d n o v e l t i m e i n Ulysses, Joyce has been p laced o n the c u t t i n g edge, o n the 
d i s t i nc t i on b e t w e e n m o d e r n i t y and p o s t m o d e r n i t y . H e has s h o w n h o w t ime can be exposed as a 
l i m i t e d concep tua l a n d conven t iona l apparatus , as an axis u p o n w h i c h h i s tor ica l events have 
been " m e a n i n g f u l l y " p lo t t ed i n succession or progression, and s imultaneously , this concept ion of 
t ime is p rob lemar ized as a universa l s tandard. S imi l a r ly i n physics, the Einsteinian re la t iv i ty theory 
establishes h o w t ime is dependent u p o n veloci ty w i t h regard to l ight-speed. W h e n part icle ve loc i ty 
equals l i g h t speed, ou r concept ion of t ime is i n f in i t e : i t reaches its conceptual l i m i t . Light and 
Reason/ Words have been connected t h r o u g h the b ib l i ca l narra t ive , w h i c h impl ies that the para l le l 
i m p l o s i o n of t ime i n physics and l i terature is cer tainly no t accidental. 
Hege l has f u r n i s h e d Reason (Light) to be central to the purpose of His to ry . H i s concept ion 
of Reason/ Light reaches the n o t i o n of Absolute t h r o u g h its a r t i cu la t ion i n N a t i o n a l sp i r i t that 
weaves together m o d e r n records. W h a t constitutes the p r i v i l e g e d pos i t ion of the Absolute: Spir i t , 
w i t h regard to the Universal: Reason, and the Particular: Nation, is its self-reflective m o m e n t that is 
essential i n the cons t i tu t ion G o d as Absolute. The Absolute (God) is p r i m a r i l y an object that also 
contains the subjective m o m e n t , and thus determines itself as the (only) exemplary Universal. The 
i n d i v i d u a l ( M a n , Universa l ) is b o t h the subject and object of H i s to ry : the subjective character (as i n 
the ora l account or s tory te l l ing) be ing a lways mas te red / negated. This ref lect ive m o m e n t (of the 
universa l as i t is subjected to itself = Absolute) has f o u n d its hyperbol ic use a m o n g modern i s t 
wr i te rs such as Joyce, p o r t r a y i n g a p ic ture w i t h i n a p ic ture , w i t h i n a picture.. . . Hence, t ime as a 
l inear sequence has n o m e a n i n g because i t has been caught w i t h i n the loop of r e f l ex iv i ty . The 
Einsteinian l i m i t a t i o n o f t ime , i.e., t ime is i n f i n i t e w h e n par t ic le veloci ty reaches the speed of l igh t , 
w h e n l i gh t reflects u p o n itself, is con temporary to Joyce's nove l . The re la t ion of Light and Reason is 
clear i n re l ig ious representations of the w o r d s / designs of G o d , as Absolute, and i t demonstrates 
that w e have reached the conceptual l im i t s of our language, code, m o d e of representat ion as 
established b y b ib l i c a l narratives. Language is cur ren t ly re- invented t h r o u g h the adven t of 
s imu la t ion as t h i r d o rder s imulacra. The progression o f t ime as unders tood t h r o u g h the re la t ion of 
past-present-future is dependent u p o n the const ruct ion o f the event as his tor ical , l inear, 
N e w t o n i a n , and i t is also under reconstruction. 
H y p e r - r e f l e x i v i t y of m o d e r n i t y has lead to pos tmodern i ty . A p o s t m o d e r n re-
conceptual izat ion o f t i m e has p u t to quest ion his tor ica l succession as i t has mate r ia l i zed i n the 
proposed maneuvers to end H i s t o r y or conversely to end Phi losophy. These discourses t end to 
construct p h i l o s o p h y i n oppos i t ion to h is tory , p h i l o s o p h y be ing the concept ion of a consciousness 
i n the present t ime [subjective v ia objective], a n d h i s to ry be ing its m a k i n g t h r o u g h t ime [objective 
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v ia subjective]. The u n i t y o f the t w o modes has been a Cartesian i l lus ion : The " I " that thinks is 
j u d g e d to be the same as the "I" that has experienced " i t . " K a n t has c r i t i qued this m o v e b y p r o v i n g 
that there cannot be an "I" [subject] w i t h o u t a " i t " [object] (Kant , 1989). The "I" has been later 
secured b y Hege l i n that the "I" is n o t o n l y de f ined on ly i n its re la t ion to an " i t " [objec t ] . Rather, fo r 
Hege l , the const i tu t ion of an "I," [subject] needs to be m i r r o r e d t h r o u g h a recogni t ion of an-Other 
" \ " [subject], t h r o u g h an unde r s t and ing of a "We ," [col lect ively] , (Hegel , 1971) 
Both Kan t and H e g e l seem to be caught u p i n the oppos i t ion o f subject / object as 
constructed t h r o u g h active syntax. T o lapse in to passive verb constructions is one w a y of a v o i d i n g 
the impasse of the p r i m a r y oppos i t ion between subjects and objects: cause and effect, i n the 
const ruct ion o f the event, and to obscure either the subject or the object depend ing o n the 
par t icu la r stance one has o n the issue of p r imacy , i.e., w h i c h t e r m i n the oppos i t ion came f i rs t . 
H o w e v e r , such stylistic devices [even t h o u g h I have e m p l o y e d t h e m p l e n t i f u l l y ] a v o i d addressing 
the key issue: the problemat ic const ruct ion of the oppos i t ion be tween subjects and objects that 
K a n t ar t iculated and Hege l t r i ed to rescue t h r o u g h an add i t i ve synthesis of perspective, a " W e " 
that is the Absolute: "I," par t icu lar ; " i t , " universal . Hegel , thus, w o u l d see the his tor ical process as 
the concept ion a "We ," i n pa r t i cu la r the nat ional spir i t . H i s t o r y , as conceived b y Hegel , is 
u l t i m a t e l y t ied w i t h the fate o f the nation-state." 
Phi losophy, however , is no t necessarily opposed to h is tory . T o delineate a 
historicophilosophical approach has been a conceptual p r o b l e m that m a n y have tackled more or less 
successfully. Both ph i lo sophy and h i s to ry negotiate the status of the event i n the present and 
t h r o u g h t ime. H o w e v e r , the cons t ruc t ion of events is no t d is t inc t f r o m the const ruct ion of t ime; 
they are co-determined. The d e n a t u r i n g of t ime (to l ive w i t h o u t h i s to ry or a l eav ing m e m o r y ) is a 
pos tmode rn effect (Hayles , 1990), b u t i t does not m a r k the disappearance of h i s tory , rather its 
hype r -p ro l i f e r a t i on i n m e d i a w h e r e time has become instantaneous, space irrelevant , and the 
event, as m e a n i n g f u l i n f o r m a t i o n / news, has taken center stage. N e w s , w i t h o u t the l u x u r y of 
ref lect ion, b u t rather i n the o u t p o u r i n g of reports that are s imula ted t h r o u g h space to grant 
immed iacy , that take the f o r m of a b r i e f i n g : condensed i n f o r m a t i o n s t r inged together. I t no longer 
matters w h o does w h a t to w h o m , b u t rather that something is occur r ing and that i t is repor ted l ive 
f o r pub l i c spectacle, whe the r i t is imag ina ry , real, or a mere pro jec t ion . Before I m o v e to see h o w 
the dena tu r ing of t ime and i ts separat ion f r o m space has affected medic ine , let m e take a close l o o k 
at w h a t Hegel t r i ed to consti tute as Phi losophical H i s t o r y to see h o w his idealist cons t ruct ion of the 
1 4 " A community which acquires a stable existence and elevates itself into a state requires more than merely 
subjective mandates of government, sufficient only for the needs of the moment. It requires rules, laws, 
universal and valid norms [philosophy]. It thus produces a record of, and interest in, intelligent, definite, and 
in their effects lasting actions and events. To these, Mnemosyne [remembrance literally, history], i n order to 
perpetuate the formation and constitution of the State, is impelled to add duration by remembrance." (Hegel, 
1953: 76) 
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event has p ro l i fe ra ted , and h o w i t is later approached b y Foucault t h rough the genealogical, 
archeological, a n d strategic m e t h o d , (Foucault, 1991) to see h o w his h is tor icophi losophica l 
approach has been d e r i v e d p r i m a r i l y i n resisting Hegel 's absolut ism. 
Hege l has set o u t the relations of Logic [ i d e a / d ia lect ic] , Geomet ry [na tu re / space], and 
H i s t o r y [ s p i r i t / t i m e ] i n terms of thesis, antithesis, synthesis, whe re h is tory is the ve ry ca lumn ia t i on 
of ph i losophica l Reason that grants mean ing to events. Hege l , i n Reason In History, sets ou t to 
establish h o w p h i l o s o p h y is a lways already embedded i n h i s to ry since "the sole though t w h i c h 
ph i losophy b r ings to the t reatment of h i s tory is the s imple concept of Reason: that Reason is the l a w 
of the w o r l d a n d that, therefore, i n w o r l d h is tory th ings come about ra t iona l ly . " (Hegel , 1953: 11) 
Foucault tries to exp lo i t the space between Reason and u n t h o u g h t to show that i n h is tory a l l does 
no t come i n reason a n d providence , b u t rather that reason ( i n the f o r m of expert op in ion ) is 
imposed u p o n h i s to ry t h r o u g h power , and that i t is a h is tor ica l const ruct ion as w e l l . H e a t t empted 
to d i a g r a m the r e a l m of the un though t , of f o l l y ( i n Madness and Civilization) to demonstrate h o w 
his tory is no t necessarily o f / i n reason, and to w o r k w i t h reason so that strategies against the 
exer t ion of reason can be charted, k n o w i n g f u l l w e l l that his discourses m a y be used i n the service 
of reason and no t resistance. Foucault designs strategies that w o r k vis-a-vis the g loba l i z ing moves 
of Hegel . But is H e g e l to t a l i z ing i n his use of reason as the f o u n d a t i o n of history? 
I n Hege l , the c i r cu i t of p o w e r / k n o w l e d g e is closed t h r o u g h the spir i t : "The pr inc ip les o f 
the na t iona l spir i ts progress ing t h r o u g h a necessary succession o f stages are on ly moment s o f one 
universa l Spi r i t w h i c h t h r o u g h them elevates and completes itself in to a se l f -comprehending 
to ta l i ty . " (Hegel , 1953: 95) I t is clear: s ingular i ty i n the mani fes ta t ion of a comprehensive Reason, 
and i t is to be regarded as the a i m of na t ional h is tory . The sp i r i t is b o t h subjective and objective, 
therefore Absolute i n its mani fes ta t ion of Reason: a mere p ro jec t ion of ra t iona l subjects that need to 
suspend their disbelief i n order to f i n d Reason, to discover the Spirit? "That this Idea or reason is 
the True , the Eternal , the Absolute Power and that i t a n d n o t h i n g b u t i t , its g lo ry and majesty , 
manifests itself i n the w o r l d - this, as w e said before , has been p r o v e n i n Phi losophy a n d is b e i n g 
presupposed here as p r o v e d . " (Hegel, 1953: 11) Is the e m p l o y m e n t o f reason a self ev iden t 
necessity i n the m a k i n g o f the nationalist sp i r i t that is a mani fes ta t ion of the Spir i t as Absolute? 
I w i l l b r i e f l y c l a r i f y w h a t Hege l means b y the Relat ion o f Absolute, Universal, Particular a n d 
h o w his equat ion is r igged . First, I need to establish the K a n t i a n d i f f e ren t i a t ion be tween bounds 
a n d limits. K a n t 1 5 d r a w s the d is t inc t ion be tween b o u n d and l i m i t m a i n l y i n the Critique of Pure 
Reason. Bounds are seen as mere negations or shadows that def ine objective presence, and l i m i t s 
1 5 "Limits (wi th extended being) always presuppose a space which is met w i t h outside, a certain 
determinate place that encloses i t ; confines [schranken] require nothing of that sort, but are mere 
negations which affect a quantity insofar as i t does not have absolute completeness." (Kant, 1953: § 57, IV, 
352) Confines are synonyms for bounds that have been used here. 
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presuppose a pos i t i v i ty , an outside, and indicate another space where the object as d e f i n e d b y the 
b o u n d m a y lose its present consistency. This d i s t inc t ion has been taken u p b y H e g e l as w e l l . O n l y 
f o r Hege l , 1 6 the l i m i t becomes a ref lec t ion o f the b o u n d (boundary) onto itself and is unattainable: i t 
is w h a t the object (as conceived i n language?) ought to be, yet w h a t i t a lways fa i l s to be. The a priori 
f a i lu re o f the object to reach its l i m i t and thus m o v e f r o m the d o m a i n of the Particular to the 
Universal is whe re Hege l 1 7 locates the Absolute (both objective k n o w l e d g e a n d k n o w i n g subject). 
The Un ive r sa l is de te rmined as an except ional Part icular (Hegel 's jus t i f i ca t ion o f the Monarch ' s 
w i l l as an e m b o d i m e n t of the state 1 8 develops this l ine of thought ) ; however , his a rgumen t can be 
to ta l i z ing i f a p rede te rmined (by lineage, class, gender, race and so on) Particular is a lways 
established as the Universal t h r o u g h an a rb i t ra ry m e t h o d of der iva t ion , w h i c h conceals the lack or 
negat ive re la t ionship of the Universal to itself, and to others. 
H e g e l at tempts to cur ta i l the object of P h i l o s o p h y / the subject of H i s t o r y before i t reaches 
its l i m i t b y le t t ing the l i m i t be occupied b y an exemplary , Absolute object ( that is such because i t 
embodies or contains subject iv i ty) , a n d thus he secures the s ingular i ty of the U n i v e r s a l as the on ly 
possible object that is w h a t i t ough t to be (the Monarch ' s w o r d s are a lways the L a w : Absolute). The 
re la t ion o f the Universal to the Particular is that of exclusion or negat ion, whereas the Absolute 
pretends to conta in i n its in te r ior the experience of a l l the part iculars w h i l e i t retains the f o r m of the 
universa l . The Absolute, thus, is a pu re presence that negates the negat ion o f the Universa l . A 
r igged equat ion: since a double subtract ion does not necessarily lead to an elevated w h o l e . The 
to ta l i z ing moves of Hege l are f o u n d e d u p o n the construct ion of a s ingular negat ive ter ra in as 
shaped b y the exclusion of the universa l , a s ingular f i s su re / spli t , w h i c h can be regarded as the 
on ly Absolute as ref lected u p o n itself. Objects, however , d o reach their l i m i t s w h e n the conceptual 
system b y w h i c h they are de te rmined becomes ou tmoded , w h e n the d i s t i nc t ion of f i g u r e and 
g r o u n d tha t has suppor ted t h e m is no t def in i te , w h e n the King ' s (Universa l ) arbitrariness is 
exposed, w h e n " m a n w o u l d be erased, l ike a face d r a w n i n the sand at the edge of the sea." 
(Foucault , 1973:387) 
For Foucault , the h is tor icophi losophica l practice "does no t exclude any o ther" (Foucault , 
1991: 391) any Particular i n the p r i v i l e g i n g Reason or the Universal. Rather, this practice "is a mat ter 
of m a k i n g one's o w n his tory , of fabr ica t ing as t h r o u g h f i c t i o n the h i s to ry that w o u l d be traversed 
b y the ques t ion o f the relations be tween structures of ra t iona l i ty that art iculate t rue discourse and 
1 6 " I n being-there the determinacy is l imi t , restriction [bound]. Thus, otherness is not something-indifferent 
or outside it , but its o w n moment. In vir tue of its quality, something is first f inite and secondly alterable, 
so that f in i tude and alterability belong to its being." (Hegel, 1991:148) 
" "Certainly God is the object indeed he is the object pure and simple, as against which our particular 
(subjective) opinions and notions have neither t ru th nor val idi ty. But precisely as absolute object, God 
does not confront subjectivity as a dark and hostile power; instead he contains i t w i t h i n himself as an 
essential moment." (Hegel, 1991: 272) 
1 8 This argument is made in Hegel's Phenomenology of the Spirit. I have accessed Jean Hyppol i te translation. 
La Phenomenology De L' Espirit. 
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the mechanisms of sub juga t ion that are t ied to i t . " (Foucault , 1991: 391) To opt ou t of Hege l ian 
b lackmai l , Foucaul t has examined ways to un rave l the connect ion w i t h and interest i n a ra t iona l 
subject f o r the cons t i tu t ion o f objective seeming, v a l i d , t rue narrat ives that secure claims to power . 
To end his tory , because l inear i ty , the na t ional spir i t , or un iversa l i ty , w h i c h have const i tu ted i t , are 
considered problemat ic , or to end ph i losophy , because h i s to ry has over taken i t [ b i r t h of H i s t o r y of 
Consciousness], w o u l d be mis leading . Both h i s to ry and ph i losophy need to be re- thought to 
account f o r present cont ingent circumstances/ part iculars . Foucault 's local cr i t ique does establish a 
mode t h r o u g h w h i c h b o t h subject ivi ty and objec t iv i ty are re-conceived not i n their un iversa l 
(other-negating) mode , b u t as par t ia l . 
T i m e is n o longer an a r r o w p o i n t i n g t owards an u n j u s t i f i e d , jus t i f iable , or hosti le telos as 
i n eschatology. I t is presented f o r w h a t i t a lways has been: a l i terary device that has shaped and 
s t ruc tured the w o r l d w h e n i t was elevated to the status of un iversa l t h rough the c i r cu la r i ty o f the 
S p i r i t / the phoenix m y t h . T i m e as sequence has i m p l i e d that movemen t is a lways di rected a w a y 
f r o m w h a t is t owards w h a t m i g h t become. Such cons t ruc t ion is based u p o n the concept ion of a 
h u m a n subject / object of t ime and his tory. W i t h the end of the h u m a n as proper subject (i.e., the 
b i r t h of cyborgs), w e can no longer ar r ive at consistent / total on to logy ( th rough a subject / object 
self-negating pai r ) or a s ingular d i rec t ing vector. A s such, t ime can n o longer be v i e w e d t h r o u g h 
l inear i ty , b u t t h r o u g h a ceaseless movemen t that m a y n o longer be d i rec ted b y a w i l l to p o w e r or a 
p o w e r / knowledge . The telos that has directed the a r r o w of t ime has a lways been presupposed i n 
the arche, the p r inc ip l e , the a p r i o r i , the universa l as Absolute: G o d . 
I have established h o w the universal , f i x e d b y a p r i o r i g rounds to the Absolute, is a lways 
ideologica l ly invested; consequently, h i s tory as na t ional o r i g i n f i n d i n g is s i m p l y a l e g i t i m i z a t i o n 
story that just i f ies act ion, coercion, suppression. H i s t o r y conceived i n this manner affects other 
modal i t ies of h i s to ry that are n o t of the na t ional var ie ty , i.e., even med ica l h is tory , f o r example: the 
jus t i f i ca t ion of conta inment f o r diseased i n d i v i d u a l s wha tever scale or du ra t ion ; the con ta inment 
of men ta l ly i l l i n asylums or other places of enclosure (even i f they have been separate f r o m 
cr imina ls i n Br i ta in . The u n t h o u g h t as i n i t i a l l y conceived b y Foucault is no t a s ingular , l u m p i n g 
domain ) ; the medica l i za t ion of c r i m i n a l i t y that w e have seen i n the past f e w years (i.e., there is 
such a t h i n g as a mass m u r d e r e r personal i ty) , and so on. I n fact the pos t -modern c o n d i t i o n is about 
M o d e r n i t y ( M a n / H u m a n i t y / Enl ightenment) reaching its l i m i t where w h a t m a y f o l l o w is 
exposed to a rad ica l ly cr i t ica l m o d e of analysis that tests its v a l i d i t y as i n the K a n t i a n s i tua t ion . 
Cr i t ique or i n ou r age m u l t i v a l e n t hypercr i t iques are the markers of conceptual unrest that 
wrestles to redef ine the current state t h r o u g h n e w contest ing and contested circumstances 
(par t i cu la r s / contingencies). 
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These questions can be posed: w h a t bounds are presently negot ia ted and w h a t w i l l their 
projected l i m i t s be at least i n the d o m a i n of knowledge that I have s i tuated myse l f ( p r i m a r i l y 
medicine)? C a n a un iversa l g r o u n d be a v a l i d basis f o r decision m a k i n g a n d i f yes w h a t w o u l d i t 
be? C o u l d w e speak of progress, en l igh tenment as dis t inct f r o m scientif ic t r i umpha l i sm? Does a 
consensus a lways need to be reached or cou ld w e def ine p r o d u c t i v e m o v e m e n t t h rough an 
eva lua t ion of differences that does no t howeve r stabilize a s ingular f i g u r e / g r o u n d contrast? I w i l l 
describe h o w a par t i a l de t e rmina t ion of subject / object avoids Hegel 's to ta l iz ing , h o w par t i a l i ty 
can be the basis fo r a more symbio t ic m o d e l of governmenta l i ty that w o u l d have cr i t ique as its 
operat ive mode . 
A s such, "cr i t ique is the m o m e n t t h r o u g h w h i c h the subject gives itself the r igh t to 
quest ion t r u t h concerning its p o w e r effects and to quest ion p o w e r about its discourses of t r u th . 
C r i t i que w i l l be the art o f v o l u n t a r y inserv i tude , of reflect ive i ndoc i l i t y . The essential f u n c t i o n of 
cr i t ique w o u l d be that o f desubject i f icat ion i n the game of w h a t one w o u l d cal l , i n a w o r d , the 
pol i t ics of t r u t h . " (Foucault , 1991: 386) Cr i t i que as a means of de-subjecting the speaker is also 
central to pos tmode rn CyberFeminis t considerations that de termine h o w the b o d y has a lways 
been the site o f s u b j u g a t i o n / subject ion t h r o u g h its m a k i n g in to the objec t / subject of knowledge . 
Part ial , unstable boarders be tween subject a n d object, make f o r p rov i s iona l knowledges and 
records, and can be descr ipt ive of the discursive chatter present i n cyber-space, whe re one 
discovers a hype r -p ro l i f e r a t i on of s imula ted codes whe the r they are h u m a n / a n i m a l / machine. 
3. Postmodern Considerations Or What Are Cyber Feminisms? 
Enlightenment is man's emergence from his self-incurred immaturity. 
Immaturity is the inability to use one's own understanding without the 
guidance of another. This immaturity is self-incurred if its cause is not lack of 
understanding, but rather lack of resolution and courage to use without the 
guidance of another. The motto of enlightenment is tlierefore Sapere audel Have 
the courage to use your own understanding. (Kant, 1991:58) 
To represent en l igh tenment as the emergence f r o m a se l f - incurred i m m a t u r i t y is 
p roblemat ic i n that i t presumes i m m a t u r i t y ( w h i c h I take to mean someth ing a k i n to false-
consciousness) to be the result o f one's o w n agency, so that a l l one w o u l d have to d o is f i n d i n 
oneself the courage to t h i n k and cr i t ique , " to use one's o w n unders tand ing . " Cr i t ique , thus, is 
already presupposed as the on ly possible answer to ideo logy (false consciousness) as generated 
t h r o u g h an eager to please the status q u o his tor ic i ty . I m m a t u r i t y is a lways ideological , i n the 
service of power , and the cal l to use one's o w n ab i l i ty to unders tand is to m o v e in to the rea lm of 
cr i t ique and v o l u n t a r y inserv i tude . T o use one's cr i t ical ab i l i t y does no t necessarily result i n a 
s ingular vers ion of en l igh tenment i n the progressive var ie ty , no r of an obscur i ty i n the regressive 
var ie ty . A l l that c r i t ique can o f f e r (whether w i t h i n reason or no t ) is to destabilize not ions of 
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Absolute, of to ta l i ty , of wholeness that effaces d ivers i ty . The quest ion remains: w h a t sort of agent 
can be constructed on the basis o f resistance alone and h o w effect ive w o u l d such agency be? 
Agency , another problemat ic concept, f o r Kant , w o u l d be emancipa tory i f i t acqui red the 
responsib i l i ty to t h i n k f o r one-self o n l y o n pub l ic affa i rs and under the label of the ci t izen. Ci t izen: 
l a n d - o w n i n g , educa t ed / li terate, aristocratic, males maybe a b i t broader to inc lude some f r o m the 
r i s ing mercant i le class. The Kan t i an f o r m of cr i t ique pr ivi leges w r i t i n g / publ ica t ion , w h i c h cou ld 
be anonymous a l though i f necessary the person w o u l d be cal led to stand b y w h a t has been said i f 
i t is slanderous. Agency f o r K a n t is no t jus t to t h i n k (Descartes' f amous " I m i n k therefore I am") , 
b u t to w r i t e / speak p robab ly anonymous ly i n order to cr i t ique c o m m o n af fa i r s i n the pub l i c 
sphere w i t h a regard towards c o m m o n good, i.e., cr i t ique shou ld a lways be tempered. K a n t 
ment ions i n passing the " i m m a t u r i t y " of the " fa i r e r " sex or " ch i ld ren , " w h i c h f o r his t ime to even 
contemplate w o u l d have been regarded as revo lu t ionary . 
H o w e v e r , Kant ' s n o t i o n of agency cannot go f a r enough to " l iberate" t hem as w e l l since 
their "dependence" is essential i n the cons t i tu t ion o f s ingular M a n (Lacan has thus u t i l i z e d the 
social de t e rmina t ion of this "dependence" to p rove v ia Hege l that there is no such this as The 
Woman''). Foucault has chal lenged Kant ' s n o t i o n of emancipa t ion as established u p o n the r i g h t to 
p roduce discourse since Foucaul t regarded the m a k i n g of discourse as a subord ina t ion to reason, 
a n d thus to result i n subjugat ion . (Discourses o n sexuali ty have been established u p o n the 
confession r i t ua l that presuppose sex to be s in . ) 2 0 The act, f o r Foucault , can no t be free speech (as i t 
has been deemed i n the cons t i tu t ion of the nation-state that is n o longer a monarchy) , rather the act 
is to transgress one's l imi ta t ions , so that i t w o u l d create the space necessary to re- invent oneself 
t h r o u g h discourse and experience, to m o v e t h r o u g h radical a l ter i ty elsewhere. 
The oppos i t ion o f speech a n d experience has been destabil ized b y m a n y feminis ts , to 
show that i ndeed subject iv i ty cannot contain or be contained i n the m a p p e d ou t b o d y (as i n the 
Freud ian m o t t o "ana tomy is des t iny ," w h i c h no longer applies since prosthetics m a k e the 
impossible possible: a Pregnant m a n / mother 2 1 ) . Rather b o d i l y conceptions a n d experience are 
s i m u l a t e d / re- invented i n cybernetic languages. The m i r r o r that H e g e l u n k n o w i n g l y const i tu ted 
as another subject is necessary to stabilize an / t h r o u g h a We, and is clearly the site o f m o d e r n 
iden t i f ica t ions of the na t ional , re l ig ious , or un iversa l var ie ty . H o w e v e r , the m i r r o r is also r e f i g u r e d 
i n cyberspace t h r o u g h the computer , whe re the image is subst i tuted b y the code, and i d e n t i t y does 
1 9 Lacan in "God A n d the Jouissance Of The Woman. A Love Letter" (Feminine Sexuality). 
2 0 Look at Foucault's History of Sexuality: An Introduction. 
2 1 More details w i t h regard to a pregnant man look in "Reproducing The Posthuman Body: Ectogenetic 
Fetus, Surrogate Mother, Pregnant M a n " by Susan M . Squire. 
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no t pass t h r o u g h sameness [the thread that ho lds the " W e " together as i n the Absolute] b u t 
d ivers i ty . 
Col lec t iv i ty , therefore, can on ly be regarded as an assemblage of m a n y rather than a 
collect ion o f the same. Singular "on to logy [has been], thus, [established] no t [on ly as] a f o u n d a t i o n , 
b u t a no rma t ive i n j u n c t i o n that operates ins id ious ly by ins ta l l ing itself i n t o the po l i t i ca l discourse 
as its necessary g r o u n d " (Butler, 1990: 148) T o roo t subject ivi ty i n the dis t inct experience of be ing 
the same is problemat ic since subject ivi ty has no longer any dis t inct character as i t is represented 
on ly b y an I that moves as easily f r o m one to another. Thus, the I of subject ivi ty even w h e n i t refers 
to a par t icu lar b o d y or context can at the same t ime resist to be f i x e d i n any one s i tuat ion. The / can 
m o v e easily f r o m one to another, to weave discourse t h r o u g h i terat ion, b u t n o t necessarily of 
iden t i ty as t h r o u g h its m i r r o r i n g i n the We, b u t rather a l ter i ty . 
The J is a f issure that has been created b y power , so that the i n d i v i d u a l b o d y can apologize 
f o r its conduct [as i n docile bodies], and re inforce p o w e r as t h r o u g h the representations of the 
scaf fo ld i n Foucault 's Discipline And Punish. E v e n i f subject ivi ty is constructed i n the interest of 
p o w e r and t h r o u g h the per formance of an i den t i t y f u n c t i o n , iden t i ty can never be tautological , 
coherent, stable, s ingular . I den t i t y has a lways been the f u n c t i o n t h r o u g h w h i c h ideo logy is 
inserted, the genealogy of p o w e r leg i t imated , a n d is the t i p f r o m the iceberg of a l ter i ty . Bodies and 
identi t ies are no t equivalent even i f they are si tuated on opposite sides of the equa t ion o f power . I n 
order to destabil ize the l i n k be tween t h e m one w o u l d have to engage i n local c r i t ique and 
contestation. Clear ly "s i tuated purposes are necessarily f in i t e , roo ted i n pa r t i a l i t y a n d subtle p l ay 
of same a n d d i f f e r en t , maintenance a n d d isso lu t ion ." (Haraway , 1991) The key to the 
destabi l izat ion of p o w e r / k n o w l e d g e is to problemat ize the process of p r o d u c t i o n / r ep roduc t ion , 
is to destabilize the i den t i t y f u n c t i o n ( w i t h o u t be ing reduct ive about the type or f o r m that p o w e r 
takes so that govermenta l i ty a lways remains an open f i e ld ) . 
Thus , " to enter in to the repet i t ive practices of this ter ra in of s ign i f ica t ion is n o t a choice, f o r 
the T that m i g h t enter is a lways already inside: there is no poss ib i l i ty of agency or rea l i ty outs ide 
of the discursive practices that g ive those terms the i n t e l l i g ib i l i t y that they have. The task is no t 
whe the r to repeat, b u t h o w to repeat or, indeed , to repeat and, t h r o u g h rad ica l p r o l i f e r a t i o n of 
gender [or other n o r m a t i v e categories], to displace [unsettle] the ve ry gender n o r m s that have 
established repe t i t ion i tself" (Butler, 1990: 148) t h r o u g h iden t i f i ca t ion of the same. A n escape f r o m 
the b o d y i n t o cybernetic hyper-codes is no t rea l ly possible even i f i den t i ty boarders are quest ioned, 
and a to ta l escape or l ibera t ion f r o m the code is i l lusory because on ly w i t h i n the code can 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n and interconnectedness occur even i f the code is no t jus t language. 
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Since an escape outs ide the code or discourse is no t possible, then the on ly maneuver 
possible is to radical ly resist the m o d e of insc r ip t ion in to the same and to con t inua l ly i m p l o d e 
s ingular i ty , to unmask i t as ideological , a m o v e that wishes to demonstrate " t r u t h " t h r o u g h its 
grasp of power . " W h a t is cal led fo r instance is an examina t ion of the opera t ion o f the ' g r ammar ' o f 
each f i g u r e of discourse, its syntactic laws or requirements , its imag ina ry conf igura t ions , i ts 
metaphor ic ne tworks , and also, of course, w h a t i t does no t art iculate at the leve l of utterance: its 
silences," ( I r igaray, 1985: 75) i n order to f i n d ways to art iculate the u n t h o u g h t no t i n the interest o f 
one b u t many . The impor tance of " ' theory ' lies i n enactment and i n w r i t i n g strategies" ( K o n d o , 
1990: 304), no t jus t i n the de l ineat ion of concepts. The status o f f u g i t i v e is no t a re fusa l to face some 
threat, b u t rather i t is the desire to relocate i n order to keep the prospect of f r e e d o m i n the game of 
gove rn ing , to a l l o w f o r openness, and to discover n e w spaces t h r o u g h transgression. 
Subject ivi ty does n o t need the re fuge of the Absolute. Its m o t i o n uncovers the space where 
i t can operate n o t i n the dialect ical m o n o p o l y of reason, b u t i n a dance of l i m i t and transgression. 
Subject iv i ty s h o u l d no t be s tabi l ized b y a negat ing re la t ion to the Other , no r w i t h a self-negated 
re la t ion to itself v ia a We. Subject iv i ty is an i/t that does not presume wholeness is ideal . Rather, i/t 
already sees itself backwards i n a t/i, i n the beg inn ing of a q u e s t / i o n that has no end and n o 
beg inn ing . H i s t o r y is this account of spHtt ing and reversing, whe re on ly questions can be posed 
and answers never stabil ized. Phi losophy and h is tory are n o longer opposed. They are the vehicles 
of subject iv i ty towards elsewhere: the goal m a y never be f i x e d . This age is about transgressing 
l i m i t s of iden t i ty and d i f ference to reconstitute them, about b reak ing the L a w of sameness to f i g u r e 
moves that preserve d ivers i ty , so that "nature and cul ture are r e w o r k e d ; the one can no longer be 
the resource f o r app rop r i a t i on or inco rpora t ion b y the other." (Ha raway , 1991) 
This is an age where transgression is s i m p l y b reak ing in to a secure system, w h e r e 
k n o w l e d g e can n o longer be established u p o n a s ingular p o w e r base, whe re i n d i v i d u a l s and 
communi t i e s m a y s t i l l be t r apped i n the game of co-determinat ion i n the interest of governments 
a n d ins t i tu t ions . Even i f w e can have a g l impse of the broader leve l of sociali ty that is independent 
of these terms, the stories of co-de terminat ion are a lways about the mater ia l iza t ion of our w o r s t 
fears: d i sembodiment , catastrophes, fatalit ies, diseases, about marg ina l i za t ion i n the name of these 
fears. W h a t i f w e have no t been able to keep u p to the pace o f the "f ishes" that can transgress their 
p re -conf igured l imi ta t ions , and w e are l e f t i n the technological dust o f the f u t u r e before the game 
ever starts. 
C a n w e change the script a n d imagine a more l ikable or fanc ied conclusion? a h a p p y end? 
Cyber-Disney I a m sure w i l l m a k e for tunes sel l ing i t to the hope fu l s s t i l l f r o z e n i n n i t rogen , 
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anticipating.... Or conversely, we really learn how to live wi th each other and our prosthetics 
checks w i l l revise our thoughts/ visions to make sure that we do not fixate on the same, that we 
w i l l respect diversities, the planet, the universe, that we w i l l become less self-centered. Then the 
term other-centered would acquire a meaning other than co-dependence or self-erasure. 
Politics is really just that: the art of the possible projections whether it concerns medicine, 
education, or whatever. I believe I have illustrated enough of the ways in which it manipulates 
information and knowledge to display how the game can be changed, how power and knowledge 
do not need to collaborate behind our backs, how indeed we can all start dealing wi th the ways we 
are interested, and how we differ f rom others, to start negotiating on open terms the contours of 
the future. Otherwise, the negotiations w i l l go on without us. 
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